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INTRODUCTION 
i 
Because cedar-apple mist can only "be controlled success­
fully by the isolation of apples from red cedars, this fungous 
! parasite presents a peculiar problem in Iowa where both of its 
: hosts are trees of value. 
The red cedar, Juniperus virginiana L., is the only native 
conifer which is distributed widely throu^out the state. It 
is cultivated conmonly for shelter belts on farmsteads and its 
numerous horticultural varieties are utilized by the landscape 
gardener because of their rare aesthetic worth. The red cedar, 
aside from its association with the rust fungi, is a desirable 
plant in Iowa because of its adaptability, utility and beauty. 
seventy per cent of the 2,840,000 apple trees in Iowa are 
in home plantings. Vfnere orcharding is practiced commercially 
the comparative value of apples is much greater than that of 
red cedars, but in other localities this may not be true. 
The epidemic of cedar-apple rust in 1923 was one of the 
most severe outbreaks in many years and caused an estimated 
loss of $290,000 in Iowa. Orchardists in Harrison County sus­
tained such damage that agitation was started to control the 
disease by legislation against the red cedar. This move was 
considered by the officials who are mostly concerned with the 
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control of plant diseases in Iowa but to them the immediate 
passage of an anti-red-cedar law seemed unadvisable. Instead, 
a program involving local cooperation betv;een the orchardists 
and their neigjhbors was substituted and a more thorough investi­
gation was planned. 
Additional information was needed regarding the prevalence 
and taxonomy of the cedar rust fungi in Iowa, Their host ranges 
were poorly defined and many conflicting statements were found 
regarding the relative susceptibility of these hosts. The 
latter was especially true in the case of Gsminosporangium 
juniperi-virginianae Schw. on varieties of cultivated apple. 
It was also desirable to investigate the effectiveness of con­
trol by the isolation of apples from red cedars. In the event 
that a rust-resistant jiiniper could be discovered, the problem 
of disease control mi^t be simplified greatly. 
It was for the purpose of obtaining information on these 
problems that the present investigation was started. Most of 
the field work was done in the nurseries at Shenandoah. Labora­
tory and greenhouse experiments were conducted at Ames and 
several collecting trips were made over the state. The data 
were taken during the years 1927 to 1931, althou^ the project 
was not begun officially until the summer of 1928. 
Cedar-apple mst was studied from four angles, the pur­
poses of which may be stated as follows: (a) To siimmarize the 
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present knowledge of the genus Gymnosporangium in Iowa as to 
its geographic distribution, prevalence, host range and mor­
phology. (b) To investigate the seasonal development of 
Gymnosporangium juniperi-virginianae Schw, and G. globosim 
pari, and the diseases which they cause, (c) To determine 
the relative susceptibility of species and varieties of Poma-
ceae and Juniperaceae to G. juniperi-virginianae and G. glo-
bosum in Iowa; to measure the extent of injury caused; and to 
compare the pathogenicity of the fungi causing cedar-apple 
rust in Iowa with that of similar rusts from other states, 
(d) To measure the effect of isolation from red cedar trees 
on the amount of cedar-apple rust on apples. 
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PBRTIIEHT LITBRATURE 
Cedar-apple rust has been the subject of much investiga­
tion in this country since 1880 v/hen Farlow (52) published 
"The Gymnosporangia or cedar-apples of the United States." 
Kern (63), Giddings and Berg (40), Reed and Crabill (81), Jones 
and Bartholomew (61) and Weimer (98, 99) have adequately re­
viewed the literature up to 1917. No attempt will be made at 
this time to mention all of the literature on cedar-apple rust 
but only those contributions which bear directly on the 
problems at hand. To parallel the arrangement of the data 
v/laich follow, the review of literature has been divided also 
into four parts. 
SPECIES OP C-WiNOSPORANC-IUM III lOif/A 
In his "Preliminary list of Iowa Uredineae" Arthur (6) 
mentions collections of the teleuto stage of Gymnosporangium 
clavariaeforme D C., G. germinale (Schw.) Kern. (G« clavipes C« 
and P.), G. juniperi-virginianae Schw. (G. inacropus Lk.) and 
of two aecidial forms, Roestelia lacerata ?r. and Roes» peni-
cillata Pr# In 1892 Pammel (71) discovered G. globosum Pari, 
on red cedar near Ames. Wilson (101) added G. corniculans Kern 
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and G. nidus-avis Thax. to the list in 1910. Compilations of 
the collections in Iowa are given by Arthur (9) and more re-
i cently by Gilman and Archer (44)» 
In 1905 Pammel (73) figured five species of Gymnosporangium 
i 
• known in lowa at that time. In fig. 11, page 55, there are pen 
! drawings of the aecidia of G. jxmiperi-virginianae (Roestelia 
: pyrata (Schw.) Ihax.) on Crataegus bipinnatifida and Mercer 
: crab (Pyrus ioensls). The aecidia on Crataegus are long, tubular 
and lacerate while those on Mercer crab have distinctly recurved 
peridia. •I3iere are also noticeable differences in the size, 
form and markings of the peridial cells, Pammel says, "in 
Crataegus punctata as v/ell as C. mollis the peridial cells ex­
tend much longer beyond the surface of the leaf, and they are 
more finely lacerate. In Pyrus ioensis the cups are shorter, 
darker brown, and the peridial cells do not cling as in the 
Crataegi. In the cultivated apple the cups are smaller than 
(those on) either of the other- host plants. They project but 
sli^tly beyond the surface". 
Since the description of aecidia of rust on Crataegus spp. 
corresponds closely to G. globosum, while the inzst on the vidld 
crab and cultivated apple is like G. juniperi-virginianae, the 
question may be raised whether Pammel was not confusing two 
species. 
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Ksm (63) brings together the results of a large nimiber of 
original cultures and descriptions of species and combines them 
in monographic form with other biologic and taxonomic laiowledge 
of the genus Gymnosporangium. He (62) follows Fischer (35) in 
emphasizing the fact that the sculptoring on the peridial cells 
of the aecidium may be used effectively in the separation of 
aecidial forms. 
SEASOML DEVEIADPMENT 
In 1865 oersted (68) discovered the genetic relation be­
tween the genera, Roestelia and Gymnosporangium. He found that 
Roestelia cancellata Rebent. followed the inoculation of the 
pear tree with sporidia of Gymnosporangium sabinae (Dicks.) 
V/int. (Podisoma Sabineae). 
Parlow (52) undertook the study of cedar rust fungi in 
the United States. He describes the formation of galls on red 
cedar due to G. juniperi-virginianae. Ihe mycelit;im is found 
principally in the leaves where it causes swelling and finally 
a rupture at about the central portion. In the majority of 
cases the galls die after bearing one crop of spores. Some­
times a new knot may grow from one side of the old gall and 
bear a second crop of spores, but the two portions remain 
distinct. "Ehe mycelium of G. globos;3m is perennial and abounds 
in the stems and leaves. Gall tissue bursts through the stem 
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at ttLe point v.'iiere tlie leaf is attached. Germinating teleuto-
spores of G. germinale (G. clavipes), G. juniperi-virginianae 
and G. globosum are figured where commonly two and sometimes 
three promycelia are growing out of each cell. The wall of the 
aecidiospore is described as being double, consisting of a 
rather thick endospcre and a thin exospore. The endospore is 
perforated with a number of holes throu^ which the germ tubes 
protrude. 
Richards (82) refuted Kienitz-Gerloff (64) who considered 
the thin-walled spores on the inside of the teleutosori to be 
the uredo-stage in Gymnosporangium. Richards studied also the 
influence of various amounts of water on the type of germination 
of the teleutospores of G« clavariaeforme. ^-j/hen germinating, 
the teleutospcres produce usually from two to four promycelia 
of typical form from the region of the septum. Terminal ger­
mination is found also. ?/ith abundant water, the promycelium 
does not become septate, but elongates to form a germ tube. 
Vi/hen only sli^tly damp the germinal tubes push out a short 
distance from the spore and divide into four or five stout ob­
long cells. These fall apart and may later germinate by tubes, 
A simple modification of the process is sometimes observed 
where short bud-like projections arise through the germ pores. 
Soon these buds separate from the spore and later produce germ 
tubes. 
Galloway (36) and later Pammel (70) concluded that the 
mycelium of G* juniperi-virginianae in many cases lives from 
year to year in the apple tree. This inference seemed logical 
to these workers because their attempts to prevent infection 
by use of fungicides were futile. Later Pammel (75) included 
G. globosum, G. clavariaeforme and G. nidus-'avis in a group 
of parasitic fungi having perennial mycelium. In these in­
stances he was referring to the habit of the rusts on their 
coniferous hosts# 
Heald (51, 52, 53) also presented evidence to indicate 
the biennial nature of the life cycle of G. juniperi-virginianae. 
His proof rested on the fact that new galls appeared during 
the summers of 1S06-1S08 from 10 to 39 days before the aecidia 
opened. This fact was substantiated later by Dodge (27) who 
sowed aecidiospores on trees of Juniperus virginiana between 
June 7 and June 28, 1914, and obtained galls with mature spores 
in 1916 between March 6 and May 18. 
According to Reed and Crabill (81) very small galls of 
G. juniperi-virginianae may in rare cases continue their growth 
after discharging the first year's crop of sporidia and may 
produce spores again the following year. This was not observed 
in the case of large galls. The promycelia are produced at 
temperatures between 11 and 29®c. while the optimum temperature 
is about 15°C. 
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Coons (25) observed by means of a strong beam of light 
the forceful discharge of the sporidia from the sori. The 
j spores did not fall rapidly in air but took on a "swirling 
motion" similar to "that of the pappus of a thistle in a light 
breeze". The sporidia are very adhesive. 
Heed and Crabill (81) found that in one instance sporidia 
i of cedar-apple rust were disseminated over a period of three 
I fair days following a rain storm. Optimum conditions for the 
i 
production of sporidia capable of infecting the apple appear 
to be; (1) A rain of 24 to 36 hours duration sufficient to 
saturate the tentacles and keep them wet for about eight hours; 
(2) wind for 24 hours to dry the sori rapidly and to dissemi­
nate the sporidia; (3) an absence of sunshine diiring dissemina­
tion; and (4) rain, mist or dew to allow germination of spor­
idia on apple leaves. 
The longevity of sporidia is five to six days in an air 
dry condition but only two to five hours when exposed to direct 
sunlight. Drying is fatal even at relatively low temperatures. 
Thaxter (93) noted that when sporidia are not in contact 
with suitable host tissue which furnish conditions for further 
development, the production of secondary sporidia serves as a 
further means of dissemination. The formation of secondary 
sporidia has been illustrated by Crabill (26). 
Good, germination of teleutospores was secured by Giddings 
and Berg (41) after moistening gall from one to two hours 
and abiindant sporidial discharge occurred within three hours 
after first applying the water. Under field conditions one 
such sporidial discharge occurred within eight hours after 
the rain began. Weimer (98) states that 15 or 20 separate 
gelatinizations may occur in galls of G. juniperi-virginianae 
during one season. 
Coons (25) inferred that the sporidia infect the apple 
leaf directly through the epidermal cells because more abun­
dant infection was obtained through the upper leaf surface 
than the lower. Uhe upper surface is nearly devoid of stomata. 
Weimer (98) found that infection takes place on both the upper 
and lower surfaces of the leaf but the resulting pycnidia 
appear always on the upper side. 
In artificial inoculation experiments using G. juniperi-
virginianae on wild crab, Halsted (47) found that 55 days are 
required to produce aecidia after sowing the sporidia. 
Lloyd and Ridgway (65) noted the hydroscopic movements of 
the peridial cells of the aecidium of G. juniperi*virginianae. 
In dry weather the strips of peridial cells are strai^t or 
bent outward leaving the opening of the aecidium free and per­
mitting the spores to escape, vi/hen the atmosphere is moist, 
the strips curl inward, closing the opening of the tube and 
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tiius preventing the escape of the spores. 
The time and conditions most conducive to the germination 
of aecidiospores of the cedar rusts is not well understood. 
Eeald (63) ohtaL ned germination from a higher percentage of 
aecidiospores of G. juniperi-virginianae during July, August 
and September than in October* Dodge and Adams (29) obtained 
12 per cent germination dxiring July with the same rust. 
Aecidiospores of G. myricatum in tap water cultures gave from 
zero to one per cent germination in a large number of trials. 
Leaves bearing aecidia were hung in cloth bags outdoors over 
winter. Spores from these leaves failed to germinate the 
following March. 
Wide variations are reported regarding the germination 
in other species. Aecidiospores of G. globosim germinated 0.1 
per cent or less; G. juvenescens, to 10 per cent; G. nidus-avis, 
occasionally to 50 per cent; and G. clavariaeforme invariably 
gave 95 to 100 per cent. 
Putoishi (54) found that overwintering or cooling in a 
refrigerator at zero degrees C. for five to 10 days is necessary 
for germination of the aecidiospores of G. yamadae Miyabe. 
presh spores not subjected to cooling could not be induced to 
germinate during the season in which they were produced. Apple 
leaves with aecidia were placed in a bag on September 25 and 
allowed to overwinter in the open. On March 19, following. 
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55 per cent of the spores taken from these leaves produced 
vigorous germ tubes. Similar spores held in a refrigerator at 
zero degrees C. became dried and failed to germinate on March 
28. The response of aecidiospores of G. haraeanum Syd. was 
quite different. Prom 30 to 55 per cent germination was secured 
from newly formed spores during August. 
Thomas and Mills (95) attempted to germinate the aecidio­
spores of cedar-apple rust in late s-ammer, but obtained nega­
tive results. However, spores of G, germinale germinated 32.5 
per cent after being kept at three degrees C. for 12 weeks and 
spores of G. juniperi-virginianae germinated 80.5 per cent 
after ei^t weeks at the same temperature. A single moiint of 
aecidiospores of G. globosum collected on December 12 on fallen 
leaves of Crataegus shov/ed 54 per cent germination after 26 
hours. These authors believe that the greater part of natural 
infection on cedars occurs in late autumn, rather than in mid­
summer or the following spring as has been suggested by var­
ious workers. 
Much discussion has centered about the origin and mor­
phology of the gall tissue. \Yeimer (99) ^ ows quite conclu­
sively that the galls of both G. juniperi-virginianae and G. 
globosum originate as modified leaves. He found small teleuto-
sori of G« globosum arising from the inner surface of leaves 
where there was little or no swelling. Often the infected 
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' leaves are yellov:ed throu^ a portion of their length. Sections 
: tiarough these parts shov/ that the tissues are completely per-
I meated v/ith mycelium. The small galls which develop at some 
i distance out on the leaves usually fail to reach any great size» 
The methods employed by various workers in artificial 
; inoculation experiments differ considerably. In inoculating 
; various pomaceous plants with cedar rusts, "Ihaxter (94) "found 
i it more convenient to place the spore masses directly upon 
the sprinkled leaves, as soon as the sporidia begin to 
; form, and to keep the plants covered with bell glasses or wet 
i paper for one or two days, carefully removing the jelly as soon 
^ as these were taken off". V/eimer (98) obtained infection on 
leaves of Y/ealthy apple Virith a suspension of sporidia applied 
' in a spray. Clinton and McCormick (18) inoculated successfully 
• leaves of apple in petri dishes with the teleutospore stage of 
G. jxiniperi-virginianae. Hov/ever, the leaves could not be kept 
alive until aecidia were mature. Dodge (27) in one instance 
inoculated leaves of Amelanchier by rubbing the germinating 
spore masses of G. transformans (Ellis) Kern on individual 
leaves. "Over infection" resulted and many cf the leaves were 
killed. Piikushi (54) obtained sporidia by sowing teleutosori 
of G. yamadae in water. Wnen the teleutospores had begun to 
germinate readily, "the gelatinous spore masses were smeared 
on the apple leaves". Each of the inoculated plants v;as covered 
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witiL a bell jar for a day in order to retain the moisture. 
Stevens (S7) obtained much more infection from the sporidia 
of cedar-apple rust after rubbing the bloom from the surface 
of the leaves. 
The artificial inoculation of junipers has proved more 
difficult than that of pomaceous plants. Arthur (3) sowed 
aecidiospores of G. germinale on Juniperus siberica on June 7, 
1910. Many teleutosori appeared in May, 1911, shov.'ing that 
this species may complete its seasonal development in one year. 
Dodge (27) confirmed Arthur's experiment. He shov/ed further 
that G. juniperi-virginianae, G. globosum and G. ellisii require 
two years for complete development fshile G. clavariaeforme, 
G. nidus-avis and G. transformans produce teleutosori the 
year following inoculation. Hov;ever, those rusts having per­
ennial mycelium often form larger sori the year following 
their initial appearance. 
PATHOGENICITY OP GyifflOSPQRANGIUM JTJNIPERI-
VIRGINIANA3 AND G. GLOBOSUM 
The fact that cedar-apple rust does not develop to the 
same extent on all of its hosts has "been well kno?m for more 
than forty years. Thaxter (94) observed this near Sylva, North 
Carolina. Some trees in small apple orchards were so infested 
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' with rust that the bri^t color Yvas striking even at a con­
siderable distance. Other apple trees, standing near by, 
I shov;ed no sign of the fungus. Heald (53) states, "In the case 
; of resistant or slightly susceptible varieties of apples the 
rust spots remain minute and underdeveloped for the entire 
season, at times not even being able to form the pycnia". In 
certain cases "the leaf tissue is killed at the point of in­
fection so that a circular patch of dead brown tissue is formed 
which produces a cluster of black pycnia at its center". 
Pulton (35) observed that leaves of "susceptible" varie­
ties of apples are resistant to infection v/hen first emerging 
from the bud and again v;hen fully grown and matured. Giddings 
and Berg (40) attribute the immunity of old leaves to the 
thickness of the cuticle and cell walls and also to other un­
named chemical and physical changes inside the leaf. In con­
sidering the nature of disease resistance. Reed and Crabill 
(81) have discerned tv;o types: (1) The parasite fails to pene­
trate the epidermis because of mechanical or morphological 
barriers althou^ when once inside the palisade and mesophyll 
tissues, it finds a congenial environment; (2) 2he parasite 
enters the leaf as in 'the case of a susceptible host but its 
development ceases before normal fruiting structures are pro­
duced. The first theory is upheld by Miller (67) who obtained 
infection "through wounds on apple leaves which had become 
resistant". 
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Reed and Crabill (81) do not s-apport Waite (96) in the view 
that there are two strains of cedar-apple rust which appear on 
alternate years. Ihese authors attribute such fluctuations to 
the weather conditions. 
Many of the investigators in this country have given some 
attention to the relative susceptibility of apple varieties to 
cedar-apple rust. The reports have been compiled in part by 
Jones and Bartholomew (61), Giddings and Berg (40), Hutchins 
and Haskell (57) and others. But it seems desirable to assemble 
again all of the available data and to translate them into a 
common terminology. This compilation indicates the v/ide varia­
tions in reports on the susceptibility of certain varieties, 
it also emphasizes the need for a uniform system of readings 
whereby all reports on the relative susceptibility of apples 
may be interpreted with certainty. 
Table 1 lists alphabetically the varieties of apples whose 
susceptibility has been reported and classifies them under five 
headings as being either immune, very resistant, resistant, 
susceptible, or very susceptible. The reports are listed by 
states for the purpose of stressing their geographical rela­
tions. In the footnote of tlae table are given the names of 
the investigators together with the key reference used in the 
table, the citation reference and the interpretations placed 
upon the notations of the investigator. In those instances 
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Table 1 • A compilation of reports from various states on the 
relative susceptibility of cultivated apples and crabapples to 
Gymnosporangimn jiiniperi-virginianae. 
(See footnotes for interpretation of symbols) 
Variety riminune: Very 
: :resistant 
Resistant 
: Very 
Susceptible:suscep-
: tible 
Abram 
Ada Red 
Akin 
Alexander 
Arcb 
Arkansas 
Sy.e 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Kan.i; Ala.l; Del.l; 
Va,2 Ky.ejMo.l; Nebr.l; 
Va.a;Va.l; N.Car.j; 
N.Car.2 Tenn.b; 
W.Va.2| 
Va.S. 
Del.l 
Ala.l; Del.; 
Mo.:^; Ill.l 
Ark.j 
Arkansas 
Black 
W.Va.l; 
W.Va.2 
Del.l; 
Ky.e 
B.K.Ben 
Babbitt 
Baldwin 
Bayard 
Ben 
Davis 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
W.Va.l; Ky.e;N.y.5 Ia.2;N.Y.l; 
W.Va.2 Conn.l Va.b 
Ky.e la. 1; 
Nebr.l; 
K.y.2; 
N.C.I 
Ark.g;Ia.a; 
• 
Ky.e 
Ark.b;Del.l; 
Mo•1;N•Car.b; N.y.o^ 
0.b;Penn.b; 
Tenn.b;Va.2; 
0.1;W.Va.l; 
Ill.l;W.Va.2; 
Va.S. 
Tenn.c; 
Va.l 
Benoni Ala.l;Ill,c; Mo.l;Ill.l 
j ;Ky.e. 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety tlnamne: Very 
; :resistant 
Resistant 
: very 
Susceptible isuscep-
: tible 
Bietig-
heimer 
Black 
Buda 
Black 
Twig 
Bledsoe 
Blythe 
Boiken 
Bonum 
(Magnim 
Boniim?) 
Bostick 
Bough 
(Niack 
Pippin?) 
Bradford 
Brett 
Briar (?) 
(Briar 
Red) 
Bucking-
laaxa 
Bullock (?) 
(American 
Golden 
Russet) 
Buncoiabe 
Ala.l 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
W.Va.l 
Va.c 
Del.l 
Minn.J 
N.Car.b 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Ky.e 
N.Y.e 
N.Car.2 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
7;is.l 
Del.l 
Del.l Ala.l 
Va.a 
N.Y.5 
Del.l; 
N.Car.j; 
Va.l;Va.2 
Del.l 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety; Imimme: Very 
: :resistant 
j : Very 
Resistant : Susceptible : suscep-
: : tible 
Burt 
Canada 
Baldwin 
cannon 
Carolina 
Beauty 
Carter 
Blue 
Catline (?) 
(Winter 
Grick-
some 
Charlamoff 
Cliatta-
hoochee 
Cheese 
Chenango 
Cillagoo (?) 
(Cillagoes) 
Clayton 
Collins 
Cornmerce 
Cooper 
Market(?) 
(Cooler's 
Red) 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ia»2 
Del.l 
Ala.l;Ky.e 
Ala»l 
Ark.l 
Del.l 
Ala.l 
Tenn.c 
Del.l 
Del.l; 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Tenn.c 
Ala.l 
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Ta-ble 1 Continued. 
: Very' 
Susceptible : susceo-
: ti'Dle" 
Variety :Immne: Very 
;resistant 
; Resistant 
Cowgill 
Cox 
Orange 
Crawford 
Crimson 
Beauty 
Dam 
Dartmouth 
Delicious 
Ky.e 
Kan.i; 
Ky.e; 
Minn.j; 
Va.a; 
N.Gar.2; 
Mo.2 
Del.l 
N.Car.j 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Del.e 
Ala.l 
N.J.i;Tenn.c; 
Va.i. 
Doctor 
Walker 
Domine 
Drap 
d*Or 
Dudley 
Early 
Oooper(?) 
(Cooper 
Early) 
Early 
Cotton 
Early 
Harvest 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Ky^e 
Ky.e; 
lo.2 
Nebr.l 
Del.l 
Del.l; 
Nebr.1 
Del.l 
Del.l 
Wisc.l 
Ala.l;Ind.k; 
Tenn.b 
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Table 1 • Continued, 
• 
m 
Variety rlmune 
• 
• 
• 
• 
; Very 
;resistant 
Resistant 
• 
• 
: Susceptible 
« 
• 
: Very 
: suscep-
: tible 
Early 
Lippincott Del.l 
Early 
Melon Ky.e 
Early 
Ripe 
Del.g; 
Tenn.ii 
Early 
Straw­
berry Ky.e 
Elgin Ala.l 
Epic Ala.l 
Equine-
telee Ala.l 
Esopus Ky.e;N.Y. 
Eusee Kans.1 
Excelsior Ey.e 
Palla-
water Ky.e;N.C.b; 
Penn.b;Va.b 
N.G.2 
E^ll 
Beauty Ky.e 
Pall 
Pippin Ala.l; 
Ky.e 
Del.l; 
Conn.l 
Pali's 
Pavorite Del.l 
Pall 
Winesap Ky.e 
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Table 1 • Continued, 
- . - . Very 
Immune: Very : Resistant : Susceptible : suscep-
:resistant: : : tible 
Variety 
Pameuse 
Family 
Fanny 
Fonvilie 
Four Belle 
Flower 
Gano 
Giant 
Genitan 
Gilbe3rfc 
?/inesap 
, Gilpin 
Gloria 
Mundi 
Golden 
Delicious 
Golden 
Pippin 
Golden 
Russet 
Golden 
Sweet 
Golden 
Winesap 
Ala.l; 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Ky.e; 
Mo. 2 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ia.2;?/is.l 
Del.l 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Ala.l 
Ind.gjPenn.c 
Kans.i; Del.l;Mo.l; 
Nebr.l; Va.bjill.l 
N. Car.l 
Del.l 
Ind.i 
Del.l 
Ky.g 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Goodhue Wis.h 
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Tabie 1 • Continued. 
• 
• 
Variety :Imimine 
« 
• 
* • 
• • 
: very : 
;resistant: 
Resistant 
• 
• 
: Susceptible 
• 
• 
: Very 
:suscep-
:tible 
Graven-
stein 
Ala.l; 
Conn.l 
Del.l;N.Y. 3 va.b 
Green 
Cheese (?) 
(Carolina 
Greening) Ala.l 
Greening Conn.l 
Green 
Pippin Mo.2 
Grimes Va«2 Mo •IjVaclj 
W.Va.j 
Kans.i; 
Ky.e; 
Nebr.l; 
W.Va.l; 
W.Va.2; 
Ill.l 
Ala.ljind.k; 
Nebr.l;N.J.j; 
S.Gar.b;Va.3 
Del.l 
Hackworth Ky.e 
Hands Ala.l 
Hargrove Del.l 
Hau^ley Del.l 
Haygood • Ala.l 
Haywood Del.l 
Henry 
Clay Ky.e Kans.i 
Herschal Ala.l 
Hibernal la. 2 5 
Minn.b 
Holland Del.l 
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Table 1 e Continued. 
- • 
Susceptible : suscep-
: title 
Variety ;Immune: Very 
: ;resistant 
Homing 
Hoover 
Horse 
Hubbard-
ston 
Hudson 
Hunts­
man 
Hurl-
burt 
Hyari 
Hyde 
King 
Imper-
rambo 
Indian 
Favorite 
Ingram 
lowa 
Blush 
Jackson 
jefferies 
(?) 
(Jefferies 
Ever Bear­
ing) 
Ky»e; 
Mo.2 
Ala.l 
Ky-e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e; 
N»Car,2 
N.Car.j 
Ala.l 
N.Car.2 
Ky.e;N«Y.a 
N.Y.3 
Gonn.l 
Ky.e 
Ind.e 
Nebr.l 
Ala.l 
N.Car.2 
Del.l 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety tlmiiune: Very 
: :resistant 
Resistant ; Susceptible 
very 
suscep­
tible 
Jennings 
Jolinson 
(source?) 
Jona titan 
Jones 
Cider 
Julian 
June 
Kees-
kemet 
King 
David 
Kinnard 
Knowles 
Lady 
Sweet 
Lancing-
burg 
Lamber(?) 
(Lanber) 
Ala.l 
N.Car.2 
Ala«l; 
Ky.e 
Va.b 
Del,! 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Ark,b;Colo»b; Ala»l; 
Ill.cjind.c; Ark«g;0.1; 
Kan.gjKy.e; Ind.i; 
Minn.jjMo.a; Mo.l;N.Y.l; 
Nebr.ljH.Y.Sj Va.l;Va.2; 
N.C.ljO.b; W.Va.2; 
Penn.b;V/.Va.l5 Va,3; 
Wis.l Ill.l 
Del.l 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Ala.l 
Tenn.g 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Very 
suscen-
tible 
Variety ;Iiimiane; Very 
; :resistant 
Resistant : Susceptible 
ILangford 
Lanier 
Laniiford 
Lawyer 
Lewis 
S* and H* 
Lilly (?) 
(Lily of 
Kent) 
Limber-
twig 
Lowell 
Lowland 
Rasp­
berry 
Lowry 
Magnate 
MagyTir(?) 
(Maggar) 
Maiden 
Blusb 
Manguia 
Mann 
Margaret 
N.Car,2 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
N.Car.2 
Ala.l 
Ala.1; 
Ky.e; 
Mo.l 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Del.l 
Colo.b; 
Nebr.l 
W.Va.l; 
W.Va.2 
Del.l 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Va.b;Ala.1; 
N.Car.2 
O.bjO.l 
Del.g 
Va.b 
Del.l 
Del.l 
Del.ljN.Car.2 la.l 
Ala.l 
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Table 1 . Continued, 
; Very 
Susceotible ; SUSCSTS-
: tible 
Variety ;Imrmine; Very : Resistant 
: rresistant: 
Marita 
Marvina 
Maryland 
Maid(?) 
(Maryland 
Blusii) 
Maverack 
McAfee 
Mcintosh 
McMahon 
Milan 
Milum 
Minkler 
Missouri 
Pippin 
Mitchell 
Mother 
Moultree 
(?) 
(Moultiers) 
Nero 
New 
Zealand 
Spy 
Del.l 
Ky.ejConn.l Kan»i; 
N.y.3; 
¥/is.l 
Wis.l 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Ala.l 
N.Y.j 
Ind.l 
Ky.e Del.lj 
Mo.ljlll.l 
Ind«g;Nebr,l; Del.l 
Va.b 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety : Innnune: Very 
; ;resistant 
; : Very 
Resistant : Susceptible :suscep-
: :tible 
Wickajack 
Noble 
Savar 
Northern 
spy 
Ala.l 
Conn.l 
North- Kans.i; Ky.©; 
western Va.2 Minn.j; 
Green­
ing 
Okabena 
Olden­
burg 
Opales­
cent 
Ortley 
Oszi 
Paragon 
Pasman 
Patten 
Green­
ing 
Mo.l; 
Va.l 
Ky.e; 
Minn.j; 
Ho.l 
Ky.e 
E^y.e 
Ala.l 
Del.ljAla.l 
Ky.e Va.b 
KebrJ; Minn.bjVa.k; 
N.Y.I; V/.Va.ljW.Va.2 
W.Va.b; 
Wis.l; 
Va.3; 
Ill.l 
Minn.b 
Ia.25Minn,b; Ind.k; 
Nebr.l; Va.b; 
N.y.3; Conn.l 
N.Car.l; 
Wis.l;Ill.l 
Ky. e jN .Y .a 
Va.l;Va.2 
Del.l 
Ala.l 
N.Car.2 
Va.j 
Minn.j Minn.b 
Payne Mo.l 
Pear 
(Palmer) Ala.l 
Table 1 • Continued. 
i i Very 
Resistant : Susceptible : susceo* 
: : tible 
Variety ; Imrmine; Very 
; :resistant 
Pearmain 
(?) 
Peerless 
Peter 
pewaukee 
Piper's 
Pall 
Beauty 
Plxom 
Cider 
Poducali 
ponjik 
Porter 
Pound 
Sweet 
Primate 
Pryor 
Ralls 
Rambo 
Red As­
tra Chan 
Ky.e 
Ala.l 
Ky.e 
Ia.3 
Ala.l; 
Ey.e; 
Penn.g 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Del.l; 
Ky.e; 
Kebr.l 
Ala.l 
Wis.l 
Ky.e 
¥as.l 
Penn.b 
Ala.l 
Ky.e 
Penn. g Ky.e;Penn.b 
Del.l; 
la.l; 
Nebr.l; 
K.Y.2; 
N.Y.3 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
very 
susceo-
tible" 
Variety :]j!miane: Very 
; rresistant 
Resistant : Suscentible 
Red Cain 
Red Canada 
Red June 
Red 
Pippin 
Reid*s 
Early 
Rhode 
Island 
Greening 
Rhodes 
Romanite 
Ronan-
stem 
Rome 
Rouk 
fiusset 
Sabadka 
Del.l 
Ky.ejVa.b Nebr,l;N.Car,l; Ala.l; 
N.Car.b; Del.l; 
S.Car.b; Mo.l; 
Tenn.c N.Car.2; 
Ill.l 
N.Y-2 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Kans.ij 
N.Car.j; 
Ky«e 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Ky. 
Del.j; 
Ind.b; 
Md.cjN. J.g; 
N.C.b; 
W.Va.l 
Ind.g 
Conn.l 
Del.1JAla.1 
Del.l 
Ala.ljDel.l; 
Ind.ijKy.s; 
Mo.a;Mo.l; 
K.Y.1;K.Y.5; 
Va.l;Va.2; 
W.Va.2;Va.3; 
N.Car.2;Ill.l; 
0.1. 
N.Y.3 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety clmmne: Very 
: :resistant 
-. Very 
Resistant : Susceotible ; susceiD-
: ' : tible' 
Salome 
Santa 
Mwalolybi 
Saxon 
Priest 
Scarlet 
Cranberry 
Scott 
Seedling 
(?) 
Sekula 
Selymes 
Senator 
Shackle-
ford 
Shannon 
Sheepno se 
Shockley 
Simmons 
Smith 
(Smith's 
Cider) 
Ky.e N.Car»2 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Ala • 1 
Ky.e Del.l 
Minn.3 
Ala.l 
Tenn.c 
Va.e 
N.Car.b; 
S.Car.b; 
Va.b 
Ala.l 
Del.l 
Ala.ljKy.e 
Del.l 
Ala.ljDel.l; 
Ga.djN.Car.j; 
N.Car.2 
Del.l 
Mo.ljVa.l; 
Ill.l 
Smokehouse Penn.g Ky.ejN.J.g Del.l 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
: T ^ery 
Resistant : Susceptible : suscep* 
: : tible 
Variety :lEEnine: Very 
; :resistant 
springdale 
Star 
Stark 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Stayman Kans.i; Ky.e;Mo,l; Del.l; 
Va.2; Va.ajVa.l N.Car.b; 
N.J.h 
Ky.e 
Penn.c; 
N.Gar.2 
W.Va.2 
Stra^v-
berry 
Summer 
Summer 
Banana 
Summer 
Cheese 
Summer 
Hagloe 
Summer 
Pearmain 
Summer 
Queen 
Sutton 
Sweet 
June 
Sweet 
Wine(?) 
(Sweet 
Vine) 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Penn.b; 
111.1^0.1 
Del.l 
Del.l 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Ky.e; 
Conn.l 
Nebr.l 
Del.e 
N.y.5 
Del.l 
N.Car.,1 
Del.l 
N.y.i 
Wis.l 
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Table Coiitinued. 
Variety rlmisane: Very 
: tresistant 
Resistant 
: Very 
Susceptible : suscep-
: tible 
Taunton 
Terry 
Texas Red 
Thornton 
Tolaan 
Tuscaloosa 
Twenty-
Ounce 
Two Large 
Red 
Virginia 
Beauty 
Wafer 
(Summer 
Wafer) 
Wagener 
"Walbridge 
Wealthy 
Ia.3 
Ala.l 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
N.Car.j 
Va.b 
Del.l; 
Kans.i; 
N.y.i 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Ala.l 
Conn.e; 
Del.l; 
N.y.a 
Va.b 
Ala.l 
Penn.b 
Del.l 
N.y.i 
Del.l 
Conn.a;Ill.c; Conn.i;Ia,l; 
Ind.d;Ia.2; Ia.a;Kan.i; 
Kan.g;Mass.c; Ky.e;Minn.d; 
Minn.b;Mo.l; H.J.a;K,y.l; 
Nebr,l;K.y.5; N.y.5;W.Va.2; 
N.y.a;Jf.Car.l; Ill,l;0.1 
0.b;W.Va.l; 
Wis.l;7/is.a; 
Conn.l 
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Table 1 . Continued. 
i Very 
:suscep-
:tible 
Variety tlnnraine: Very 
; zresistant 
Resistant : Susceptible 
l^eisner 
7ve stern 
Romanite 
white 
Pearmain 
?Jhite 
Pippin 
YiOaiting 
William's 
Favorite 
Willow-
Wilson's 
Red June 
Windsor 
Ky.e 
Del.l 
Del.ljKy.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
N.Y.I; 
NoCar.j 
N.Car.l 
N.Car.2 
Va.b 
Ky.e 
Ky.e 
Winesap Kan.i; Ala,2; 
Va.2; Ky.e; 
Ark.b; 
Colo.b; 
V/.Va.l; Mo.l;Va.a; Del.l; 
Ind.k;H.y.g; 
Va.j 
W.Va,2 Va.l; 
W.Va. 
Mo. 2; 
Ill.l 
Nebr.l; 
N.Y.I; 
N.Car.l; 
0.b;W.Va.b; 
Va.3 
Winter 
Banana Conn.a;Ky.e; Md,g;N.Y.l; 
Mo.i;K.J.g; Penn.g; 
N.Y.b;N.Car.b;W.Va.j 
?if inter 
Brown Del.l 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety rlcasune: Very 
: :resistant 
Susceptible 
very 
suscep­
tible 
i Winter 
; Sv/eet 
Paradise 
v;olf River Ky.e 
Yakor(?) 
(Yakar) Ala.l 
Yates Ala.l 
Yellow 
Bell-
flower 
Yellow 
English 
Yellow 
Horse 
Yellow Vt«2 Ky.e; 
Newtown Va.l 
Yellow Penn.b; Ky.e; 
Trans- W.Va.l; Mo.l 
parent W.Va.2 
Yopp 
York 
Imperial 
Kan.i 
Ky.e;Va.b 
Wis.l 
N.Car. 
Tenn.e 
Del.l; 
Kan.i; 
Va.3 
Del.l;Ia.l; 
Mebr.l; 
N.Y.2; 
K .Y .5; 
Tenn.h.; 
Ill.l 
Del.l 
Ind.g;Ky.e; 
N.Y.a;Wis.l; 
Ind.l 
Ala.l 
Ala.l;Ky.e 
N.Y.g 
Ark.g; 
Mo.2 
Del.l 
Ky.e; 
Nebr.l; 
H.Car.l 
Ala.l 
Ala.l;Ill.d; Del.l;Md.g; 
Ind.d;Md.c; Penn.a; 
]!i.Y.a;Penn.b; Va.l;Va.2; 
W.Va.l Va.a;Ill.l; 
W.Va.2; 
Va.3 
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Table 1 • Continued. 
Variety : 
• « 
• • 
immune; Very : Resistant 
rresistant; 
: very 
Susceptible : suscep-
: tible 
CRABAPPI.^ 
Florence La.e N.Dak.j 
Gold La.e 
Henis Ala.l 
Hyslop Ls.e 
King La.e Conn.l Pla.l;]!I.Car.b; N.Dak.j 
Martha Kan.2;Ia.2 
Soulard la.2 
Trans­
cendent Ky.e 
Wiiitney Ky.e Kebr.ljWis.l 
Pyrus 
coronaria Nebr.l Ia.l;N.Y.2 
P.ioensis Ia.2;S.Bak.a Minn.h 
P.ioensis 
var. 
(Bechtel's 
Double 
Flowering 
Crab) Ind.e la.jjMinn. 
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Footnotes for table 1 with interpretation of authors* des­
criptions of susceptibility. 
Ala. 1 - Stone (90) 
Very resistant - "free from rust" 
Susceptible = "sli^tly affected" 
very susceptible • "badly affected" 
conn. 1 = Clinton and McCormick (18) 
very resistant = "failed" 
Resistant = "poor take" 
Susceptible = "successful" 
Del. 1 = Chester (17) 
Resistant = '!free from rust" 
Susceptible = "slightly affected" 
Very susceptible * "badly affected" 
Ind. 1 = Whetzel (100) 
la. 1 = Stewart and Carver (89) 
la. 2 « Pammel (73) 
la. 3 = Halsted (46) 
111. 1 = Anderson (2) 
Very susceptible * "most susceptible" 
Susceptible = "moderately" 
Resistant = "resistant" 
Mo. 1 = Talbert (91) 
Mo. 2 = Hopkins (56) 
Nebr. 1 = Emerson (30) 
N.Y. 1 = Thomas and Mills (95) 
N.Y. 2 = Stev/art and Carver (89) 
N.Y. 3 = Stewart (88) 
Very resistant = "resistant" 
Resistant = "nearly or quite free" 
Susceptible = "sli^tly affected" 
Very susceptible = "very susceptible" 
K.Car. 1 = Smith and Stevens (85) 
Resistant = "especially resistant" 
Susceptible = "susceptible" 
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K.Car« 2 = Pulton (35) 
Very resistant = "not at all affected" 
Susceptible = "sli^tly affected" 
Very susceptible « "much affected" 
0. 1 = Selby (84) 
Resistant « "not susceptible" 
Susceptible = "moderately susceptible"; "some­
what susceptible" 
Very susceptible = "foliage susceptible"; "very 
susceptible" 
Va. 1 « Reed and Crabill (81) 
Very resistant = "practically immune" 
Very susceptible = "very susceptible" 
Va. 2 = Reed, Cooley and Crabill (80) 
Immune = "distinctly resistant or even immune" 
Susceptible = "moderately susceptible" 
Very susceptible • "most susceptible" 
Va. 3 = Reed, Cooley and Rogers (79) 
Resistant « "more or less resistant" 
Susceptible = "moderately susceptible" 
Very susceptible = "most susceptible" 
?/.Va. 1 • Giddings (38) 
Immune = "immune" 
Resistant = "resistant" 
Susceptible = "moderately susceptible" 
Very susceptible = "susceptible" 
W.Va, 2 = Giddings and Berg (40) 
Immune = "immune" 
Resistant = "resistant" 
Susceptible = "moderately susceptible" 
Very susceptible = "susceptible" 
ViJis. 1 = Jones and Bartholomew (61) 
Resistant = "resistant" 
Susceotible = "susceotible" 
a s Hesler and Haskell (55) g m Giddings and Wood (42) 
b = Hut chins and Haskell (57) h - Schneiderhan (83) 
c Anderson (3) i - Archer (4) 
d X Haskell and Wood (50) 2 - Bennett (11) 
e z Adams (l) , k — Haskell (49) 
f a Orton and Wood (69) 
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where the data were taken from the Plant Disease Reporter 
supplement of the United States Department of Agriculture, 
! Bureau of Plant Industry, the notations in the table are marked 
by a letter in lower case type. 'Ihe nomenclature of varieties 
of apples is somewhat confused. Por this reason the lists of 
Ragan (77, 78), Srwin (31), Beach (10) and Close (19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24) have been used as authority in making certain changes 
in spelling and synonomy. 
Fukushi (34) found that out of 50 varieties of apples, 
only Mcintosh Red and Fameuse were resistant to G. yamadae. 
Large and hyperplasied lesions resulted from artificial inocu­
lations of the other varieties. Two of these varieties are 
Baldwin and Gravenstein which in this country are very resistant 
to G. juniperi-virginianae. 
Orton and Wood (69) compiled the lists of Chester (17), 
Stone (90), Reed and Grabill (81), Selby (84), Giddings (38) 
and Valleau (Adams (1) ) regarding the relative susceptibility 
of apples to cedar-appl'5 rust. This was done to ascertain 
whether there is evidence of any such group relationship as 
occurs in the case of the reaction of potato varieties to the 
wart disease. The classification of Hedrick and Howe (54) 
was used. Considerable significance was found in the table. 
Certain apparent discrepancies in the tabulation were attri­
buted to; (1) misnomers; (2) misinterpretation of terms used 
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by the reporters; (3) differences due to variation in the de­
gree of infection in different localities or in different years; 
and to (4) the presence of different biological races of cedar 
rust which react differently to the same variety of host# 
The susceptibility of various horticultural varieties of 
Juniperus virginiana to cedar rusts has not been given as much 
study. Reed and Grabill (81) report galls of G. juniperi-
virginianae on Juniperus virginiana var. schottii, J. virginiana 
var. glauca and J. sabina var. fastigiata in Virginia. Bliss 
(12) found that J. virginiana and its varieties, canaertii» 
elegans, glauca and schottii, are susceptible to the same rust 
in Iowa. He also reports that no galls were found on J. chlnen-
sisJ J. commxinis, J. horizontalis, J. canadensisj J. sabina, 
and J. scopulorum. 
The resistance of apples to cedar-apple rust in Iowa has 
long been a question of speculation. Ealsted (46) was first 
to call attention to the matter. After making artificial inoc­
ulations, he obtained abundant infection on the v/ild crab 
(Pyrus ioensis) but the fungus failed to develop aecidia or 
even pycnidia on Ralls and To1man varieties of apple. In 1889, 
Halsted (48) raised the question as to whether too much of the 
injury to orchards from rust had not been ascribed to G. juniperi-
virginianae. He admitted the possibility that only rust-resis-
tant varieties of apples were to be found in the vicinity of 
Ames, but this seemed strange because the college nursery, 
situated only 30 rods from infested red cedars, contained a 
large assortment of apples many varieties of v/hich v;ere of 
Russian origin. Pammel (72) inoculated a tree of Tetofski 
apple which had been "top-worked" v/ith Fluke Crab. Infection 
resulted on the crab but not on the apple. He states, "So far 
as I know, not a single case of this rust (G. junlperi-\^ir-
ginianae) has ever been reported on any of the cultivated apples 
in Iowa." 
Stewart and Carver (89) undertook to ascertain why the 
cultivated apple in central Iowa should be free from Roestelia. 
Inoculations were made on Long Island in 1895 using G. junlperi-
virginianae from Long Island and from Iowa. Yellow Transparent, 
Red Astrachan and Ben Davis varieties proved resistant to both 
strains. On Red Pippin, the rust from New York produced roe­
stelia although the fungus appeared stunted and did not mature 
its spores properly; the Iowa strain produced no signs of roe­
stelia. Ihe western rust gave momerous aecidia on Maiden Blush 
and Wealthy but parallel inoculations with the eastern form 
were not reported. The inoculation experimentsat Ames were 
without significance. Ko rust developed on Yellow Transparent, 
Grimes, Oldenburg and nhitney No. 20. \iVhat part of the many 
roestelia which appeared on Pyrus ioensis (P. coronaria) was 
due to artificial inoculation could not be ascertained. Stewart 
and Carver conclude tiiat apples grown in Iowa are resistant to 
rust. However, Wealthy, a variety sho^-m to be very susceptible 
by experiments,is planted frequently in Iowa, vVisconsin and 
iiiinnesota and is there exempt from Roestelia. F'or this problem 
no solution is offered. 
Halsted (48) and Pammel (72) pointed out the absence of 
cedar-apple rust on cultivated apples in the vicinity of Ames, 
Iowa. Pammel reported the general outbreak of cedar-apple rust 
on Wealthy apples in lov/a during 1903-05. He wrote, "The out­
break of the apple rust is certainly very unusual in this state. 
In my observations and experiments, extending over a period of 
fourteen years in the state, I have never seen the cultivated 
apple affected". 
It is desirable at this time to mention some of the varie­
ties of apples \foich were to be foimd in central Iowa fifty 
years ago. As early as 1868, Budd (15) advocated the use of 
Red June and Jonathan for orchards on the open prairies of 
northern lovsa. In 1880 Budd (16) recommended the y^ealthy for 
use in central Iowa. 
Gibb (57) states that over 400 varieties of apples of 
Russian origin were growing on the farm of the Iowa State 
College at Ames in 1883. By 1888, Lyon (66) reported the 
successful cultivation of Benoni, Jonathan, Rome and V/ealthy in 
the southern two-thirds of Iowa. In its "Catalogue of fruits 
growing on the experimental grounds", the Iowa Experiment 
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; Station listed in 19C3 the follov/ing varieties: Iowa Blush, 
Jonathan, Minkler, Red June, Wealthy and VJhitney. 
i Stewart and Carver (89) found no solution to explain the 
I apparent difference in pathogenicity of cedar-apple rast in 
Iowa and in Kev/ York. Arthur (7) obtained collections of fresh 
teleutospores of G, juniperi-virginianae from Durham, N.C., 
vv'ashington, Iov;a, and Ames, Iowa, to determine whether any 
difference existed betv/een the eastern states and the central 
west "in the power of the species to infect the cultivated 
apple, He concluded that "so far as these tests go 
there appears to be no difference between the eastern and western 
forms of the species in their power to affect the cultivated 
apple". Jones and Bartholomew (61) suggest four reasons why 
cedar-apple rust did not seem to attack to any serious degree 
• the early apple orchards of Wisconsin: first, the relative 
scarcity of native hosts; second, the relative scarcity of the 
parasite on its native hosts; third, the introduction of more 
susceptible varieties of cultivated apple, especially the 
?/ealthy; and foxiPth, the possibility of increasing virulence 
of the parasite on the cultivated apple. The two latter reasons 
are attributed to Pammel (.74). 
Weimer (98) obtained galls of G. juniperi-virginianae 
from Virginia and Nebraska to compare with those in New York. 
Infection of apples was apparent at exactly the same time in 
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ail cases and the development of the disease v/as identical in 
all particulars. He found no evidence that one strain is more 
virulent than another but believes that perhaps the apples in 
certain sections may vary in relative susceptibility, 
Orton and Wood (69) suggest that the apparent discrepan­
cies in reports from various states concerning the suscepti­
bility of varieties of apples may be due in part to the presence 
of different biological races of cedar rust which react differ­
ently to the same variety of host.They attribute, a similar 
theory to M.B. Waits (97). 
Bliss (14) made a preliminary statement on experiments 
which suggest the existence of biologic specialization in G. 
.-juniperi-virginianae. 
Thomas and Mills (95) report that in the Hudson River 
Valley during 1927 and 1928, not only G. juniperi-virginianae, 
but G. globosum and G. germinale caused destructive diseases 
on apples. Miller (67) successfully inoculated varieties of 
apples -with the same three species of rust in Indiana. Bliss 
(15), however, v/as \mable to produce infection artificially 
on apples with G. globosum in Iowa and did not find it occurr­
ing naturally on 150 varieties of apples and ornamental crabs 
in the fi^d. 
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CONTROL BY ISOLATION FROM RED CEDARS 
After obtaining only partial control of cedar-apple rust 
on apples by the use of fungicides, Jones (58, 59, 60) destroyed 
the ted cedar trees within a radius of one mile from the orchard. 
He describes the result as "magical". Not a rusted leaf \vas 
found where in previous years the disease had caused complete 
defoliation by August. 
Giddings and Berg (39) mention an instance where orchards 
about three-fourths of a mile from cedar trees were infected 
sufficiently to cause considerable injury and defoliation. 
They (41) believe that no radius less than one mile should be 
considered if good results are to be obtained. Reed and Crabill 
(81) counted the number of rust lesions per twig on apples at 
different distances from red cedars. They found 35.8 lesions 
at 50 meters, 34«7 at 100 m., 7.9 at 200 m. and 4.2 at 300 m. 
Adams (1) quotes Magill regarding the infection of four 
trees of Rome apples in Boyd county, Kentucky. In early 
August the foliage was yellow with rust spots. No cedar trees 
could be found closer than 60 rods and these were on the oppo­
site side of a hill. 
Schneiderhan (83) gives the following tables 
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Leaf infection of York Imperial in relation to distance from 
uncut tree areas, Mt. Jackson, Virginia, 1925. 
Distance : Percentage I Average number 
(miles) ; leaf infection ; lesions per leaf 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
Bennett (11) cites Poole to tlie effect that near Raleigh, 
; N.C., a general and uniform leaf infection was found on apples 
a mile from the nearest trees of red cedar. 
Q-flssow (45) writes that from "observations on the proxi­
mity of orchards to conmon Juniper bushes (J. comir.vinis) it is 
apparent that v;here the Juniper is not within a half-mile radius 
of the orchard, rust infections from G. germinale are at a mini­
mum. " 
Porter (75) describes the community cooperative plan for 
the eradication of red cedars which was adopted by the commer­
cial orchardists of Raglan tov/nship, Harrison County, Iowa, 
follov/ing the epidemic of 1928. 
Attention will now be turned to the consideration of data 
obtained during the present investigation. 
77.3 
65.3 
57.2 
20 
11.7 
8.1 
4.32 
0.52 
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THB SPECIES OF GYI<mOSPORAN&IUM IN IOWA 
There are only two species of cedar rast that are common 
in Iowa. These are Gytanosporangium jtiniperi-virginianae Schw. 
and G. globos-jn Farlow. The others are comparatively rare and 
as yet of no apparent economic importance. Gymnosporangium 
clavariaeforme (Jacq.) D C., G. corniculans Kern and G. nidus-
avis Thaxter have been reported only from northeastern Iowa. 
Gymnosporangium germinale (Schw.) Kem is somewhat more general 
in its distribution, having been collected both at Oskaloosa 
and Moingona. Gymno sporangium nelsoni Arthur v/as found at 
Shenandoah on junipers from the Rocky Mountains. It is probably 
not native in Iov;a. 
Wilson (101) discovered pycnidia and immature aecidia of 
G. corniculans on Amelanchier canadensis (L.) Medic, "just as 
the leaves were falling from a tree badly infested with Dimero-
sporium collinsii." No other reports of its occurrence have 
been made in the state. 
The exsiccati of Gymnosporangium spp. in the GryJjtogamic 
Herbarium of Iowa State College were examined and compared with 
the list of Gilman and Archer (44). The following notes in­
clude certain additions and corrections together with comments 
on the identity of three specimens. 
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Collections omitted: (1) G. globosum Pari, on Crataegas 
punctata Jacq. coll. by L.H. Panmel at Boone, 9-14-01; (2) 
G. juniperi-virginianae Sch?:. on Pyrus malus L. coll. by H.E. 
Summers at Council Bluffs, 9-21-12. 
Wrong identity of fungus: G. globosum Pari, on Crataegus 
mollis (T. and G.) Sciieele coll. by S.B. Watson at Columbus 
jTinction, 9-19-02. Ident. wrongly as.G. juniperi-virginianae 
Schw. 
?/rong identity of host: (1) G. juniperi-virginianae Schw. 
on Pyrus ioensis (Wood) Bailey coll. by H. E. Hull, Williams­
burg, 7-29-13. Ident. wrongly as Pyrus malus. (2) G. jimiperi-
virglnianae Schw. on Pyrus ioensis (Wood) Bailey coll. by C. S. 
Bessey at Walled Lake, 7-25-79. Ident. as Pyrus coronaria. 
Since 1879, P. coronaria L. has been divided by Bailey. The 
native crabapple of Iov;a is P. ioensis (Wood) Bailey. 
Notes on specimens: (1) G. juniperi-virginianae Schw. on 
Pyrus ioensis (Fluke crab) coll. by S. P. Bettenga, Ames, 
10-13-92. Leaves broadly elliptic, margins entire, not similar 
to P. ioensis. (2) G. juniperi-virginianae Schv;. on Liiercer 
County crab coll. by L. H. Pammel, Ames, 1901. These leaves 
were inoculated artificially by Panmel. They show large lesions 
with both pycnidia and aecidia. Pammel (;73) states that Mercer 
County crab is a form of Pyrus ioensis. The type of rust in­
fection he obtained is similar to that on P. ioensis. However, 
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! the leaves are unlike those of Mercer County crab collected in 
: recent surveys at Shenandoah. The latter were imimine. (3) G. 
; juniperi-virginianae Schw. on Roxbury Russet apple (P. malus) 
coll. by P. A. Sirrine, Ames, 9-15-05. Specimen consists of 
apple fruit on which no signs of pycnidia or aecidia can be 
detected. Roxbury was recently found to be resistant to cedar-
, apple rust in Iowa. 
In order to define the taxonoKiic relationships of the 
! species of Gymnosporangium in LOY/a, analytical keys have been 
prepared to both the aecidial and teleuto forms. The work of 
Kern (53) has been followed closely in this regard. Following 
the keys, each of the species will be described separately and 
recent collections of these fungi in Iowa will be noted. 
AECIDIAL FORMS 
a Peridium retaining tubular or cornute form, unaltered by 
dehiscence. 
b Peridium finally dehiscent at apex, sli^tly or not 
at all lacerate along the sides; peridial cells 
verruculose. 7. G. nelsoni 
bb Peridium dehiscent with longitudinal slits along the 
sides, tardily or not at all dehiscent at apex; peri­
dial cells verrucose. 6. G. corniculans 
aa Peridium soon losing tubular form by becoming deeply 
lacerate or fimbriate 
b Peridial cells lanceolate in face view (not often 
seen in side view); wall of aecidiospores cinnamon-
brown. 5. G. nidus-avis 
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bt) Peridial cells rhonboid in side view (not often seen 
in face view); wall of aecidiospores yellowish. 
3. G. germinale 
bbb Peridial cells linear-rhomboid or linear in side 
view. 
c peridial cells verrucose. 
4, G. clavariaeforme 
cc Peridial cells rugose. 
d Peridium strongly revolute when wet. 
1. G. juniperi-virginianae 
dd Peridium not revolute when v/et. 
2. G. globosum 
T3IEUT0 FORMS 
Teleuto sori appearing on twigs or branches, causing more 
or less hypertrophy. 
b Enlargements gradually fusiform, long 
c Teleuto sori hemispheric, usually small and 
definite. 
d Pedicels of teleutospores terete. 
5. G. nidus-avis 
dd Pedicels of teleutospores carotiform. 
3. G. germinale 
cc Teleutosori terete or cylindric. 
4. G. clavariaeforme 
bb Branches fasciated or in witches* brooms. 
5. G. nidus-avis 
Teleutosori appearing on globoid or reniform galls. 
b Teleutosori laterally compressed. 
c Teleutosori thick, wedge-shaped. 
2. G. globosum 
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cc Teleutosori thin, irregularly flattened. 
7. G. nelsoni 
hb Teleutosori terete 
c Teleutospores with sli^t hyaline thickenings 
over the germ-pores; 35-50]i long. 
6. G. corniculans 
cc Teleutospores with no thickenings over the germ 
pores; 42-55ji long. 1. G. jimiperi-virginianae 
1, Gymnosporangium juniperi-virginianae Schw, 
Aecidia chiefly hypophyllous, usually in annular groups, 
on thickened discolored spots, at first cylindric, 0.1-0.4 mm. 
in diameter; peridium splitting extremely early becoming fim­
briate to the base, strongly revolute (Plate I, figs. 32, 31, 
30, 29); peridial cells usually seen only in side view, long and 
narrow, 10-16 by 65-lOOu, becoming much curved ivhen i^et, inner 
and side walls rather sparsely rugose with ridges extending half 
way across the side walls (fig. 33); aecidiospores globoid or 
broadly ellipsoid, 16-24 by 21-33^, wall li^t chestnut-brown, 
2-3ja thick, finely verrucose (figs. 35, 35, 37, 38, 3S, 40). 
Teleutosori appearing on globoid or reniform galls 5-30 mm. 
or more in diameter, evenly disposed, cylindric or cylindric-
acuminate, 1.6-3 mm. in diameter bylO-20 mm. long, golden-brown 
(Plates II, III, IV); teleutospores 2-celled, rhombic-oval or 
narrowly ellipsoid, 15-21 by 42-6^; slightly or not constricted 
at the septum, v/all pale cinnamon-brown, thin, about 1^; pedicel 
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Plate !• Gymnosporanglxim juniperl-vtrginlanae > 
Fig. 29. An open aeciditm containing many aecidiospores. In 
this position the strips of peridial cells allow the 
aecidiospores to escape, "but v\&Len wet, they curl inv/ard 
and close the mouth of the aecidiiam. X84. 
Pig. 30. An aecidium from which most of the aecidiospores have 
escaped. X60. 
Pig. 31. Side view of a mature aecidium. Strings of peridial 
cells are splitting downward from the tip and along the 
sides to allow the aecidiospores to escape. X60. 
pig. 32. The pointed tip of a young aecidiua v&ich has pierced 
the epidermis of the leaf. X60. 
Fig. 33. Three peridial cells in side view showing invra.rd ciir-
vature when wet. The inner walls of the cells are thicker 
than the outer ones and this difference causes hydroscopic 
behavior. The irregularly-branched figures on one of the 
cells represent the ridges which mark the inner and side 
walls. X723. 
Figs. 35-40. Aecidiospores. X723. 
Figs. 41-44. Teleutospores. X723. 
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Plate I« 
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IJo. 1 No. 2 
Plate II Galls of G. jimiperi-virginlanae on Juniperus virglniana. 
Spore hora.3 of''6ail No. 1 are" in the "dry'' condition while 
those of No. 2 have heen expanded by soaking in water. During 
its development, the first gall bent the twig sharply to the 
side. The spore horns rupttired the cortex of the gall and are 
shown here surrounded at the base by swollen rings where the 
pedicels of the teleutospores are attached to the gall. 
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Plate IIIo Pully-expandad spore horns on a large gall 
of cedar-apple rust. This specimen was collected near 
Clarinda, lov/a. May 13, 1929, during a rainstoim. Yifhen 
photographed great numbers of sporidia were forming on 
the gelatinous tentacles. 
Plate IV. A gall of G, ^ -uniperi-virginianae on Juniperus 
scopulorum collected at Shenandoah, May S, 1929. " ' ' ' 
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cylindric, 3-5^ in diameter; pores two in each cell near the 
' septum (Plate I, figs. 41, 42, 43, 44). 
Host plants in Iowa: Pyrus malus L., P. ioensis (Wood) 
: Bailey, P. ioensis var. plena Rehd., Juniperus scopulorum Sarg., 
' J* virginiana L. 
Recent collections; 
On Pyrus ioensis var. plena Rehd. Shenandoah, 8-14-28. 
On Juniperus scopulorum Sarg. Hampton, 3-26-29; 
i Charles"City, 3-27-2^; Des Moines, 4-5-29; Ames, 
2-7-30. 
On Juniperus virginiana L. Boone, 4-16-29. 
On Juninerus virginiana var. glauca Carr. Charles 
City, 5-27-29: 
On Junijerus virginiana var. canaertii Senecl. 
Charles City, ^ -*7-29. 
i 2. Gymnosporangium globe sum Farlow. 
Aecidia chiefly hypophyllous, crowded in irregular or 
rarely annular groups 2-7 mm. across, cylindric, 1.5-3 mm. 
high "by 0.1-0.2 mm. in diameter; peridium soon splitting in the 
upper part, becoming reticulate half way to base (Plate V, 
figs. 1, 2); peridial cells seen in both face and side views, 
broadly lanceolate in face view, 15-23x60-90;u. (figs. 4,5), 
linear-rhomboid in side view, 15-19jii thick (fig. 3), outer 
wall about lo5/i thick, smooth, inner and side walls 3-5jLi thick, 
rather densely rugose with ridge-like papillae of varying length; 
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Plate V. Gyanosp orangium globosizm* 
Pig. 1. An aecidixam. The peridial cells have split apart to 
allow the escape of the aecidiospores. X 88. 
Pig. 2. A group of peridial cells in face view, -Ihese cells 
seem to be attached more secvirely at the ends than at the 
sides. X501* 
Pig. 3. Two peridial cells in side view. Ridge-like papillae 
cover the inner and side walls. X913. 
Pig. 4. Inner face view of a peridial cell. X913. 
Pig. 5. A peridial cell in outer face view. X913. 
Pigs. 6-10. Aecidiospores. X913. 
Pigs. 11-13. Teleutospores. X913. 
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, aecidiospores globoid or broadly ellipsoid, 15-19x13-25;a, v/all 
li^t chestnut-brown, 1.5-2}i thick, finely verrucose (figs. 6, 
:7, 8, 9, 10). 
Teleutosori caulicolous, appearing on irregular globoid 
• gall-like excrescences 3-25 mm. in diameter, unevenly disposed, 
often separated by the scars of the sori of previous seasons, 
; tongue or wedge-shaped, 1.5-3 mm. broad by 2-5 m/n. long at the 
base by 6-12 mm. high, chestnut-brown; teleutospores two-celled, 
ellipsoid, 15-21x37-48p., somewhat narrov/ed above and below, 
slightly constricted at the septiim, v;all pale cinnamon-brovm, 
l-2u thick; pores tvio in each cell, near the septum (figs. 11, 
12, 13). 
Host plants in Iowa: Crataegus margaretta Ashe, C. mcgeeae 
Ashe, C. mollis (T. and C-.) Scheele, C. pertomentosa Ashe, C. 
punctata Jacq., C. rotundifolia Moench., C. tomentosa L., Pyrus 
communis L., Juniperus virginiana L., J. scopulorum Sarg. 
Recent collections: 
On Pyrus communis L. Kent, 8-28-30. 
Because of the complexities in the genus Crataegus, no 
attempt has been made to identify the species in Iov;a which have 
been found to harbor G. globosum. Instead, the specimens from 
diseased trees have been compared with types in the herbarium 
at Iowa State College and then divided into groups or sections 
which center about a few v;ell known species. 
Por instance, six collections were made of hawthorns each 
of y/hich resemble Crataegus oxyacantha L. These are included 
in the group, Qxyacanthae Loud. Notes on the various collec­
tions follow: 
On Molles Sarg., Shenandoah, 8-30-28; Atlantic, 7-6-29; 
Shenandoah, 8-27-29. 
On Crus-galli Loud., Shenandoah, 8-15-23; 8-27-29; 9-11-28; 
8-27-^9". 
On Coccineae Loud., Shenandoah, 8-30-28; 8-27-29. 
On Oxyacanthae Loud., Shenandoah, 8-30-28; 9-15-28; 8-27-29; 
8-27-25; 5-57-29; 8-27-29. 
On Macracanthae Loud., Shenandoah, 8-0-29. 
On Nigrae Loud., Center Point, 9-26-29. 
On Pruinosae Sarg., Shenandoah, 8-27-29. 
On Punctatae Loud., Shenandoah, 8-30-28. 
On Juniperus scopulorum Sarg., Shenandoah, 4-22-29; 
Shenandoah, 6-6-29; Ames, 2-7-30. 
On Juniperus virginiana L., Boone, 4-16-29. 
On Junioerus virginiana var. canaertii Senecl., Shenandoah, 
On Juniperus virginiana var. glauca Carr., Shenandoah, 
4-20-29'. 
3. Gymaosporangiuia germinale (Schw.) Kern 
Aecidia fructicolous and caulicolous, crowded on hyper-
trophied areas of variable size on the twigs and peduncles, 
occupying part or nearly all of the surface of the fruits. 
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cylindric, 1.5-3 mm. high by 0.3-0.5 mm. in diameter (Plate YI, 
: fig. 90); peridium whitish, becoming coarsely laceate, sometimes 
to base, erect or spreading; peridial cells seen in both face 
; and side views, polygonal-ovate or polygonal oblong in face 
i view (fig. 93), 19-39x45-95]a., rhomboid in side view, 25-40;a 
thick, outer wall moderately thick, 5-5ii, inner v/all very thick, 
13-2^, coarsely verr^^cose with loosely set, large, irregularly 
; branched papillae, side walls verrucose on inner half similar 
; to inner wall (figs. 89, 91, 92); aecidiospores globoid, large, 
21-52x24-39ju, v;all pale yellov;, thick, 3-4.5^, rather coarsely 
verrucose with crowded slightly irregular papillae (figs. 94, 
95, 96). 
Teleutosori caulicolous, appearing on sli^t fusiform 
sv/ellings, usually aggregated, roundish, 1-4 mm. across, often 
confluent, hemispheric, 1-3 mm. hi^, orange-brown; teleutospores 
tv;o-celled, ellipsoid, 18-26x55-52fi, roundish or somewhat acutish 
above, obtuse below, slightly or not constricted at the septum, 
wall yellowish, 1-^ thick, sli^tly thicker at the apex; pedi­
cels carotiform, 9-19p in diaineter near the spore; pores one in 
each cell, apical in the upper, near the pedicel in the lower 
(fig. 98). Figures 97, 99-102 illustrate the germination of 
teleutospores and sporidia. 
Host plants in Iowa; Crataegus monogyna Jacc., Juniperus 
virginiana L. 
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Plate VI. Gymnosp orangium germinale. 
Pig» 89. A group of peridial cells showing surface sculptoring 
and method of attachment. X340. 
Pig, 90. An aecidium. Coarse cracks have formed along the 
^Ides to allow the escape of the aecidiospores, a group 
of lii^ich is shown at the base. X33. 
Pigs. 91-92. Peridial cells in side view, Kote the great 
thickness of the inner walls. X678. 
Pig. 93. A peridial cell as seen from the inner face. X678. 
Pigs. 94-95. Aecidiospores; fig. 94 illustrates the coarsely 
verrucose papillae on the surface; fig. 95, an optical 
section through three germ pores. X687. 
Pig. 97. A germinating teleutospore showing different stages 
in the development of the promycelia and sporidia. X1195. 
Pig. 98. A teleutospore and its tyoically carotiform pedicel. 
X1195. 
Pigs. 99-100. Sporidia. ISie spore in fig. 99 has begun to 
germinat e. X1195. 
Pig. 101. A sketch of a germinating teleutospore showing how 
the pedicel is broken by the promycelium of the lower 
cell. 
Pig. 102. A sketch showing the formation of a secondary spori-
dium. 
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i 4. Gyianosporangium clavarlaeforme (Jacq.) DC. 
Aecidia hypophyllous, fructicolous, and caulicolous, usually 
: crowded in small groups 2-3 mm. across on the leaf blades, some-
! times in larger groups on the veins, petioles, and twigs, often 
: densely aggregated on the fruits and occupying part or all of 
: the surface, cylindric, 0.7-1.5 mm, high hy 0.3-0.5 mm. in 
: diameter (Plate VII, fig. 113); peridiuin soon becoming lacerate, 
^ usually to base, erect or spreading; peridial cells long and 
narrow, often becoming curved when wet, linear in face view 
(figs. 105, 105), 18-30x80-130ja, linear or linear-oblong in 
; side view (fig. 104) 15-2^ thick, outer wall l-2ja thick, 
smooth, inner wall and side walls 5-7p. thick, rather coarsely 
verrucose with roundish or irregular papillae of varying sizes; 
aecid-iospores globoid, 21-27x25-30):i, wall light cinnamon-brown, 
2.5-3.5p thick, moderately veramcose (figs. 106, 107, 108, 109). 
Teleutosori caulicolous, appearing on long fusiform sv;ell-
ings of various sized branches, numerous, scattered or sometimes 
aggregated, cylindric, or sli^.tly compressed, 5-10 mm. long 
by 0.8-1.5 mm. in diameter, acutish or sometimes forked at the 
apex, brownish yellow; teleutospores 2-celled,lanceolate, 
15-20x50-8C^, occasionally longer, rounded or narrowed above, 
usually narrowed belov;, very sli^^tly or not at all constricted 
at the septum, wall golden-yellow, thin, about lu; pores tv;o 
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Plate VII. Gymnosporangluia clavariaeforme» 
Fig« 103. A group of peridial cells. X305. 
Pig. 104. A peridial cell in side view, X 869. 
Pig. 105. ISie inner face view of an aecidial cell. X859. 
Pigs. 106-109. Aecidiospores. Pig. 106 shows surface luark-
ings while figs. 107-109 illustrate optical sections 
throu^ germ pores. X869. 
Pigs. 110-112. Teleutospores. 
Pig. 113. An aecidium, the top portion of which has been 
shattered away. Some aecidiospores are shown near the 
base. X33. 
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Plate VII. 
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in each cell, near the septum (figs. 110, 111, 112). 
Host plants in Iowa: Amelanchier spicata (Lam.) C. Koch, 
! Juniperus corgmunis L. 
5. G-ymnosporangium nidus-avis Thaxter 
Aecidia ainphigenous, especially fructicolous, cylindric, 
2-4 mm. high by 0.4-6.7 mm. in diameter; peridium soon becoming 
'irregularly lacerate usually to base, sli^tly spreading; peri-
dial cells seen in both face and side views, lanceolate in face 
: view, 15-23x55-8^, linear in side view, 14-1^ thick, outer 
wall 1-1.5ja thick, smooth, inner and side walls 5-7jLi thick, 
coarsely rugose with narrow ridges with shorter often roundish 
papillae interspersed; aecidiospores globoid or broadly ellip­
soid, 18-23x23-2^, wall cinnamon-brown, rather thick, 2,5-4p., 
very finely verrucose, appearing almost smooth when wet. 
Teleutosori caulicolous, often dv;arfing the ycong shoots, 
and causing bird's nest distortions or witches' brooms, usually 
causing a reversion of the leaves to the juvenile form, some­
times appearing on isolated areas on the larger branches and 
producing gradual enlargements, solitary or rarely confluent, 
of variable size and shape, roundish to oval on the young 
shoots, 1-2 mm. across, oval to narrowly elliptic on the woody 
branches, 1.5-3 mm. wide by 2-7 mm. long, pulvinate when young 
becoming hemispheric, dark reddish-brown; teleutospores 2-celled, 
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i ellipsoid, 16-23x39-55jLi, wall pale cinnamon-brown, rather thin, 
• 1-1.5J1, very slightly thicker at apex; pores one in a cell, 
;apical. 
Host plants in Iowa: Amelanchier canadensis (L.) Medic., 
:Juniperus virginiana L. 
i 6» Gymno sporangium corniculans Kern 
; Aecidia hypophyllous, crowded in irregular or sometimes 
annular groups 2-5 mm. across, on discolored hypertrophied spots, 
cylindric or horn-shaped, acutish at apex, 2-5.5 mm. high, 0.5-
0.5 mm. in diameter; peridium not or only rarely rupturing at 
• apex, very tardily dehiscent by longitudinal slits along the 
sides; peridial cells usually seen in face view, broadly lanceo-
; late, 16-23x64-95ju, rhomboid in side view, 16-25p. thick, outer 
wall 1.5-^ thick, smooth, inner and side walls rather thick, 
5-lp.f moderately verrucose with oval or roundish papillae and a 
few delicate elongated papillae interspersed; aecidiospores 
globoid, 20-35x25-32]!, wall dark cinnam-on-brovm, 5-4p. thick; 
very finely verrucose, appearing nearly smooth. 
Teleutosori caulicolous, appearing on irregularly lobed 
gall-like excrescences, 2-15 mm, or more in diameter, unevenly 
disposed, often separated by the scars of the sori of previous 
seasons, conic or cylindric-acuminate, 1.5-2 mm. in diameter 
at base by 3-5 mm. hi^, dark chestnut-brown; teleutospores 
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' iTwo-celled, ellipsoid, 18-21x55-50ja, usually rounded "botli above 
' and below, slightly or not at all constricted at the septum, 
! slightly enlarged near the septum in one or two places owing 
i to the presence of hyaline thickenings over the germ-pores, wall 
: light cinnamon-brown; thin, 1-1.^; hyaline thickenings about 
: 1-1.5^; pores 1-2 in each cell, near the septum. 
Host plant in Iowa: Amelanchier canadensis (L.) Medic. 
7, Gymnosoorangium nelsoni Arth. 
Aecidia hypophyllous and fructicolous, usually in small 
groups 1-2 mm. across, cylindric, 2-4 mm. hi^ by 0.2-0.3 mm. 
in diam.j peridium ^ ;vhitish, dehiscent at apex and also inaptur-
ing more or less along the sides; peridial cells seen in both 
face and side views, broadly lanceolate in face view, 18-35x75-
11^, linear-rhomboid in side view, 16-35p. thick, outer wall 
rather thin, 1.5-2p., smooth, inner and side walls rather thick, 
7-l2.p., evenly and densely verruculose; aecidiospores globoid, 
IS-aex21-29ji, wall chestnut-brown, 2-5p. thick, finely verrucose. 
Teleutosori caulicolous, appearing on firm, woody globose 
galls 0.5-5 cm. in diameter, unevenly disposed, densely aggre­
gated or often separated by the scars of the sori of previous 
seasons, irregularly flattened, about 1-1.5 mm. broad by 1-5 
mm. long at the base by 3-4 mm. high, often confluent, light 
chestnut-brown; teleutospores tvro-celled, narrowly ellipsoid. 
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• 18-26x50-65^, narrov/ed at both ends, slightly constricted at 
: the septum; wall pale cinnamon-broTm, 1-1.5^ thick; pores tv;o 
i in each cell, near the septum (Plate VIII, figs, 124, 125). 
Recent collection: 
On Juniperus scopulonmi Sarg,, Shenandoah, 6-6-29. 
Galls found on trees in nursery rows \7hich were "brought 
: from Colorado in March 1929. It is not Jsrobable that G. nelsoni 
j is native in Iowa. Figures 119-123 illustrate the germination 
' of teleutospores and sporidia. 
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Plate VIII. 
i Pigs, 119-12S. Gymnosporangi'jia nelsoni* 
; Pig. 119. A portion of a promycelium shoviring two stages in 
the formation of sporidia. X870« 
Pig. 120. A sporidium. X 870. 
: Pigs. 121-122. Two germinating sporidia. X870. 
, Pig. 123. A teleutospore in an early stage of germination. The 
protoplasm is evident at the germ pores. X870. 
Pigs. 124-125. Teleutospores. X870. 
' Pigs. 45> 48,-50. Gymnosporangium .luniperi-virginianae. 
Pig. 
Pig. 
Pig. 
Pig. 
45. A germinating aecidiospore. The spherical bodies 
about the germ pores appeared during germination. X870. 
48. An early stage in the germination of a teleutospore. 
Terminal germ pores are not common in spores of this 
species. X870. 
49. An aecidiospore. X870. 
50. A three-dimensional drawing of the apparent penetra­
tion of an epidermal cell of Pyinis ioensis by infection 
hyphae from two sporidia. One of the sporidia was cut away 
during the process of sectioning. The body within the 
cell is evidently a portion of the rust mycelium. X1958. 
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Plate VIII. 
STUDIES ON SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT 
grown 
Since the cedar rust fungi liave not been/apart from living 
host plants, their development has become rather definitely 
adapted to these hosts. The maturity of the spores may he 
hastened or retarded somevxhat by subjecting the infected host 
to certain unnatural conditions. The spores may also be kept 
in viable condition for moderately prolonged periods. However, 
the pomaceous and coniferous plants which are parasitized by 
the cedar rusts have fixed periods of dormancy. This circum­
stance limits the periods during which the parasite may develop 
and compels the observer to wait from season to season to wit­
ness the complete cycle. 
The present discussion pertains only to cedar-apple rust, 
Gymnosporangium juniperi-virginiana^ and the hawthorn rust, 
G. globosum. Observations of development under natural and 
experimental conditions are reported. The common cedar-apple 
rust will be considered first. 
SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT OP GYMNOSPORANGnJM 
JUNIPERI-VIRGIKIANAE 
Of the seven years, 1924-1950 inclusive, 1928 was the 
most important in respect to financial losses from cedar-apple 
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rust in Iov;a. Estimated losses are listed in table 2. 
Table 2. Estimated losses to apple crop in Iowa from cedar-
apple rust, 1924 to 1930, inclusive. 
Year 
0 
: Per cent loss 
1924-2- 1 
1925-» 4 
ld26'> 2 
1927-:Ht trace 
1928 6 
1929 0.5 
1930 3 
Notes on Development of Rust, 1927 
Rust lesions were appearing quite generally on apple leaves 
at Siienandoah. by June 16, 1927. The aecidial cups did not open 
to liberate their aecidiospores until after July 21. Infection 
was especially noticeable on Bechtel's Double Plo^.'i'ering crab. 
Trees in nursery rows had from one to 50 per cent of leaves 
rusted in September and stem cankers killed about five per cent 
of the branch tips. In another place the situation was more 
serious where 10 per cent of the trees, 18 to 30 inches high, 
were defoliated completely. The disease affected about 0.5 per 
cent of the leaves of Wealthy and Rome apple trees but was not 
noticed on Duchess, Early Harvest, Red June, Red Astrachan and 
Yellow Transparent varieties. i 
--- Estimate by Gilman and Porter (45). 
->-x- Estimate by Archer (5). 
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Rust galls developed on trees of Juniperus scopulorum, 
J. virginlana and its variety, canaertii, v/liicli in September 
measured from two to 25 mm. in diameter. 
liotes on Development of Rust, 1928 
During May and June, 1928, climatic conditions v;ere 
especially favorable for tiie sporulation of the rust galls. 
Young apple trees in the nursery were "leafing out" rapidly on 
May 2. The period between May 15 and 18 was rainy and the re­
sulting sporulation caused severe infection. By June 14, cedar 
apple rust was by far the most serious leaf trouble of apples 
in the nursery. The foliage of Bechtel's crab was almost 
completely covered with lesions. Leaves of susceptible varie­
ties of fruit-bearing apple trees changed from green to yellow­
ish-brown in color as the disease progressed and in severe 
cases, early defoliation occurred. 
On July 10, rust lesions on apple leaves were greatly 
swollen below but the first open aecidial cups v/ere not ob­
served until eight days later. These aecidia v/ere on trees of 
the variety Tv/enty Ounce. Infected leaves of Yellow Bellflower 
turned yellow and red early in August and died within three 
weeks. Infections bearing open aecidia were common also on 
stems and leaf petioles. 
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Notes on the Development of Rust, 1929 
The first discharge of sporidia at Shenandoah in 1929, 
occurred on April 19 while the last collection of viable teleuto-
spores v;as on July 10. During this period of 82 days at least 
five rain storms were followed by sporulation, although the 
storms on May 10 and 15, respectively, brou^t the teleutosori 
to their greatest expansion, 
Sori of cedar-apple rust do not become detached from the 
galls immediately following the period of maximum sporulation. 
After drying they hang in irregularly flattened masses against 
the sides of the galls. Sometimes the sori on the lower sur­
f-ace of large galls are so protected at first from rain by 
surrounding and overhanging sori that they do not have occasion 
to discharge sporidia as soon as the others. Such may be re­
sponsible for the rust which develops late in the summer and 
which is sometimes thou^t to be secondary infection from the 
aecidial stage. 
Considering the length of the period of sporidial forma­
tion in 1929, there is no reason to believe that trees of any 
variety of apple or crab in the nursery rows escaped infection 
by not having susceptible foliage when sporidia v/ere being dis­
charged. Even the leaves of verj resistant varieties developed 
flecks where penetration from sporidia had occurred. By May 
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21, all of the trees v/ere full of leaves and were sending out 
: new lateral branches. Leaves in all stages of development were 
present and yoxang susceptible foliage was being formed contin-
i ually. 
The first infection of rust on apples was" evident on 
Hay 29. The disease developed rapidly and by July 2 had caused 
I 10 per cent defoliation on an unidentified but very susceptible 
i variety of apples in the orchard of Mr. 0. F. Speirs. Trees in 
; the nursery did not suffer greatly from loss of leaves because 
much foliage was produced after the teleutospores were no longer 
viable. 
Functional aecidia v/ere found on trees of Bechtel's Double 
: PloY/ering crab fifty-six days after the rast appeared. Experi­
ments had previously shovTO, the incubation period to be about 16 
days on this host. In this instance, the time between infec­
tion and the opening of aecidia v/as about 72 days. 
Systemic infection in Pyrus ioensis. 
The haploid m.yceli'jm of G. juniperi-virginianae tends to 
become systemic in the buds of Pyrus ioensis and perhaps to a 
lesser degree in other aecidial hosts. Cankers are common on 
the more succulent stems and v;here infection occurs at a node 
the mycelium enters the dormant bud and stimulates grov/th. In 
such instances the mycelium becomes systemic. Leaves unfolding 
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. from the infected bud never take on a normal green color but 
I are entirely chlorotic. Also, they are stunted, crinkled and 
: stiff due to the thickening of the mesophyll tissues and the 
^ upper surfaces soon become covered with pycnidia. Aecidia 
^ develop along the petioles and leaf blades sometime later. The 
parasitized bud continues to grow until frost, but then it is 
: killed. 
One of these buds was examined on September 4, 1929. The 
! initial infection had produced a canker extending about two 
; centimeters along the stem vfhQve it had surrounded a node, Gravth 
; had been stimulated in the dormant bud and. it had reached the 
^ height of 40 mm, above the canker. Besides the terminal bud, 
there were seven leaves ranging from four to 23 mm. in length. 
All were very chlorotic and much stiffened. Kewly-formed pyc-
' nidia exuding countless numbers of spor-es covered the youngest 
leaves of the bud and aecidia were opening on the stem at a 
point 55 mm, below, 
A considerable number of these buds was found during the 
following spring and all were dead. If cedar-apple rust is ever 
perennial on its aecidial hosts, it is likely to pass the winter 
as mycelium in the leaf buds. However, since no cases of this 
kind v/ere found during this study or in the reports of other 
observers, there seems to be little evidence to support the 
statements of Galloway (36) and Pammel (70) regarding the exist- I 
ence of perennial mycelium in aecidial hosts. 
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Appearance of galls on red cedar* 
very small galls, some of v;liic>i measured not more than one 
millimeter in diameter, were discovered on red cedar trees, 
July 2. The presence of a few galls of three mm. in diameter 
suggested that some of them had appeared during June. In order 
to prove definitely that ne?/ galls of G. juniperi-virglnianae 
were appearing at this time of year, six branches of Juniperus 
virginlana v;ere selected at random and all visible galls viere 
removed. On July 20, at least one tiny gall had appeared on each 
of five branches. Several nearby apple trees were examined 
immediately to determine the maturity of the cedar rust on them. 
Althou^ the lesions 7;ere much swollen, no open aecidia were 
found. It was apparent, therefore, that the aecidiospores pro­
duced in 1S29 had not been instrumental in bringing about the 
new galls on the red cedar trees. Furthermore, it was quite 
evident that the newly formed galls were not on the wood of the 
current season but on leaves formed in 1928. 
Although the mycelium within galls of G. juniperi-virgin-
ianae dies usually at the close of the first season of sporu-
lation, new gall tissue is sometimes proliferated at the side 
of or partly surrounding old galls, as shown in Plate IX. Hov/-
ever, the gall tissue which bore the scars from sori in 1929, 
did not support other sori in 1930. This condition is in con-
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No. 1 NO. 2 
Plate IX. Large galls of G, jtmiperl-vlrginianae on red 
cedar# The dead tissue at^the center or gall Ji'o. 1 bears 
the scars from spore horns of the previous year. Hew sori 
have arisen from gall tissue at the hack and sides of the 
old gall which developed after the first season of spom-
lation. Gall No. 2 is fruiting for the first time. 
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'trast to tiiat of G. globos-um v/here the gall tissue lives from 
;year to year and where new sori push out between the scars left 
iby spore horns of previous seasons. On May 8, 1929, v/hile 
icollecting several hundred large galls of G. juniperi-virginianae, 
it v.'as estiniated that 20 per cent of them had produced their 
i second crop of teleutosori and one gall seemed to bear the scars 
I of spore horns for three years. 
Galls of cedar-apple rust are of a li^t green color at 
first but soon darken to a chocolate brown. Their size in­
creases rapidly until November after ;'feich time the galls do 
^ not enlarge perceptibly. Half-spherical depressions or ''dimples" 
:occur at regular intervals over the surface of the galls where 
teleutosori are to develop. 
Dormancy in rust mycelium. 
The length of the dormant period of G. juniperi-virginianae 
in Iowa seems to be influenced largely by weather conditions 
because very little or no dormancy is required by the fungus if 
summer temperat\ires are supplied. This was demonstrated experi-
m.entally in the winter of 1929-30 when galls on a small red 
cedar transplanted from out doors to the greenhouse on October 
25, sporulated freely on January 5, 1930. The tree remained 
dormant from October until February. 
Notes on Development of Rust» 1950 
The development of cedar-apple rust In 1930 was similar to 
that in 1929. Galls in the rust nursery at Ames v/ere still 
dormant on February 7. Their size and condition had changed 
little since the preceding October. Mycelial activity v;ithin 
the galls was evident soon afterwards because by March 28 some 
of the young teleutosori had ruptured the cortex of these galls. 
The first sporulation of the year at Ames occurred on April 17 
v7hen the apple buds had just begun to swell. At Shenandoah, 
however, the apple trees were coming into full bloom on April 
20 when heavy sporulation occurred after three days of rainy 
weather. 
The number of viable galls in 1930 was very great. Since 
most of uhem had originated from infections caused by aecidio-
spores in 1928, the large number could be accounted for easily. 
At Shenandoah the spore horns expanded at least eight times 
during the spring and early sumTner although May 1 marked the 
period of maximum sporulation. Gentle winds favored the spread 
of the fungus. Sometimes v/hen rainy weather followed shortly 
after the sporulation of galls, many secondary sporidia were 
formed, but seldom did the primary sporidia germinate in situ 
by producing a tube as is described by Reed and Grabill (81). 
The first lesions of rust were found on Bechtel's crabs 
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:on May 13 and new red cedar galls appeared by June 18. Aecidial 
;sporulation on apples did not begin until a month later, al-
;though a few open aecidia were noted on P. ioensis on July 5. 
Drought and excessively hi^ temperatures developed in 
southwestern lowa follov;ing July 4, and continued until September. 
;These abnormal climatic conditions did not seem to interfere 
;with the development of cedar-apple rust on apples and crabs 
! because most of the aecidia were mature before the drou^t v/as 
felt. However, very few of the new galls on the red cedars 
lived until fall. In the rust nursery at Ames, trees which had 
:borne many new galls in 1929, were nearly free from them in 
September, 1930. 
Development of rust galls in the greenhouse. 
The study of the seasonal development of G. juniperi-vir-
ginianae outdoors was supplemented by observations on naturally-
infected plants in the greenhouse. A five-year-old red cedar 
tree bearing galls was transplanted in the greenhouse from the 
cedar-apple rust nursery on October 25, 1929. The tree v/as about 
30 inches tall and its leaves were of the juvenile (awl-shaped) 
form. At that time of year the tree was dormant as indicated 
by its reddish-brown branches and purplish-greenleaves. There 
were about 15 good-sized galls of G. juniperi-virginianae be­
sides several smaller ones. The largest gall measured 25 mm. 
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• in diameter while that of the snaallest ones was not more than 
; one Em. 
I Small Dennison tags bearing serial numbers were hung on 
: the branches at such positions as to identify individual galls. 
; A T,7ritten description v;as made of each gall from time to time 
: in order that a story of its development might be had. 
By December 2, 1929, the teleutosori were rupturing the 
I galls althou^ the tree was still entirely dormant. From the 
I 
i standpoint of vegetative growth, the galls remained almost at 
a standstill from October to January but the fungus was active. 
' Small galls did not enlarge perceptibly but some of the larger 
: ones increased two mm. in diameter. The large galls were also 
first to produce sporulating sori. There v/ere fully-expanded 
spore horns on two galls by December 30, and while in the dry 
condition these sori measured six mm. in length. 
The diameter of the largest gall was 25 mm. on October 
50 and by January 6, 1930, it had increased to 27 mm. Host 
of the "nipples" were sv/ollen and two of them had been torn 
open by the elongation of the sori inside. Some of the spore 
horns on February 21 measured seven mm. in length and were 
relatively thick in diameter, A period of active sporulation 
followed and finally, the sori dropped off leaving the gall 
dead and dry. 
Another gall measured 15 mm. in diameter when tagged. 
During the following 67 days it increased two mm. in thickness 
and nearly all of the spore horns appeared. By February 21 
all of the sori v/ere mature and many sporidia had "been dis­
charged. Yellowish rings about the bases of the uppermost 
sori marked the place where thousands of sporidia had fallen. 
The portion of the branch extending beyond the point of attach­
ment to the gall was chlorotic and dying. This symptom is one 
of the destructive phases of the disease on the red cedar. 
Branch tips break off and sometimes leave the gall in a ter­
minal position. 
One small gall of peculiar shape was attached to a leaf 
near the outer end of the blade. Instead of having the typi­
cal circular depressions or dimples on its surface, there were 
six small bumps. From each bump a sorus appeared late in 
December and these reached a length of five to eight mm. by 
February 31. Both the gall and the leaf v;hich bore it died 
within a few months after the sporulation of the sori. In this 
case a gall with six sori developed and fr*uited normally v/hen 
attached only to a leaf. 
A very young gall of cedar-apple rust v;as in the act of 
splitting the epidermis of a leaf when first observed. Two 
lobes protinided from a crack along the inner (upper) surface 
of the leaf and these were later connected by gall tissue. 
Each lobe produced a tiny sorus. Until the spore horns matured 
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the needle was chlorotic and somewhat swollen, but later the 
infected tissues died. 
The gall pictured in Plate X v;as only 1.5 mm. in diameter 
when it produced a sorus after emerging from a longitudinal 
crack along the inner surface of a leaf. Chlorosis, localized 
in the outer two-thirds of the leaf blade, marked the extent 
of the infection. I'Jhen fully expanded the sorus was as large 
as the gall. 
It is apparent that the size of rust galls, especially 
those of G. juniperi-virginianae, seems to depend upon their 
position on the host. G-alls arising from leaf blades are 
usually sRiall except where the mycelium reaches close to the 
vessels of the stem. Infections arising far out on the leaf 
"blades sometimes produce small galls, but more often develop­
ment is inhibited by the early death of the host tissue. Also, 
galls arising from the smallest and most remote branchlets are 
comparatively small. It is only where infection takes place on 
a leaf near the main vessels of a vigorous branch that the 
largest galls are formed. Since the developing gall is composed 
chiefly of host parenchyma cells, enormous in size because of 
the amount of starch contained, it is only logical to relate 
the size of the galls to the amount of nutrition available. 
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Plate X. A ftinctional gall of G. jtmlperi-virginianae 
on a juvenile leaf of red cedarT wnen ruliy expanded, 
the single teleutosomis was as large as the gall. 
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Experimental Evidence on the Life Cycle 
TT,7o three-year-old plants of Jxmiperus virginiana ;vere 
potted on May 28, 1929, and set in the ground near six trees of 
Bechtel's Flowering crab that wer-e infected severely ?;ith G. 
.juniperi-virginianae» On July 22, at the tine when aecidia of 
cedar-apple rust were Just beginning to open, a sack of glass 
cloth was tied over one of the trees to shield it from infec­
tion and v/as not removed until about September 25. 'Zhe second 
tree -was not protected. Many tiny galls were discovered on the 
unprotected tree on June 18, 1950, while there was- none on the 
control. The galls were emerging from leaves which had formed 
in 1929. They increased in size during the remainder of that 
season and formed m-ature spores in the spring of 1951. 
For other experiments in 1929, red cedar trees, 15 to 20 
inches tall, were transplanted in wooden nail kegs. These 
trees 7;ere so crov/ded in the seedbed that no attempt \vas made 
to separate them individually and they were potted in groups of 
10 to 15 each. The trees v:ere taken into the greenhouse on 
July 26, eight days after the first open aecidia had been 
found. A few cedar rust galls were developing on the plants at 
the time but these v;ere removed. Such care had been taken in 
transplanting that nearly all of the trees survived and showed 
no injury. 
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' Five pots *;vere placed outdoors under trees v/liicii were in-
' fested v;itii cedar rust while three were kept inside the green-
i house and covered with diseased leaves of Pyrus ioensis» Eight 
i control pots were retained in the greenhouse throughout the 
infection period. All of the plants were set in the soil out­
doors on September 6. 
Table 5 describes the inoculations and gives readings on 
; the total number of galls found on the trees during 1930. Ob­
servations on the control plants indicate that at least some 
natural infection occurred and only in the case of pots Ko. 503 
and 504 is there good evidence that additional infections occurred 
because of the inoculation. The failure of plants in pots No, 
505 and 506 to exhibit infection cannot be explained unless the 
aecidia on the apple trees were not liberating spores betv;een 
August 22 and 30, The lateness of the season may also have 
contributed indirectly to the small number of infections in 
culture No. 525. 
Plants in pots No. 514 and 518 v;ere covered in the green­
house with freshly picked, heavily infected leaves of Bechtel's 
PloY/ering crab. Moistened empty nail kegs v;ere inverted over 
the inoculated plants for 37 hours, the object being to retain 
about them a high degree of humidity. \^en the covers were re­
moved the leaves of crab were still comparatively fresh but the 
aecidia on them were tightly closed. The leaves bearing the 
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! Table 3. Experimental inoculations of red cedars v;ith. aecidio-
spores of G. jiiniperi-virginianae in 1929. 
• Dates of :l'otal no. galls found 
Pot: inocu­ :April:June : JUiy :Aug. 
No.: lation Method of inoculation : 24 : 18 : 5 : 25 
a 
« 1929 :1930 :1950 : 1930 :1930 
500 Aug. 10 Diseased branches of Pyrus 
to ioensis placed over plants 
Aug. 17 in greenhouse. Water appli ed 0 0 3 5 
daily by sprinkling. 
505 Aug. 20 Pot placed below infected 
to trees of Pyrus ioensis out­
Aug. 30 do ors. 0 20 54 65 
504 « n 0 5 31 34 
505 Aug. 22 pot placed below infected 
to trees of Jonathan apple 
Aug. 30 in orchard of George Bird. 0 0 1 2 
506 II H 0 3 2 2 
514 Sept. 3 Freshly picked, infected 
to leaves of Pyrus ioensis 
Sept. 5 placed on plants in green­
house. Plants covered by 
moist empty nail keg. 0 0 0 2 
518 Sept. 3 As above. But infected 
to leaves allowed to remain 
Sept. 6 on plants for 24 hours 
longer without covering 
to retain moisture. 0 0 11 11 
525 u Pot placed below diseased 
tree of Pvrus ioensis in 
the open. 0 0 0 5 
501 - None 0 0 0 2 
502 - It 0 0 0 1 
512 - !I 0 0 1 3 
513 - II 0 0 0 5 
517 - tl 0 0 0 1 
519 - 11 0 0 0 0 
520 - II 0 0 3 5 
521 - It 0 0 2 3 
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• inoculum v/ere removed from pot No. 514 but those on No. 518 
: were allowed to remain without cover for 24 hours longer. liVhen 
: removed, the leaves were dry and the aecidia were found to have 
; opened widely. Eleven galls appeared on these plants v;hile 
' only tv.'o developed in pot No. 514. The difference, while not 
; very large, may indicate that moisture inhibits the dispersal 
; of spores from aecidia. This agrees with the observation of 
i Lloyd and Ridgway (65) that the chains of per-idial cells on be­
coming wet, curve inward over the m.outh of the aecidium. 
The galls in this experiment v;ere producing spore horns 
^ when observed on April 8, 1931. It is evident, therefore, that 
in Iowa, G. juniperi-virginianae is biennial in its development, 
a fact which is entirely in harmony with the findings of Heald 
(53). 
Experiments to Prolong the Period of 
Viability of Teleutospores 
Galls were taken from red cedars in the open on March S, 
1929, and the twigs on which they v;ere growing were stuck in 
moist sand in the greenhouse. They were covered partially with 
bell glasses to prevent drying. At first, they seemed to be 
dormant but the sori appeared within three v/eeks and germinating 
spores were found by March 30. Another collection of galls taken 
on March 20 produced no visible sori for six weeks. 
Gemination of teleutospores much earlier in the year was 
obtained the follov/ing winter from a nat-urally-infected tree 
of red cedar taken to the greenhouse in October. The first 
recorded sporulation was January 6. 
Attempts to prolong viability of teleutospores were made 
also. Fresh galls placed in a refrigerator at 5°C. on April 15, 
before the sori had expanded, sporulated normally on November 2, 
following. On January 14, the sori expanded in v/ater but no 
sporulation was induced. In another trial, galls cut on April 
10 were still viable on January 25, of the next year, after 
being kept in the same refrigerator. 
By use of these methods, viable teleutospores are obtain­
able at all times dijring the year. 
Conditions Favorable for the Sporulation of Galls 
•The sporulation of galls in nature has been described ade­
quately by Reed and Crabill (81). In the laboratory sporula­
tion may be brou^t about in a number of ways, but in preparing 
galls for artificial inoculation experiments, the following 
method proved most satisfactory: A tv/o- or three-inch length 
of the branch ;vas cut from the red cedar tree when picking the 
gall. Excess leaves and branchlets were cut away and the branch 
was sharpened at the end opposite the gall. This point was 
thrust into the smaller end of a cork which in turn fitted into 
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a large-ECUthed bottle. The gall was then placed in the bottle 
with water to soak. Vvhen the sori were expanded fully, the 
water was poured out and the gall allowed to remain in the 
stoppered bottle for about 30 minutes. More air was admitted 
gradually by loosening the cork and inserting a rod beside it 
in the mouth of the bottle. Sporidia appeared in great numbers 
within three hours and the gall was ready for use. 
The particular advantages of using the cork and bottle are: 
first, the sporulating gall may be manipulated conveniently 
without touc'T.ing it, and, second, a number of galls of differ­
ent strains or species may be handled at the same time v;ithout 
danger of confusion or contamination. 
Efforts were made to determine the quickest method for 
bringing about sporulation in the laboratory. iSie shortest 
time recorded was 4.5 hours, althou^ other galls required 
eight to 12 hours because of differences in their initial 
condition. 
In the experiment here reported, galls of medium size were 
taken from the same tree and immersed in tap water at 14,5°C. 
Two galls were removed from the bath at intervals of 30 minutes 
each and were suspended in air at 18 to 21°C. Microscopic 
examinations were made at various times during the following 
24 hours. Abundant sporulation developed in four to 5.3 hours 
after removing the galls from water. The rate of growth of 
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i the promycelia and sporidia was more rapid from sori ^^hich had 
• been in vvater from two to three hours than from those which 
i soaked for only 30 minutes. But in the cases recorded in table 
I 4, the time required to produce abundant sporulation from air-
I 
; dry galls v;as from six to seven hours regardless whether the 
; period of soaking was 50 minutes or three hours, 
i Table 4. Time required for sporulation of galls of G. juniperi-
I virginianae as irJ'luenced by various periods of soak­
ing and airing. 
Gail :Period soaking; Period airing ;Total time for sporulation 
no, : Minutes : Minutes : Minutes 
1 
2 
3 
7 
10 
14 
There seemed to be no difference in the condition of teleuto 
spores soaked for 24 hours or for one hour. In both cases swell­
ings appeared at the germ pores but germination proceded no 
further until air v;as supplied. The rate of growth from that 
time was about the same. 
The Morphology of Germinating Teleutospores and Sporidia 
pully-expanded sori placed on the surface of three per 
cent plain agar in a petri dish sporulated as profusely as those 
None 
II 
30 
90 
120 
180 
320 
317 
220 
235 
I\'o sporulation 
II tt 
350 
407 
340 
415 
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'• on the gall. A iialo of yellow about the tentacles nE.rked the 
pattern of sporidia which had been discharged already, y/ith aid 
i of the microscope this process v/as observed in greater detail. 
iIhe mature sporidia, arising from long, pointed sterigmata, 
:disappeared suddenly from the plane of vision. The action was 
^so rapid that it suggested a small explosion in which the 
'i sporidiiim had been shot away. There followed a slight movement 
iof recoil as the point of the empty sterigma rounded off slightly. 
:Sporidia were found lying on the surface of the agar at hori­
zontal distances of from 580 to 713}i from the edge of the sorus. 
These were in a closed dish. 
Teleutospores, lying alone on the agar, germinated in most 
instances by a nonseptate tube, -^lere the tubes did not touch 
the agar, they became septate and formed sporidia. Plate XI 
I 
contains a series of sketches of germinating teleutospores and 
sporidia. Figures 65-77 show steps in the process under favor­
able conditions of moisture, temperature and oxygen. The re­
sponse of similar spores to excess moisture is illustrated by 
figures 78 and 79. 
VJhen soaked in water for 50 minutes, viable teleutospores 
show sv;ellings at the germ pores (Plate XI, fig. 65, 56). All 
of the pores become evident at this time. In one instance five 
initials were seen on a single two-celled teleutospore. The 
pores are situated normally near the septum but apical germina-
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Plate XI. Sketches of germinating teleutospores and sporidia 
of G. jimiperi-virginianae. 
Pigs. 65-77, Progressive stages in the germination of teleuto­
spores under favorable environmental conditions. 
Pigs. 78-79. Abnormal germination of teleutospores resulting 
from excess moisture. 
Figs. 80-88. The growth response of sporidia when discharged 
on three per cent plain agar. She sketches were mads 
after 40 hours at room temperature. 
I 
= 
Plate XI. 
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, tion is found occasionally as in Plate VIII, fig« 48. Regard-
: less of the number of germ pores present, in no instance was 
: more than one germinal tube found arising from a single cell. 
: At the time when further growth begins, there seems to be a 
struggle for supremacy between initials at the various germ 
pores. One of them prevails and all of the protoplasm within 
the cell migrates into a single tube. In this process the 
; other initials are retracted. The reason why all of the proto-
: plasm from the spore migrates into a single tube is probably be­
cause the nucleus does not divide until after it has passed 
into the promycelixim, Ko teleutospores have been observed which 
exhibit the type of germination figured by Parlo?; (52). His 
drawings show two or three tubes arising from a single cell. 
As indicated by Coons (25) the proraycelia are not always 
strai^t when produced at the surface of the spore horn. 
Usually, they are bent or curled in such a manner as to point 
the sterigmata away from the sorus (Plate XI, figs. 69, 74, 75). 
In this position the sporidia are not obstructed when dis­
charged. It is uncommon to find more than two sporidia in 
formation at once. The order of appearance is not uniform, 
(figures 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, and 77), but the two sporidia 
farthest from the teleutospores are discharged usually before 
the others appear. 
The tv;o cells in the teleutospore seem to react independ­
ently when germinating. Conditions causing germination of one 
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will sometimes not affect the other and as a result the period 
of sporulation in a gall is lengthened. 
Although normally rather compact in form, the germinal 
tubes produced in an excess of moisture become long and atten­
uated and sometimes branch irregularly. Figures 78 and 79, 
Plate XI, illustrate this reaction. A sporidiiim is forming at 
the tip of one branch in figure 79. 
Ihe formation of sporidia was observed on several occa­
sions. Pour nuclei arise by division from the fusion nucleus. 
ihey first assume equal divisions of space along the germinal 
tube and then are separated by cross walls. A large blunt 
swelling appears on the side of the tube away from the sorus 
which elongates and soon becomes pointed (Plate XII, fig. 65). 
The protoplasin in the cell appears more vacuolate as the en­
largement progresses and then begins to migrate into the sterigma. 
About this time a tiny spherical bead appears at the point of 
the sterigma which swells rapidly as the protoplast migrates 
into it (figs. 61, 62). \^en mature, the sporidium is somewhat 
elliptic. It stands erectly on the point of the sterigma but 
is flattened on one side so as to give an asymmetrical appear­
ance. The process involved in the migration of the protoplast 
through the point of the sterigma and the formation of the spori­
dium requires 20 to 30 minutes. After a short period of quies­
cence a small drop of water appears at the point where the spori-
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: Plate XII. Gymnosporangium jimiperl-Yirginianae* 
(All figures magnified 1208 diameters) 
; Pig. 51. A teleutospore with a germinal tuhe at the stage 
previous to septation. 
i pigs. 52-54. Sporidia. 
; Figs. 55-57. Germinating sporidia, 
i Pig. 58. A teleutospo3?e with a promycelixua and three sporidia, 
I TJhe distal cell is empty. 
; Pig. 60. A teleutospore with swollen germ pores. 
^ Pigs. 61-63. Sterigmata arising from promycelia and showing 
stages in the development of sporidia. 
Pig. 64. A teleutospore with two sporulating promycelia. 
-105 
Plate XII. 
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' dium is attached. It increases rapidly in size v/hile the spori-
; dium seems to shrink. Ihe spore jerks shortly to one side and 
I then disappears from sight. In two instances the interval be-
i t'-neen the first appearance of the drop and the discharge of the 
' spore was 10 and 15 seconds, respectively. 
After its discharge, the sporidium is usually marked by a 
; papilla at the point of attaciment (Plate XII, figs, 52, 55, 54). 
i It is also very sticky. In laboratory trials sporidia clung 
tenanciously to dry objects placed below sporulating galls. The 
spores were not dislodged from glass, porcelain, wood or leaves 
: by blov;ing air on them or by washing them under the v;ater faucet. 
Normal germination of sporidia is by means of a tube which 
arises as a swelling either at the side or the end of the spore 
(Plate XII, figs. 55, 56, 57). Ihe formation of secondary spori-
dia, as figured by Crabill (26), is common v/here sporidia are not 
in contact with a suitable host. 
Figures 80-83, Plate XI, illustrate some of the peculiar 
shapes sporidia assumed during a period of 40 hours after be­
ing discharged on the surface of three per cent plain agar. 
Spherical enlargements formed in the germ tubes in some cases 
where the protoplasm became concentrated. The formation of 
sharply pointed projections from these enlargements (fig. 82) 
is suggestive of the process involved in the direct penetration 
of the host epidermis. 
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I Coons (25) states that infection by sporidia takes place 
I often through the upper surface of the apple leaf. Because 
I this surface is without stomata, he concludes that penetration 
; occurs directly through the epidermal cells. 
• An atterapt v/as made to observe this process on a leaf of 
; Bechtel's Plov;ering crab on v/hich thousands of sporidia had 
; been discharged. These spores were so numerous that they v/ere 
I easily located after hand-made cross sections of the leaf v;ere 
; cut. Many of the sporidia had germinated and in several cases 
^ the tubes seemed to end abruptly against the cuticle of the 
leaf. A sporidium ^ras found which had been lifted entirely 
; away from the surface of the leaf by its germ tube which seemed 
to be penetrating into an epidermal cell. The protoplasm had 
• already passed from the spore into the tube. 
• Figure 50, Plate VIII, is a three-dimensional drawing shov;-
ing the apparent penetration of an epidermal cell by tubes from 
: two sporidia. One of the sporidia was cut away when the section 
was made. The object within the cell had a golden-brown color 
and, although not traceable with certainty to either of the 
hyphae on the surface, it seemed to be a portion of rust mycel­
ium. The coloring matter of the teleutospore resides in the 
:protoplasm and also marks the promycelia, sporidia and germ 
tubes. On the other hand, the content of the epidermal cells of 
Bechtel's crab is byaline so that an infection hypha of cedar-
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, apple rust may be distinguished easily from it. No germ tubes 
I from sporidia were seen v/liich could be traced with certainty 
: throu^ the cuticle and outer epidermal v;all, but the fore-
I going observations indicate that direct penetration occurs. 
Germination of Aecidiosoores 
Due to the rather meager results obtained by some workers 
I in attempting to inoculate red cedars artificially and because 
• they have obtained a low percentage of germination from aecidio-
; spores during the summer, it has been inferred that infection 
: of the juniper occurs either late in the fall or the following 
; spring. Aecidiospores of many forms of Uredineae have thickened 
• walls but they have been found to function usually in the summer, 
germinating soon after their maturity. 
A number of experiments were made to determine the ability 
of aecidiospores of cedar-apple rust to germinate at different 
times of year and in different conditions. These are simmarized 
in table 5. The trials may be divided roughly into two groups: 
first, those between October 28 and December 17, 1929, and second, 
those between August 1 and November 24, 1950. 
Trials in the first group dealt mostly with aecidiospores 
collected at Ames late in the fall. Other spores taken from 
severely diseased leaves of Jonathan apple had been collected in 
August, 1929, and kept out doors during the interim. Vi/hen tested. 
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Table 5. Germination of aecidiospores of G. juniperi-
virginianae as related to the time of collection 
and to treatment following it. 
Germination test 
I Date of: 
1 collec-; Host 
tion : 
Treatment spores 
follov/ing coliectioo: 
; Date 
19^ 
fi'ime of: Per 
tincu- : cent 
:bation :germin-
Place: Hours :ation 
Aug, 22 Apple Held in cloth sack Dec.17 Lab, 17 0 
out doors. Leaves 25°C. 
air-dried. 
Oct. 23 " - Oct.28 Lab. 18 2 
" " - " Window 18 0 
ledge 
7-19OC. 
Oct. 10 B.P. Held in cloth sack •' Lab. IS 0 
crab outdoors. Leaves 
air-dried. 
" " " " Window 18 0 
ledge 
7-190C. 
Oct. 30 Apple - Oct.30 Lab. 38 1 
" " - " Chamber " 0.5 
320C. 
Nov. 1 " - Kov.l Lab. 22 1 
" " - " Green- 22 Very-
house fev; 
Nov. 2 " - Nov, 6 Lab, 18 1 
" " - Dec.17 Lab. 17 0 
25°C. 
1930 
Nov. 4 B.P. Held in refrigera- Apr. 4 Lab. 24 0 
crab tor at 5.5°C. 
1930 
April 4 " - Apr. 4 Lab. 24 0 
(stem 
canker) 
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Table 5. Continued. 
Germination test 
: Time : Per Date of: 
collec-i 
tion : 
Host : Treatment spores 
:following collection 
1950" 
July 28 
July 31 
tincu- : cent 
Place;bation;germin-
:Eours~; ation 
B.P. 
crab 
Aug.6(a) 
Held in laboratory 
in closed vial 
Held in refrigera­
tor in closed vial. 
Temp. 5.5 to IS^C. 
Held in laboratory 
in closed vial. 
Held in refrigera­
tor in closed vial. 
Temp. 5.5 to 13°C. 
II 
1930 
July 28 Lab. 
July 31 " 
Aug. 11 " 
Aug. 21 " 
Sept.30 " 
Oct. 7 " 
Aug. 11 " 
Aug. 21 " 
Sept.30 " 
Oct. 7 " 
Nov. 24 " 
Sent, 5 " 
Sept.30 " 
Oct. 7 " 
24 
40 
44 
26 
52 
47 
44 
26 
52 
47 
46 
48 
48 
52 
47 
54 
16.3 
0.4 
0 
0 
0 
44 
57 
7 
1.1 
0 
1 
20 
13 
1 
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Table 4. Concluded. 
G-erm.inati on test 
Date of: 
collec-: 
tion : 
• 
» 
Host Treatment spores 
following collection 
• » 
• • 
Date ;Place: 
* • 
• • 
Time : 
incu- : 
bation: 
Hours: 
Per 
cent 
germin­
ation 
lyso iQSO 
Aug.6(b) B.P. 
crab 
Held in refrigerator Sept.30 Lab. 
in closed vial. 
Temp. 5.5 to 13°C. 
52 20.2 
11 It Oct. 7 " 47 1 
u H It Nov.24 " 46 .01^ 
Aug. 19 tj u Sept.30 " 52 0 
11 I! !! Oct. 7 " 47 0 
Sept.50 Appie - Sept.30 " 52 19 
Oct. 7 !> - Oct. 7 " 47 0.85 
none of the spores appeared plujnp v/hile those in the latter 
case v;ere much shrivelled. The highest per cent of germination 
in these trials was t?/o and that was in the case of nev;ly 
collected aecidiospores from apple. The spores obtained on 
November 2 were viable to about one per cent. Holding them on 
the window ledge out doors until December 17, did not seem to 
increase their viability. 
Trials in 1930 dealt with newly-formed aecidiospores whose 
germination v/as tested immediately and at various internals up 
to November 24. All of the spores were obtained from Bechtel's 
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. Plov/ering crab by shaking the diseased leaves over a piece of 
i paper. They vvere then placed in small, tightly-corked glass 
: vials. Part of the spores v/ere put in an electric refrigerator 
: at temperatures betv/een 5.5 and 13°C. while others xjere kept in 
^ the field laboratory. The temperatures there were excessively 
high for several days during August, reaching 41°C. on one 
: occasion. 
Germination v/as tested in the laboratory. The spores were 
i dusted on a drop of distilled v;ater on a cover slip and this 
i \7&s inverted over a Van Tieghem cell. After 20 to 52 hours the 
cell was examined microscopically using a cross-section eye-
: piece micrometer to aid in counting. 'The percentages given are 
based on counts of 500 to 1200 spores each. Spores hanging in 
• the center of the v;ater drop did not germinate as readily as 
i those at the edge or a little beyond it v&ere m.oisture had 
condensed. 
Ke\Tly-formed spores shaken from a few aecidia on July 28 
germinated 54 per cent. The spores collected on July 31 and 
August 6, composed large composite sam-ples taken from many 
leaves. Those of the collection of July 31 germinated at first 
16.8 per cent. Part of them were then placed in the refrigerator. 
• The percentage of germ-ination of the two lots of spores exhibited 
divergent curves from this point as illustrated in Graph 1. The 
germinating power of the aecidiospores in the refrigerator in­
creased rapidly for a period of at least three weeks while that 
Qra|Dh showinq Pe» Cent o| 
Qermination ol Aecidios|3oy'esot 
G. junit)eri-virqinianQ6.Collection 
of July 31, 1Q30, as influenced 
by Re|riqeraUon ot 5.5°to 13° C. 
Lcqend: 
, , Pelnqcroted 
, , Not Re(riqeratcd 
I 
w 
OJ 
I 
Sept.30 Oct 7 Nov. 2A 
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: of similar spores held in the laDorato2?y decreased to zero in 
the same period. Germination of the refrigerated spores fell 
to seven per cent by September 30, to 1.1 per cent by October 
; S and to zero per cent by November 24. 
The composite collection obtained on August 6 was also 
: divided between the refrigerator and the laboratory. By 
: September 5, those in the laboratory v;ere capable of one per 
i cent germination v/hile those in the refrigerator were 20 times 
' as active. This latter portion lost rapidly in vigor during 
^ the next t"/7o months. Thirteen per cent of the spores in a sample 
; produced hyphae on September 30 and only one per cent showed 
: life nine days later. On November 24 the germination was .018 
per cent. 
These results agree generally with the findings of Heald 
' (53) but are quite different from the data of Thomas and Mills 
; (95). The differences indicate that the most important factor 
in viability is not understood and that further experiments are 
necessary. The present data demonstrate tiro facts: first, that 
the aecidiospores of G. juniperi-virginianae may be capable of 
54 per cent germination at the time of their maturity, and , 
second, that similar spores lose their viability rapidly when 
kept in a closed vial at relatively high summer temperatures. 
The reason for the increased percentage of gemination in the 
refrigerated spores cannot be settled here. It is possible, 
however, that desiccation is chiefly responsible for the decrease 
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, in pov;er to germinate. Those spores which were placed in the 
; refrigerator may have remained viable for a longer period be-
I cause of the higher relative humidity found at the lower 
i temperatures. Furthermore^ this treatment allowed time for the 
: younger spores to mature so that when tested on August 21, a 
: larger proportion of spores was capable of germination than 
; could be obtained at any given time under natural conditions, 
I In this regard, it is true also that a greater number of 
: spores can be dislodged from an aecidium by shaking it roughly 
: than would escape naturally over a considerable period of time. 
: If only the spores at the surface are ready to germinate, it is 
i evident that many immature ones may be included in a collection. 
: This probably explains why that of July 28 was 54 per cent 
germinable while only 16.8 per cent of spores from the composite 
' collection on July 29 produced tubes. It may account also for 
some of the wide differences in the results of various investi­
gators. 
Morphology of Aecidiospores and their Germ Tubes 
All of the cells in the aecidium seem to possess surface 
: markings. The peridial cells are marked with ridges on the 
inner face and side walls while the spore walls are finely 
verrucose. Other ceils are found occasionally betv;een the peri-
dium and the spores which are intermediate in size and surface 
sculptoring. 
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Hie aecidlospores seem to be imicli compressed near the mouth 
^ of the aecidium. 1^'hen placed in v;ater mounts, spores from dry 
i herbarium specimens do not change greatly in shape but give 
! the impression that their confcrraation is naturally polyhedral. 
1 Such is only partly true because freshly-matured spores \vhen 
: freed from the roestelium are globoid or ellipsoid and their 
i walls seem elastic. Tiie only noticeable irregularities in con-
: tours of the surface are the flattened or slightly concave areas 
; about the germ pores (Plate VIII, fig. 49). 
Two layers are distinguishable in the wall: a thin, con-
; tinuous ectospore and a thicker endospore. Perforations in the 
: latter form the germ pores as shown in Plate XVII, figure 28. 
There may be ten or more pores in one aecidiospore. 
Germination occurs by the formation of a single tube v;hich 
• remains usually nonseptate and unbranched for some tine after 
its appearance {Plate VIII, fig. 45). The tube is coarse, often 
eight to 12u in diameter and blunt at the tip. Its direction 
of growth seems to be influenced considerably by the presence 
of moisture for in one instance a germ tube made tv;o large 
con^jlete circles in a droplet of water before straightening its 
path. Tlie protoplasm in the aecidiospore is hyaline and as it 
migrates into the germ tube it appears somewhat granular. The 
denser portion remains at the tip of the hypha \vhile that in 
the tube further back becomes hi^ly vacuolate. 
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The germination of fresh aecidiospores on the surface of 
; water drops has "been noted in which transparent, gas-like 
i buboles or drops appeared at the germ pores (fig. 45), At first 
i these objects suggested the plugs which are described by 
! Dodge (28), but it is doubtful whether the two are composed of 
; similar material, 
SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT OP GYMNOSPORANGIUM GLOBOSUM 
Many similarities exist between the hawthorn rust, G. glo-
bosum, and cedar-apple rust. Both produce more or less globose 
galls on the red cedar and the aecidial stages are not unlike 
; to the casual observer. 
Observations v/ere made on G. globosum v;hich parallel rather 
closely those on G. juniperi-virginianae already discussed. How­
ever, enou^ points of difference were found to warrant mention 
at this time. Observations on G. globosum in the open will be 
follov/ed by certain experimental data. 
Observations in the Open 
Mature aecidia were found on Crataegus mollis at Shenandoah 
on August 17, 1927. Less than one per cent of the foliage on 
hawthorns in one nursery block showed infection by September 
15. In 1928 bri^t yellow leaf spots bearing many pycnidia on 
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top arid swollen "cushions" beneath, were found on Crataegus by 
August 2 and aecidial cups appeared three v;eeks later. 
Red cedar trees "literally covered" with tiny rust galls 
were reported in Harrison county early in 1929. The galls 
\vere supposed at first to be of G. juniperi-virginianae and 
their prevalence was explained by the fact that cedar rust on 
apples had been very coramon there the year before. A futile 
search for similar galls was made in the cedar rust nursery at 
Ames but many were discovered at Hampton on March 26. Compari­
son with other galls which were knovm to be of G. juniperi-
virginianae indicated that the new galls were not of that 
species but probably of G. globosum. Others of the same size 
and appearance "were found later at Charles City, Ames, Boone, 
and Shenandoah and, almost without exception, these tiny ex­
crescences produced during May one or more fxinctional teleutosori. 
Many large galls of G. juniperi-virginianae and G. globosum 
were found on red cedars in Ledges State Park, Boone Coimty, 
on A.pril 16, 1929. Judging from the relative abundance of the 
two kinds of galls, it was evident that G. globosum was the more 
common in that vicinity. 
At Shenandoah it was noticed that apple leaves appeared at 
an earlier date than those of hawthorn and a parallel develop­
ment v;as found in the apple and hawthorn rusts. ether due to 
adaptation or mere coincidence, the galls of G. j'uniperi-
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virginianae usually sporulated abundantly several days earlier 
; than those of G. glohosum. A similar difference was observed 
I in the dates on \7hich new galls appeared. A nxomber of observa-
; tions bearing on this point were made at Shenandoah in the years 
! 1927 to 1930, and are recorded in table 6. It may be noted that 
while nev; galls of G. junioeri-virginianae v;ere found before the 
first aecidia opened, the reverse is true with G. globosum. In 
that species the galls in lov/a apparently do not appear for a 
month after the aecidia have begun to shed their spores. If G. 
globosum is biennial in its life history as shown by Dodge (27), 
proof for such a contention cannot rest on the comparative dates 
on which the galls appear and on which the aecidia open. 
Table 6» A comparison of observations on the seasonal develop­
ment of G. juniperi-virginianae and G. globosum at 
Shenandoi^. 
: I ?irst 
Species rYear:sporulation 
: : sori 
Period ; First : First 
maximum : open :appearance 
sporulation ;aecidia; new galls 
G. juniperi-
virginianae 1927 
1928 May 14-18 
July 21 
July 18 
July 26 July 2 
July 5 June 18 
1929 April 19 May 10-13 
1950 April 17 May 1 
G. globosum 1927 
~ 1928 
Aug. 17 
Aug. 23 
1929 April 20 ? May 10-13 
1930 April 25 April 25-
May 1 
Oct. 25 
Aug. 15 Sept. 20 
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Most of the infection from sporidia occurs in Iowa at one 
: period sometime dviring May. Teleutosori do not possess the 
: power of repeated sporulations, as in the apple rust, but when 
i fully expanded, they seem incapable of drying down to their 
I previous size or shape. Instead, the masses of jelly coalesce 
: and individual sori lose their identity. Sporidia are dis-
; charged for a period of two or three days while the jelly is 
i drying and then it becomes an amorphous mass which no longer has 
: the power of gelatinization. Some of these galls with expanded 
' spore horns are pictured in Plate XIII. Individual sori from 
; galls three mm. in diameter are sometimes lG-20 by 5-12 mm. at 
: m-aximum expansion. 
The period between infection by sporidia and the maturity 
• of aecidial cups seems to be slightly longer than that for apple 
: rust. In one case recorded, pycnidia appeared on leaves of 
' Crataegus mollis after 23 days and open roestelia were found 81 
; days after artificial inoculation. Aecidia developed abundantly 
on leaf veins, petioles, fruit and succulent stem.s. Stem cankers 
• were most common at the nodes but systemic infection of dormant 
buds did not occur. 
In 1929 the first new galls were discovered on lov/er 
' branches of small red cedars in the rust nursery at Ames. They 
seemed particularly numerous where grass and weeds had grovm 
' up about the trees. In size, the galls ranged from mere swell­
ings on the leaves to bodies seven mm. in diameter. 
Pig. 1 
Plate XIII. Fully-expanded teleutosori on galls of G. globosum 
which are fruiting for the first time. Figures 1 anS" 2 illus-
trate the typical wedge shape of the teleutosori. When thoroughly 
saturated with water, the spore horns coalesce as shown at the 
left in figure 3. 
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The mycelium of G. globosum may live tliree or more years 
; follov/ing infection of the red cedar, but it often dies after 
its first season of sporulation. This r'ast v/as extremely pre-
; valent in an ornamental planting of red cedars in 1930 '.vhere 70 
per cent of the galls were sporulating for the first time. About 
• the same proportion of new galls vi&s found there during 1929, 
: and as the total number had not increased greatly, it is supposed 
i that more than half of the new galls die each year. The reason 
: is probably one of nutrition. 
Development of Galls in the Greenhouse 
Iviore intensive study of the formation and development of 
: galls was made possible by the numerous infections of G. glo-
' bosum on the red cedar tree which was transplanted in the green-
' house on October 25, 1929. riotes on the development of a few 
of these lesions will be given at this time. 
Almost without exception, the galls which had emerged and 
rounded up by October, 1929, produced one or more sori by Feb­
ruary, 1930. Gall No. 14a measured 2.5x5 mm. on October 30, 
By January 6 it was four by six mm. in size and a single, long 
wedge-shaped sorus had appeared and was induced to sporulate. 
Gall No. 17 was seven mm. in length in October. The needle 
from which it arose still persisted although it was yellow and 
slightly s\70llen. Long irregular ridges appeared on its sur­
face by January 6 and teleutosori ruptured tiie gall along the 
ridges soon afterwards. 
The two cases just cited represent a considerable number 
of galls similarly functional, but there v;as a larger number 
of infections which seemed unable to form sori because of their 
position on the leaf or because of their late development. 
These infections composed needles v;ith chlorotic zones or with 
s^vellings and longitudinal cracks along their upper surfaces. 
A tiny globose gall, one mm, in diameter, was first ob­
served v;hen emerging from a longitudinal split in the epidermis 
of the leaf. The outer half of the leaf, which bore the gall, 
was chlorotic while the other portion retained its normal color. 
A necrotic band developed proximal to the gall and prevented 
further grov;th. 
Another gall, Y/hen first seen on October 30, was merely a 
slight swelling of leaf tissue in a longitudinal crack on the 
inner side of a needle. I^o f'arther growth '.vas apparent during 
the winter months except that the swelling extended dovrav/ard 
on the leaf blade near 1iie stem. 3y February 21 the needle v^as 
very chlorotic and it died later without forming a sorus. 
On January 31, 1950, many needles \vere found v/hich seemed 
to have become chlorotic recently. Rust mycelium permeated the 
affected regions. The time at which these infections occurred 
could not be determined positively but in some instances they 
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: appeared on needles of the terminal grov;th v/iiich v;as produced 
; presuaaoly in 1929. 
; Gall No. 30 v;as not visiTole at first but the infecting 
; ^lycelium iiad caused a swelling in the leaf blade near its point 
i of attachment. A short longitudinal split developed just above 
; the sv;elling on the inner surface of the leaf and the v/hole 
needle was chlorotic. By February 21 the crack v/as pronounced 
I  
I but there was no sorus on the protruding gall. Eleven months 
; later the gall measured two mm. in diameter and waa apparently 
• alive but in a dormant condition. 
A gall (No. 31b) developed from a needle which on January 
' 31, 1930, v/as distinctly chlorotic and swollen along its entire 
length. The enlargement vyas at first more evident near the 
' base of the leaf althou^ there v;as no abrupt swelling there. 
' After a month, a crack was found below near the leaf sheath and 
on January 21, 1931, the gall v;as globose and measured two mm, 
in tliickness. 
An infected needle (No. 34) was found at the very tip of 
a branchlet. The lower third of the leaf v/as chlorotic but the 
outer portion was of a natural green color. The two zones v/ere 
defined sharply by a line running zig-zag about the leaf. Three 
weeks later, a split developed along the inner surface of the 
leaf snd the internal sv^elling was plainly evident at this point. 
The infection was apparently on wood developed in 1929 and from 
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an aecidiospore of the same year. 
One of the smallest lesions (35a) ;vas a tiny chlorotic 
spot v/hich had not yet girdled the leaf. It was situated near 
the base of the needle and its margin was 7;ell defined against 
the green cells surrounding it. By February 21, 1930, a con­
tinuous band of chlorotic tissue had formed and by January, 
1931, there was a globose gall mm. in diameter. 
Leaf No. 40 had at first only a distinct chlorotic band 
near the middle. By February 21, 1930, tv;o cracks formed along 
the inner sxirface of the leaf and a gall, 1.5 mm. in thickness, 
formed during the next 11 months. 
Rust infection caused a yellowish and swollen zone to form 
near the middle of the leaf blade in No. 49. Two galls each 
measuring 1.5 mm. in thickness developed by January, 1931. 
Gall Mo. 53 was bursting through the leaf sheath and the 
infection extended half way out on the blade in January, 1930. 
An unusual situation had arisen. The crack through which the 
gall emerged v;as at the back of the leaf sheath instead of the 
inner surface of the leaf blade or the angle of the sheath. A 
year later this gall had grown to four mm. in diameter but no 
sori had appeared. 
Several leaves showing rust infection were removed and 
photographed on February 3, 1930, Plate XIV shov/s a small sorus 
of G. globosum ?/hich emerged throu^ a rupture on the inner 
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Pig. 1, Needles, 3,4,5 Fig. 2 
Plate XIV. Needles of Joniperas virginiana infected with 
G. globosum. 
Pig« 1» An early symptom of infection is shown in Needle No. 
3 in which the tip has hecoms chlorotic tiut no swelling is 
apparent. Hypertrophy has progressed far enough in No. 4 to 
cause a slight longitudinal crack, hut only in No. 5 can the 
gall tissue be seen between the torn edges of the epidermis. 
Pig. 2. This needle bears a mature teleutosomis which has 
arisen through a crack in the leaf, it is unusual for a 
spore horn to appear in the absence of hypertrophied tissue. 
surface of a leaf in which no hypertrophy was evident. The ex­
panded sorus protruded only one inm. from the leaf, '/yeimer (99) 
pictures a similar infection. 
Needles No. 5, 4, and 5 are shown in Plate XIV, and illus­
trate early stages in gall development. Needles, No, 4 and 5, 
have short cracks in the epidermis where gall formation has 
comnenced. 
Free-hand sections of these leaves taken through the chlor-
otic zones revealed rust mycelium in all cases. In Needle No. 3 
much mycelium was found in the parenchyma just "below the epider­
mis. Some bro;vning of the cells occurred about the vascular 
bxindle and the parenchyma cells were etiolated. Comparison with 
sections through the green portion of the same leaf showed fewer 
chloroplasts in diseased than in healthy cells. In the latter 
the chloroplasts were very numerous and were spaced evenly about 
the cell v/alls. I'^o rust mycelium '.vas found outside of the 
chlorotic zone. The epidermis of leaf Needle Ho. 4, Plate XIV, 
had been split at the angle between the inner and outer faces of 
the leaf blade. Intercellular spaces of the affected portion 
were occupied by myceli\am. Where hypertrophy progressed further, 
as in the case of Needle No. 5, Plate XIV, the cells v/er-e packed 
together solidly—a condition very unlike that in normal leaves 
where spongy parenchjrma surrounds the vascular cylinder. 
The juvenile leaves of the red cedar are normally somewhat 
triangular in cross section. Stomata are located only on the 
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flat, upper surface of the leaf and together form t;vo narrow, 
waxy streaks extending from the base to tip. Just beneath the 
epidermis of the leaf there is a layer of echlerenchyma tissue, 
one cell in thickness, which is continuous except that it is 
not found below the stomata. A more or less irregular layer 
of pallisade cells lies inside this and spongy parenchyma cells 
surround the vascular bundle at the center. Considerable empty 
space may be found betv;een the parenchyma cells of a healthy 
leaf. 
The mycelixm of G. globosum is intercellular, 'ivherever 
it occurs there is a sv;elling of the leaf due to rapid division 
of the parenchyma cells whereby the intercellular spaces are 
soon filled and pressure is exerted outward on the epidermis. 
Most of the ruptures occur in the stomatal region and are para­
llel to the long axis of the leaf blade. 
Figures 128 to 134, Plate XV, illustrate steps in the 
development of galls of G. globosum on red cedar. In figure 
128, there is a chlorotic zone in the middle of the infected 
leaf and a crack has appeared beside a sli^t sv/elling. The 
lesion shown in figure 129 is similar except that it extends 
downward from the lower portion of the leaf blade to the sheath. 
The rupture is in the angle of the leaf where it embraces the 
stem. Normal shape and color is retained by the leaf at its 
distal end. 
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^ Plate XY. Galls of Gymnosporangium globosum on red cedar. 
(All figures magnified 7.5 diameters) 
Pig. 128. Early symptoms of infection. A short, longitudinal 
crack has formed opposite a sli^t s\7elling in the 
chlorotic zone of the diseased leaf. 
Pig. 129. The infected portion of this leaf is chlorotic and 
extends from the blade downward on the sheath. Internal 
s^velling has cracked the epidermis at the base of the 
leaf blade". 
Pig. 130. Gall tissue has lifted the infected needle away 
from the stem. A strip of epidermis is still attached 
from the back of the needle to the base of its sheath. 
Pig. 131. lEwo galls arising from one needle. Teleutosori have 
appeared on each sv^elling. 
Pig. 133. A gall with a matxire teleutosorus which has grown 
from the sheath of the infected leaf and has tiarned the 
terminal bud of the twig sharply to the side. 
Pig. 134. A tiny globose gall bearing teleutospores which has 
developed from a much swollen leaf. 
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128 
129 
130 
133 
134 
Plate XY. 
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A later stage of enlargement is illustrated by figure 130. 
: Gall tissue has emerged along the inner surface of the blade and 
: at both sides of the sheath, raising the tip of the leaf. The 
j epidermis at the back (outside) remains as a ribbon attached at 
: both ends and pulling the tip backivard. No sori are apparent. 
Two galls have formed on the same leaf in figiire 131. The 
: inner epidermis has been split along its entire length, and is 
; now stretched tightly by the inner gall. Teleutosori are 
: appearing through irregular tears in the galls. The compara-
' tive size of these galls is evidently indicative of the quantity 
of food available to each, the one near the stem being consider-
; ably the larger. 
Figure 133 shows a small globose gall with a mature sorus. 
• A rupture near the midpoint of the leaf indicates the position 
' of another infection which has not become hypertrophied. 'Ihe 
terminal bud of the branch has been turjied abruptly to one side 
by the gall. Figure 134 illustrates a tiny excrescence ^ vith a 
mature sorus arising from the inner surface of a much swollen 
leaf. 
The foregoing observations indicate that infection of the 
red cedar may occur in any portion of the leaf blade and may 
extend downward on the sheath. A few cases have been noticed 
i^^ere the lesion is confined entirely to the sheath, but these 
are unusual. In young stems, the leaf sheathes completely in-
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• close the vascular cylinder and take the place of the bark. The 
i true bark develops after two years v;hen the leaves are dis-
; placed. Galls arising from tissues in the leaf sheath usually 
: obtain a larger size than those on the blade. The former may 
' completely surround the stem after several years and give the 
: impression that infection originated in the stem. Such a gall 
is shown in Plate XVI. 
Dodge (27) obtained mature teleutospores of G. globosum 
' about 21 months after sowing aecidiospores on red cedars. Weimer 
(98) found new galls of this rust on July 25, 1914, before any 
aecidia were open. The galls sporulated the following spring, 
indicating that two years were required to complete the life 
cycle. In the present study, new galls of G. globosum have not 
been detected in nature before the m.aturity of aecidiospores but 
there is no evidence to contradict the conclusions of Dodge and 
Weimer regarding the length of the life cycle. Although first 
symptoms of gall formation appeared in January, 1950, on leaves 
which were developed presumably in 1929, these galls did not 
produce sori during that year. Their appearance may be ex­
plained by the fact that the dormancy of the tree was broken 
early by transplanting in the greenhouse. Artificial inocula­
tions of red cedars in August, 1929, did not result in galls 
with mature teleutospores during 1930, 
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Plate XVI* Galls of G. globes^ on Juniperus virginiana 
at Shenandoah, May 147 iSss, 5!E0 two galls at tne center 
of the pictiire bear mature wedge-shaped teleutosori which 
have emerged between the scars of spore horns from previous 
years. These sori are capable of great expansion during 
a rain storm after which the teleutospores germinate and. 
discharge sporidia. The galls have grown about the stems 
and seem to have originated from them. Instead, infection 
occurs in leaves. The upper gall is dead and has been left 
in a terminal position by the breaking of the tip of the 
twig beyond if. 
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G-erminatlon of Teleutospores 
Conditions favorable for the germination of mature teleuto-
spores of cedar-apple rust are also favorable for those of G. 
globe Sim* In one instance, galls soaked in water for 90 min­
utes produced many sporidia 5.5 hours later, five hours being 
sufficient for the entire process. Development of sporidia 
usually occurs first from the cell in the promycelium farthest 
from the teleutospore, Plate XVII, fig. 22. Irregular types 
of teleutospore germination are found commonly. Figure 25 
illustrates one example of this. Kormal germination is quite 
similar to that of G. juniperi-virginianae. 
Germination of Aecidiospores 
Composite samples of aecidiospores did not form germ tubes 
in the summer when placed under conditions y:hich were favorable 
to gei^nination of spores of cedar-apple rust. Table 7 lists a 
number of experiments betv;een Kovember 1, 1929, and January 11, 
1951. The only cases in v/hich high germination occurred v/ere 
those where spores v;ere taken directly from aecidia on fallen 
leaves of Crataegus in i^ovember. In one trial 80 per cent of 
the spores produced tubes in a water drop and 90 per cent ger­
minated under similar conditions where cut leaves of red cedar 
were floated on the water. 
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Plate XVII. Gymnosporanglum globosum. 
(All figures magnified 1253 diameters) 
Figs. 14-16. Sporidia, 
Pigs. 17-19• Germinating sporidia. 
Figs. 20-21. "Eie formation of secondary sporidia. 
Fig. 22. Wormal germination of a teleutospore at a stage dur­
ing the formation of two sporidia. 
Pig. 23. Abnormal germination of a teleutospore. 
Pig. 24. An instance of terminal germination in a teleutospore. 
Figs. 25-26. G'erminating aecidlospores. 
Fig. 28. A semidiagrammatic drawing of an aecidiospore showing 
•ttie two layers in the spore wall. Ihe endospore is rela­
tively thick and is perforated by a number of germ pores 
while the ectospore is thinner and continuous. 
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18 
20 
Plate XVII. 
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Table 7. Germination of aecidiospores of G. globosum as 
related to the time of collection and to treatment 
follovTing it. 
s 
m Germination test 
Date of: : ; Time : Per 
collec-: Host Treatment spores : :incu- : cent 
tion : following collection Date :?lacerbation :germin 
• : :Eours :ation 
1929 1929 
Nov. 1 Cratae­ - Nov. 1 Lab. 22 3. 
gus sp. 
ir i» 
" Green- 22 0 
house 
Nov. 4 
wov. 6 
It 
Nov» 7 
ill Jov .10 
Nov. 4 
1950 
Leaves held in re- Apr. 4 Lab. 
frigerator at 5.5°C. 
1929 
Nov. 6 " 
24 
18 
18 
42 
Nov.10 Outdoors 23 
13^0. f 
" Gliamber 23 
32°C. 
" Leaves held on v;in- Nov.21 Room 
do\7 ledge outdoors 19,7°C. 
" " " Room 
25OG. 
" " " Room 
320C. 
20 
20 
20 
Dec. 6 Chamber 20 
lOOc. 
" Chamber 20 
320c. 
Dec,17 Chamber 17 
720c. 
30 
9CK5-
15 
2.1 
10.8 
59 
38 
15.9-:;-
0 
32 
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Table 7. Continued. 
test 
> po v> I X ^  •i* 
; cent 
, germin­
ation 
Germinauion 
Date of: 
collec-: Host 
tion : 
Treatment spores 
follov;ing collection Date 
: Time 
:incu-
Place:batlon'
:riours 
iS29 TW 
Nov. 4 Cratae- Leaves held on win- Dec.17 Chamber 17 
37^C. gus sp. dov; ledge out doors 
Chamber 
320C. 17 
Chamber 
26.5^0. 17 
" " Lab. 
250c. 17 
Leaves held in re­
frigerator at 5.5°C. Dec.20 Chamber 22 
20°C. 
1,5 
Room 
21°C. 22 1 
Incuba- 22 15 
tor 
26.5°C. 
Leaves held on window 
ledge out doors 
Chamber 22 
320c. 
Chamber 22 
200C. 
Room 
210C. 
22 
3 
35 
1 
Incu- 22 
bator 
26.5°C. 
Chamber 22 
320C. 
12 
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Table 7. Continued. 
Germination test 
rTime ; Per 
;incu- : cent 
Place;bation:gernin-
:Hours :tion 
Date of; 
collec-: Host 
tion : 
•Treatment spores 
following collection Date 
1930 
Aug.15 Cratae- Held in refrigerator Aug.21 Lab, 
gus sp. at 5.5 to 13°G» 
Sept.50 
Oct. 7 
Nov.24 
Sept.50 
Oct. 7 
Nov.24 
Sect.30 
Sept .3 
Seut .8 
Sept.30 
Oct. 7 
Oct, 14 
!! 
Held in the labora­
tory 
Held in refrigerator 
at 5.5 to 13°C. 
Held in refrigerator 
at 5.5°C. Tiiresiied 
out. 
Oct, 7 
1931 
Jan, 11 
20° 
to 
240c. 
1930 
Sept.30 Lab. 
Oct. 7 " 
Oct. 14 " 
Nov. 24 " 
1931 
Jan. 11 
25 
52 
47 
46 
52 
47 
45 
52 
47 
192 
52 
47 
trace 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.005 
0 
2 
0 
1 
72 7/inany 
46 0 
192 0 
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Table 7. Continued, 
G-ermina-ion test 
Date of: : 
collec-: Host : Treatment spores 
tion ; rfollowing collection 
: Time : ]?er 
tincu? : cent 
Date ;Place;bati on;germin-
: : Hours ration 
T53D 
Oct.14 Gratae- Held in refrigerator Nov.24 Lab. 45 51.2 
gus sp. at 5.5°C. Spores in 
aecidia. 
(t n 
1951 
Jan,11 " 192 0 
H I t  Held on v/indow ledge " 
out doors. 
If 192 0 
w Two leaves of red cedar placed on water drop, 
Hypiiae abnormal. 
Tbree per cent gemination was obtained on April 4 from 
spores taken from rusted leaves of hawthorn vmich hadbeen held 
in a refrigerator at 5.5°C. since the previous November 4. 
Spores which had been threshed from the aecidia on Aaagust 
15, September 5 and October 14, and stored in corked glass 
vials, refused to germinate even after holding them at tempera­
tures of 5.5 to 13°C. for several weeks. A similar sample of 
spores collected on October 14 but not threshed from the aeci&a, 
was 51.2 per cent germinable after 41 days at 5.5°C. 
The only appreciable germir^ation of aecidiospores of G. 
globosum reported by Weimer (98) was obtained from material ex­
posed outdoors until November 8. Thomas and Mills (95) foxmd 
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54 per cent germination in a single mount of aecidiospores 
collected on December 12 from fallen leaves of Crataegus, 
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STUDISS ON PATEOGBNICITY 
The term, pathogenicity, when applied to strains of cedar-
^ apple rust, refers to the relative vigor of rust attack as ex­
pressed oy the host. If on a given host, the infection is 
severe, the strain of rust may oe described as "virulent"; if 
: infection is not severe, it may be designated as "nonvirulent". 
"i/There one strain of rust is acting upon a large number of 
: varieties of a species of host plant, as for instance, cedar-
apple rust on 150 varieties of apple, there may be a wide var­
iation in susceptibility of the various varieties. Because so 
little is known regarding the nature of susceptibility and re­
sistance to disease in plants, it is not possible to define 
; these terms. Hov/ever, certain manifestations can be determined 
by observation and it is to this development that "relative 
susceptibility is applied here. 
Cedar-apple rust is a cocEion disease throughout the eastern 
half of the United States. Many observations have been made 
in numerous localities regarding the seriousness of infestation 
on various varieties of apples. Many of these surveys have been 
made carefully, but only a fev/ observers, if any, have so de­
fined their terminology that a definite idea of relative sus­
ceptibility can be obtained. 
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Among the cereal rusts it is well understood that morpho-
• logic species, such as Puccinia graminis Pers., are composed 
of physiologic forms. The limits of geographic districution 
; of two physiologic forms often overlap while those of others 
i may be entirely separate. But no specialization of this kind 
has been shown experimentally to exist in species of Gymno-
: sporangium. 
Plalsted (46) first called attention to the apparent resis-
' tance of apples to cedar-apple rust in Iowa while at the same 
: time apples in the eastern states were much affected by the 
disease. Ste?/art and Carver (89) undertook to explain this 
difference and concluded that the apples grown in Iov?a were 
resistant to rust. Arthur (7) compared strains of cedar-apple 
mist from North Carolina and Iowa but found no difference be-
tv;een eastern and v;estern forms in the ability to infect the 
cultivated apple. Weimer (98) reached the same conclusion re­
garding the strains of rnist from Nebraska, Virginia and Hew 
York and suggested that apples in certain sections may vary in 
relative susceptibility. 
Although Orton and Wood (69) suggest the presence of 
different biological races in cedar-apple rust and attribute 
a similar theory to \7aite, all of the experimental evidence 
opposes this view. As a result the reports on the suscepti-
1 
bility of apples from different parts of the country iiave been | 
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considered collectively as if all geographic strains of cedar-
; apple rust are equally virulent. 
As the present investigation progressed certain questions 
; arose. Among them v/ere: first, how can the relative suscep-
! tibility of apples be measured?; second, is there ph'/siologic 
specialisation within G. juniperi-virginianae ?; third, if there 
I is specialization, are the strains of rust in lov/a of a single 
: physiologic form and how do these compare in virulence with 
• other geographic strains?; and, fourth, are there differences 
in the susceptibility of varieties of apples in various parts 
of the United States? 
Certain data on the cedar-apple and hawthorn rusts which 
bear upon these questions will be presented at this time. 
TBS PATHOGENICITY OF GYI^NOSPORANGIUM 
JUNIPERI-VIRGINIANAE 
The aecidial hosts of cedar-apple rust are limited to about 
five species of Pyrus, but because of their importance horti-
culturally and also because of the heterozygosity of the c^ilti-
vated apples and crabs, innumerable varieties have arisen from 
natural and artificial crosses. These plants are propagated 
chiefly for fruit but also for ornamental purposes, A large 
assortment of varieties may be found growing in the larger 
nurseries. 
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Relative Susceptibility of Gultivated 
Apples and Crabapples 
I'lomenclature of the apples and crabapples has become so 
;complicated that only a few specialists in pomology can speak 
:with authority regarding it. The nurserymen are usually care­
ful to preserve the identity of named forms, but mixtures some-
;times go unnoticed. More often confusion arises where local 
'names or contractions of the preferred names are used. 
The present surveys have included the plantings of two 
I large, reliable nurseries at Shenandoah, Iowa, for a period of 
;three years. These companies produce the bulk of their scion 
wood and exercise considerable care in growing varieties of 
.apples and crabs true to name. For these reasons, identifica-
' tion has been left mostl^r to the nurseries, but some of their 
names have been changed to agree with standardized nomenclature 
as set forth by Ragan (77, 78), Beach (10) and Close (IS, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24). If errors have occurred in the lists which 
follow, they may be traced either to incorrect designation on 
stakes in the field blocks or to the wrong choice of synonyms. 
Relative susceptibility of an aecidial host to cedar-
apple rust may be defined in terms of the degree of maturity 
obtained by the parasite on it. If the development of a rust 
lesion on a leaf of Wealthy apple is follov/ed chronologically. 
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three degrees of maturity of the parasite may "be observed: 
i first, chlorotic flecks appear v;here infection from sporidia has 
occurred; second, pycnidia develop in lesions on the upper sur-
; face; and third, aecidial cups "break through the swollen tissues 
^ of the lesion on the lo;ver surface. 
If the development of the fungus is followed on Yellow 
Transparent, it will be found that pycnidia arise from flecks, 
: but no aecidia are formed. The degree of maturity reached by 
i the rust on this variety ends with pycnidial formation. Like-
, wis^.xedar-apple rust produces only flecks on Northwestern \ - - -
' Greening and it leaves no visible symptoms of infection on the 
varieties Collins or Mann. 
These differences have been utilized in measuring the rela­
tive susceptibility of aecidial hosts. V/ith regard to the 
: degree of maturity of the rust, the three types of infection 
^ produce flecks, pycnidia and aecid-ia, respectively. In refer­
ence to these types of infection from cedar-apple rust, plants 
of the genus Pyrus have "been separated into five groups which 
may be defined as follows: 
1. Immune. Plants v;hich after inoculation shov; no visible 
symptoms of infection. 
2. Very resistant. Plants on which flecks are the only 
symptom of infection. 
3. Resistant. Plants on which the formation of pjrcnidia 
occurs, but no aecidia develop. 
4. Susceptible, Plants v/hicli are resistant cominonlv but 
I on v/h.ich aecidia develop rarely or in linited numbers. 
5. Very susceptible. Plants on '.vhicii aecidia form coimonly 
; and in large numbers. 
Of the plants which show symptoms of infection, only the 
^ susceptible and very susceptible ones act as alternate hosts to 
, the rast. It is only through them that the parasite can com-
Iplete its life cycle. 
• Extent of loss from leaf spots. 
Relative susceptibility is a qualitative value which de­
pends on the nature of the host and parasite. The extent of 
loss from the disease due to destruction of leaf tissue is, 
• on the other hand, a quantitative value, which depends pri-
' marily upon the number and size of lesions per unit area. Var­
iations in values of relative susceptibilitj- and the extent of 
loss, although showing agreement in certain situations, may 
fluctuate quite independently. For example, greater loss is 
usually observed on wealthy (very susceptible) than on Yellow 
•Transparent (resistant) but a hundred lesions of rust on a 
leaf of Yellow Transparent would cause a greater reduction 
in leaf tissue per unit area than would one lesion on a leaf 
of Wealthy, 
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A method for measuring the extent of loss from cedar-apple 
rast due to destruction of leaf tissue was devised in the 
summer of 1928, previous to the first general survey in the nur­
series. A similar method, derived o;aite independentlj"-, has 
"been described recently by Tehon and Stout (92). For sake of 
uniformity, the methods used in this survey will be translated 
as far as possible in terms of Tehon and Stout. 
The infection scale illustrated in Plate XVIII v^as pre­
pared by tracing with a pencil about the margin of an apple 
leaf on a piece of cross section coordinate graph paper. The 
smallest scuares on the paper were one mm. on a side. After 
cutting out the pattern of the leaf, the number of millimeter 
scuares on it was counted. One per cent of tiie squares was 
then filled in with ink, the spots representing lesions of 
cedar-apple rust of the size and shape found on leaves of 
Jonathan apple where the points of infection are numerous. The 
outline of the leaf and of the spots was then traced on draw­
ing paper. Enough additional scuares were then filled with inl: 
to cover three per cent of the area. The process VJSLS continued 
until the leaf had been traced seven times on the drawing paper 
and there was a series of scale classes equal to one, three, 
five, 10, 20, 30 and 50 per cent, respectively, of the leaf area 
covered by rust spots. The infection scale after being inked, 
was used for comparison with diseased leaves in estimating the 
percentage of area covered by rust lesions. 
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a 
y«;: 
0 
0 
Plate XVIII# AH infection chart used for the purpose of 
judging the percentage of leaf area covered by lesions or 
cedar-apple rust» 
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Data sheets were prepared on which. ;vere recorded all of 
: the data of a single reading on the extent of leaf area rusted 
; and the relative susceptibility of one variety of host at one 
; location in the nursery. Another reading on the same variety, 
: but at a different time or in another location, required a 
separate data sheet. 
The first survey was icade in 1928 in a forty-acre block 
i of "tvv'o-year-cut-back" apple trees on the South Farm of Mount 
' Arbor 5furseries, Shenandoah, Iowa. This field contained 49 
• varieties of apples. The trees were growing in rows of 42 
inches in width and stood about six to eight inches apart. 
: They measured from one-half to one inch in caliper and STD od 
from four to seven feet in hei^t. 
Readings were taken by the follov;ing procedure: A tree 
' was selected at random which stood at some distance from the 
end of the row. All of the leaves shov/ing symptoms of rust 
were picked and placed in a paper sack and their number was 
recorded on the data sheet. The rust-free leaves which re­
mained on the tree v;ere then counted. The next plant to be 
examined was the tree in the same row standing twenty-five 
places removed from the first. All of the rusted leaves on 
it v;ere counted and placed in the same sack. Because of the 
amount of labor involved, the number of healthy leaves remain­
ing, after remox-'ing the diseased ones, v/as counted only on the 
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:first, fifth, tenth, fifteenth and twentieth trees examined. 
A reading included data from 20 trees. The numbers of diseased 
and healthy leaves had been -.vritten on the data sheet and all 
of the diseased leaves had been collected in one paper sack. 
Further notations were made in the laboratory. If the 
number of diseased leaves exceeded 100, the leaves vvere shuffled 
and that number was taken out at random. The additional leaves 
v/ere discarded. Each of the hundred leaves v/as compared with 
the infection scale, already described, and sorted into one of 
seven groups according to the scale classes. Yihen the sorting 
was completed, sometimes there were seven groups, one for each 
of the seven scale classes, but often there were fewer. 
The number of leaves in each scale class may be termed 
the "scale frequency" while the product of a scale class by its 
scale frequency may be called the "class value". 
Table 8 represents a typical data sheet which contains an 
actual reading on the Bayfield variety on July 23, 1923. The 
sum of the class values is 1687 per cent or is equal to 15.87 
leaves, variations in leaf area are not considered in making 
this calculation. The 16.87 leaves have the same total area 
as do the rust spots on the hundred sample leaves. A propor­
tion is formed in which 16.37: 100 :: x : 88.45 (average number 
of rusted leaves per tree). The result obtained is 14.92 which 
represents the percentage of total area on the rusted leaves 
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Table S. A typical data siieet as used in the cedar-apple rust 
surveys, 1928 to 1930, inclusive. 
CEDAR-APPLE RUST SURVEY — 1928 
Variety; Bayfield Date: July 25 Location: South Farm^ Block 
ill. Row 146, ' 
Specimen No. 30 
'' '' per cent leaf area rusted 
Diseased: No. : Total ;:(Scale classes} 
leaves :healthy;leaves : : : ; 
:leaves ;on tree;: 1 : 3 : 5 : 10 ; 20 : 30 : 50 
Tree 
No. 
1 122 
2 80 
3 46 
4 60 
5 90 
6 76 
7 58 
8 123 
9 120 
10 86 
11 85 
12 95 
13 109 
14 84 
15 67 
16 102 
17 78 
260 
223 
200 
180 
382 
313 
286 
247 
(Class freauency) 
19 6 10" 16 21 19 S 
(Class values) 
19 18 50 160 420 570 450 
Sum of class values: 1687 per 
cent or 16.87 leaves. 
Average nimber rusted leaves 
per tree 
1769 88.45 
Average number total leaves per 
tree 
1546 309.2 
16.87 ; 100 :: X : 88.45 
X = 14.921515 
14.921515 = .0482 or 4.82 per 
309.2 
cent leaf area of average tree 
covered by rust spots. 
Lesions 2 to 5 mm., occasion­
ally 12 mm. vfiien separated 
widely, yellowish-orange to 
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Table 8. Continued, 
I Eo. : Total : 
TreecDiseasedthealtliy:leaves : 
No«: leaves ;leaves :on tree; 
18 108 
19 102 ! 
20 78 240 318 : 
Total 1769 1546 : 
greenish, centers die pre­
maturely; pycnidia many, 10-
20; aecidia many and prominent, 
functional; leaves often ne­
crotic betTJeen spots and at 
tips; stem cankers forced. 
v/hich is covered by spots. This number is then divided by 
309.2, the number of leaves on an average tree, to obtain the 
percentage of leaf area of an average tree covered by rust 
spots. In this case it is 4.82 per cent. 
The opinion of some people might be that the result v;ould 
be more accurate if the number 95.5, the average number of 
rusted leaves on trees, No. 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20, was used in 
the proportion instead of the nximber 88.45, the average number 
of rusted leaves on trees. No. 1 to 20, inclusive. 
As already indicated, the first survey included 49 varie­
ties of apples on a 40-acre field. Most of the infection had 
evidently come from 11 large red cedars. Nine of these v;ere 
in a windbreak on the east side of the field and two stood 
near the southwest corner. All of the red cedars were loaded 
heavily with galls of G. juniperi-virginianae. 
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The survey was taken betv;een July 12 and August 9. Because 
the aecidia did not open until July 18, it was necessary to go 
txirou^ the field again late in August to note the development, 
"hich had "been obtained by the rust on the different varieties. 
In 1929 the operation v;as considerably more extensive than 
that of 1928. It included five major blocks and four smaller 
ones of grafted and budded apple trees. The number of varie­
ties was increased three times over 1928, and in addition, 
several readings r/ere obtained on each of the more common sorts. 
Trees ranging in age from first year grafts to "tv;o-year-cut-
backs" were examined. In making the readings, the same pro­
cedure was follo^'/ed as in 1928, except that ten trees were used 
in a reading instead of 20 and the niomber of healthy leaves 
was counted on the first, fifth and tenth. The survey was made 
between August 15 and August 27. 
As v;ill be shown later, the inoculum which produced the 
disease in 1929 originated from numerous plantings of red cedars 
surrounding the nurseries. 
Starting August 7, 1930, and continuing until August 25, 
readings were taken on about 175 varieties of apples and crabs 
in nine nursery blocks, kt the end of the survey there were 
from one to nine readings on each of the varieties depending 
on the number of blocks in which each had been planted. 
In the places where two-year-old trees or scion orchard 
trees were examined, the diseased and healthy leaves v/ere 
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counted on one limb rather than on the v;hole tree. •This method 
seemed to be nearly as accurate as the other besides expediting 
the work. 
•The samples of diseased leaves v;hich were taken for indi­
vidual examination in the laboratory were all preserved in a 
plant press for later reference. 
All of the data, covering the surveys of 1928 to 1950, 
inclusive, are summarized in table 9. The varieties of apples 
are listed first, followed by the crabapples. Headings on 
plants of other Pyrus spp. are tabulated in another place. 
In table 9 the varieties are divided according to their 
type of relative susceptibility and those in each type are 
arranged alphabetically. The years in which surveys w^ere made 
are indicated with each entry and also the number of readings 
taken, "."•"nere one or two readings v/ere taken in a year, the 
percentage of rust is given for both. But where more than tivo 
readings were made, only the lov/est and the hi^est percentages 
are recorded. The symptoms of disease given in the last column 
compose an abstract of the notes taken in the laboratory when 
the fresh leaves were brou^t from the field. Plates XIX to 
XXIX illustrate the symptoms of cedar-apple rust on 22 varie­
ties of apples. 
It will be noticed that all degrees of relative suscepti­
bility are exhibited. Among the varieties of apples, 20 are 
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T-able 9 • Percentage of total leaf area covered by lesions 
and the symptoms of disease caused by G, iuniperi-virginianae 
on varieties of cultivated apples and "craoappies as shown by " 
surveys at Shenandoah, 1928-1930• 
: Years :No, of: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- : rust : Symptoms of disease 
: ed ;lngs ; Low: High; 
Very susceptible varieties; 
Adel 1929 1 1.02 Lesions 2 to 5 mm. diam., 
yellowish to brown or 
greenish; pycnidia and 
aecidia well developed, 
often in snail groups. 
Bayfield 1928 1 4.82 Lesions 2 to 5 mm. diam., 
occasionally 12 mm. when 
1929 1 ,7 separated widely, yellow-
ish-orange to greenish, 
1930 2 .29 2.61 centers die early; pycnidia 
many (10-20); aecidia 
prominent, fimctional; 
leaves often necrotic be­
tween spots and at tips; 
stem cankers foiled. 
Benoni 1928 1 3.71 Lesions 2 to 12 mm. diam., 
yellow, blotched with green 
1929 3 .017 .426 and sometimes bordered by 
red, outline irregular; 
1930 6 .14 1.74 pycnidia many, li^t brown; 
aecidia many but lesions 
often die before they 
appear; interspot and mar­
ginal necrosis found in 
heavily diseased leaves; 
stem cankers present. 
Edgewood 1929 1 1.58 Lesions to 19 mm. diam., 
yellowish to green, irreg-
1930 2 .567 1.38 ular in outline; many 
pycnidia; aecidia numerous, 
mostly functional. 
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Table 9 Continued. 
: Years :No. of: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- : rust ; 
; ed tings ; LOTT; High; 
Symptoms of disease 
Goldo 1929 
1930 
1 
2 
.58 
.811 1.39 
Hi^top 
June 1929 
1930 
5 
2 
.003 .705 
.362 1.161 
Iowa 
Blush 1929 
1930 
1 
3 
.222 
.273 4.96 
Jonathan 1928 1 
1929 7 
1930 9 
3.409 
.15 2.46 
.206 3.403 
Lesions 3 to 8 mm. diam., 
yellow, "blotched with 
green, margin reddish, 
centers may die early; 
2ia.ny pycnidia and func­
tional aecidia. 
Lesions to 7 and sometimes 
10 mm. diam., greenish-
yellow to orange or brown, 
not conspicuous, become 
necrotic soon after aecidia 
appear or before; many 
pycnidia, aecidia less 
common; a few leaves with 
interspot necrosis. 
Lesions to 10 ram. diam., 
brownish or greenish yellow 
pycnidia and aecidia many 
but there is tendency for 
necrosis to appear soon 
after the roestelia open. 
Lesions commonly 3 to 6 mm. 
diam. or to 10 mm., depend­
ing on the number of spots 
per leaf, yellow or green-
ish-yellow with red and 
green blotches at margin, 
well defined; pycnidia 2 
to 20 per spot; aecidia 
numerous but not prominent; 
chlorosis, found betvfeen 
spots sometimes but necro­
sis, if present, usually 
limited to lesions; stem 
cankers with aecidia formed 
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Table 9 • Continued. 
; Years ;Ko. of: Per cent: 
Variety rrecord-;read- : rust : Symptoms of disease 
: ed :ings : Low:Hi^: 
Large Red 
Romanite 1920 1 .99 
Minkler 1929 1 1.138 
1950 2 .055 3.88 
Missouri 
Pippin 1928 1 1.99 
1929 2 .094 .188 
1930 2 .69 .856 
Peter 1929 1 .55 
1930 1 3.2 
Red Canada 1929 1 .59 
1930 1 .206 
Lesions to 8 mm, diam., 
but mostly smaller, 
yellowish-green v;ith red 
pigment at margin^ pyc-
nidia and aecidia common. 
Lesions large, often 7 to 
12 mm. diam., orange to 
li^t yell or or greenish 
sometimes with red mar­
gins; very many py.cnidia 
and functional aecidia; 
interspot necrosis accom­
panies heavy infection. 
Lesions 2 to 6 mm. diam., 
sharply defined, centers 
bright yellow or shading 
into ora^ige or green, some­
times brownish; pycnidia 
1 to 15 per spotj crowded; 
aecidia numerous; many 
spots die before aecidia 
appear or soon after. 
Lesions to 10 mm. diam., 
yellowish green, sometimes 
with reddish margins, in­
conspicuous; very many 
pycnidia and aecidia 
Lesions commonly 5 to 8 
mm. diam., light yellow, 
tinted with green and . 
salmon color; many pyc­
nidia and functional 
aecidia. 
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Table 9 • Continued. 
: Years ;No. of: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- : • Symptoms of disease 
; ed zings ; Low; Higfi; 
Red June 1928 1 3.08 Lesions 2 to 7 jsm. diam., 
greenish yellow or brown-
1929 6 .006 1.943 ish orange; pycnidia 2 to 
15 or more per spot; 
1930 8 .108 2.94 aecidia many; lesions 
often die before aecidia 
form; interspot necrosis 
common; cankers foiind on 
stems. 
Rome 1928 1 5.53 Lesions to 8 mm. diam., 
well defined, at first 
1929 4 .002 .141 bright yellow but later 
turning dull brown and 
1930 2 2.23 2.74 dying; pycnidia many, 
also aecidia; host sensi­
tive to attack; death of 
spots and interspot tissue 
is common; stem cankers 
formed. 
Red Rome 
Beauty 1929 1 .225 Lesions to 7 mm. diam., 
very irregular in shape, 
1930 2 .51 .83 greenish yellow; many 
pycnidia and aecidia; 
tendency for spots to die 
early; interspot necrosis. 
Scott 1930 2 .934 1.88 Lesions mostly 4 to 6 mm, 
diam. of larger, yellow 
or dull orange with red 
blotches in margins; many 
pycnidia and aecidia; 
older lesions dead; inter­
spot necrosis found 
occasionally. 
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Table 9 • Continued. 
: years :Ko. of: per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- : rust ; Symptoms of disease 
; ed :ings : Low: Bi^: 
Twenty 
Ounce 1928 1 3.68 Lesions 3 to 12 mm. diam. 
not conspicuous, pale 
1929 5 .128 2.408 yellow, blotched with 
green and bordered by red 
1930 3 1.14 5.95 flecks; pycnidia often 15 
to 25 per spot; many 
functional aecidia; inter-
spot necrosis rare; stem 
cankers present. 
Wealtby 1928 1 3.63 Lesions 3 to 11 am. diam., 
well developed, greenish 
1929 7 .037 2.26 yellow and bordered by dull 
purplish red blotches, 
1930 7 .96 5.0 rather inconspicuous above 
but greatly swollen below; 
pycnidia many; aecidia 
many and nearly all func­
tional; interspot necrosis 
found occasionally; stem 
cankers common. 
Yellow 
Bellflower 1928 1 5.89 Lesions 2 to 13 mm. diam., 
often coalescing to form 
1929 2 .236 .371 gold and red colored areas, 
greenish yellow to orange, 
1930 5 .517 2.486 borders with red bands or 
blotches; many pycnidia 
and functional aecidia; 
interspot tissue necrotic 
found in advanced cases 
but only a few lesions die 
early; stem cankers common. 
Susceptible varieties; 
Bailey 
Sweet 1929 2 .003 .063 Lesions 2 to 6 mm. diam., 
dull brown or greenish; 
1930 2 .709 1.138 pycnidia formed commonly 
but aecidia are rare; 
usually spots die before 
aecidia appear. 
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"i'able 9 • Continued. 
" : Years :No. of: Per cent 
Variety :record-:read- : rust 
Low ed ;ings HgE: 
Symptoms of disease 
Cox 
Orange 1929 1 
1930 1 
Domine 1929 
1930 
1 
2 
Dudley 1928 1 
1929 4 
1950 3 
Early 
Straw­
berry 
1929 
1950 
Erickson 1929 
1930 
3 
3 
.4 
.001 
.09 
.004 Lesions to 4 mm. diam,, 
few pycnidia and aecidia; 
.078 lesions sometimes necrotic 
points surroiinded by 
chlorotic tissue. 
.141 Lesions 1 to 2 mm. diam., 
light yellow to orange, 
.69 indistinct, or merely 
chlorotic flecks; pycnidia 
found commonly in groups 
of 1 to 3; aecidia rare. 
.95 
.002 .082 
.15 .29 
Lesions small, 1 to 5 mm. 
diam., occasionally 8 mm., 
yellow to orange; pycnidia 
common but in small groups; 
aecidia exceptional al­
though reverse swellings 
not uncommon; interspot 
necrosis found in severe 
infections. 
.207 Lesions to 6 mm. but mostly 
1 to"5 mm. diam., yellow 
.2 to green; both pycnidia and 
aecidia formed but only a 
few aecidia are functional; 
many spots die prematurely. 
.112 Lesions 1 to 2 mm. diam., 
occasionally larger, yellow 
.148 to orange or green; pycnidia 
usually single; aecidia 
rare. 
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Table 9 • Continued. 
: Years :No. of: Per cent: 
Variety :record-:read- ; rust : Symptoms of disease 
; ed :ings ; Lov;;Hi^; 
Golden 
Russet 
Sarly 
Golden 
Russet 
Golden 
Sweet 
Grimes 
Late 
Straw­
berry 
Ontario 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1928 
1929 
1950 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
6 
6 
3 
2 
3 
2 
.19 
.109 
0 
.003 
.019 
.07 
.049 
.623 
.757 
.019 
.121 .16 
.02 
.427 
.36 
.16 
.252 
.024 
.108 
.06 
.525 
.25 
.819 
Lesions 1 to 6 mm. diaa., 
sharply defined, dark 
yellow or greyish brown 
with chlorotic borders; 
pycnidia common but aecidia 
few and often non-func-
tional; rust has marked 
killing action on tissue. 
Lesions up to 4 mm. diam., 
dull yellow; pycnidia 
often numerous but aecidia 
are rar^; many spots die 
prematurely. 
Lesions 1 to 4 mm. diam., 
sometimes larger, brown­
ish yellow, inconspicuous; 
pycnidia common; aecidia 
few. 
Lesions 2 to 6 mm. diam., 
greenish or dirty yellow, 
poorly defined; pycnidia 
fomed occasionally; 
aecidia very rare; many 
leaves bear only flecks. 
Lesions fleck-like or to 
6 mm. diam., brownish, 
inconspicuous, poorly de­
fined; pycnidia conmion; 
aecidia rare; older spots 
dead. 
Lesions 1 to 2 mm. diam., 
sometimes larger, fleck­
like, ciLlorotic or brownish, 
inconspicuous, commonly 
dead; pycnidia common; 
aecidia rare. 
Table 9 • Continued. 
; Years :J;^o. of: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- rust Symptoms of disease 
Opalescent 1929 1 0 Lesions fleck-like or to 
4 ran. diam.; pycnidia; 
1930 1 .075 aecidia few. 
Patten 1928 1 1.086 Lesions mostly 1 to 2 mm. 
diam., sometimes larger. 
1929 2 .028 .050 brownish yellow, poorly 
defined; pynnidia well 
1930 2 .37 1.12 developed, in crowded 
groups; aecidia rare; le­
sions die before aecidia 
appear. 
Peerless 1928 1 1.37 Lesions 1 to 6 mm. diam.. 
occasionally 10 mm., centers 
1929 2 .035 .204 greenish yellow, margins 
dull purplish brown, ir­
1930 3 .215 .41 regularly shaped, distinct; 
pycnidia numerous; aecidia 
usually few, sometimes 15 
per spot. 
Price 
Sweet 1929 2 .008 .025 Lesions usually 1 to 3 mm. 
diam., sometimes larger; 
1950 4 ,103 1.01 commonly necrotic flecks 
with or ViTithout pycnidia; 
aecidia very rare as in­
fected tissue usually dies 
prematxirely. 
Red Wing 1930 2 .385 1.33 Lesions small; pycnidia 
many but aeci^a few due 
to early necrosis of 
lesions. 
Roman Stem 1929 4 0 .059 Lesions mostly small, 1 to 
3 mm. or up to 8 mm. diam.. 
1930 3 .015 .153 greenish yellow; pycnidia 
connnon but aecidia few. 
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Table Q Coi tinaed. 
: years :No, of: Per cent: 
Variety :record-:read- : ' 
: ed :ings : Low:High.: 
Symptoms of disease 
Salome 
Secor 
1928 1 
1929 4 
1930 2 
1929 1 
Smoke­
house 
Tompkins 
King 
Willow 
1950 
1929 
1930 
1930 
Winter 1928 
Banana 
1929 
1930 
V/inter 
Sweet 1929 
Paradise 
1930 
2 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2.208 
.043 .377 
.682 .92 
.145 
.086 .185 
. OOo 
.048 .85 
Lesions definite, 1 to 3 
mm., sometimes 7 mm. diam., 
yellow; many pycnidia formed 
but aecidia uncommon due to 
premature death of tissues; 
stem cankers formed. 
Lesions mostly 1 to 3 mm. 
diam., occasionally larger, 
dull yellow, definite but 
irregular in outline; pyc­
nidia formed but spots 
usually die before aecidia 
appear. 
Lesions up to 5 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia common; aecidia 
few; older spots necrotic. 
Lesions fleck-like, centers 
greyish, margins reddish-
brown or purple, 2 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia formed sometimes; 
aecidia rare. 
.38 1.008 Lesions 2 to 5 mm. diam., 
pycnidia common; aecidia 
rare; spots often die before 
aecidia form. 
.26 
1.45 
.217 
.48 
.014 .762 
.31 .81 
Lesions 2 to 8 mm. diam., 
greenish yellow, blotched 
v/ith green about margin, 
often necrotic; pycnidia in 
large groups; number of 
aecidia reduced by prema-
tiire death of tissues; stem 
cankers numerous. 
Lesions 1 to 5 mm. diam., 
yellow to faded brown or 
orange; pycnidia present 
in most spots; ae"cidia un­
common due to premature 
necrosis of tissue. 
Table 9 o Continued. 
: Years :Ko. of: Per cent : 
Variety ;record-:read- : rust : Sjrmptoms of disease 
: ed rings : Low: High: 
Resist^t varieties: 
Allen 
Clio ice 1950 
Anoka 1929 
1S30 
Antonovka 1929 
1930 
Arkansas 1928 
1929 
1930 
Arkansas 
Black 1928 
1929 
1930 
Ben Davis 1928 
1929 
1930 
Boiken 1929 
4 
2 
1 
n 
1 
4 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
A 
.21 1.53 
0 
0 
.028 
.004 
.026 
.072 
.271 
.061 
.111 
.298 
0 .001 
0 .042 
.35 
.0004 .051 
.007 .38 
.025 
Lesions 1 to 5 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia foimd commonly 
but necrosis prevents fur­
ther development of rust. 
Lesions mostly flecks, a 
few contain pycnidia, 1 
to 2 mm. diam., greenish, 
yellow. 
Plecks common; pycnidia 
rs.re. 
Lesions 1 to 3 mm. diam., 
dull yellow or buff colored 
pycnidia 1 to 6 per spot 
or absent; no reverse 
swellings or aecidia; 
tissues die prematurely. 
Lesions mostly flecks, a 
few bear pycnidia, sli^tly 
ciilorotic to pale brown. 
Lesions 1 to 3 mm. diam., 
bri^t yellow or greenish, 
margins chlorotic; pycnidia 
1 to several per spot or 
absent; older lesions 
necrotic. 
Lesions mostly brownish-
yellow flecks, a few with 
pycnidia, up to 4 mm, 
diam. 
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Table 9 . Continued. 
: Years :No. of: Per cent 
Variety :record-tread- ; rust 
* 
• ed rings : Low: Hi§h 
3ou^ 1929 4 0 .065 
1930 3 .067 .263 
Cortland 1929 5 0 .06 
1930 4 .008 .18 
Early 
Harvest 1928 1 .036 
1929 5 0 .027 
1930 3 .003 .034 
Early Joe 1929 1 0 
1930 1 .023 
Esopus 1930 2 .031 1.04 
Pall 
Pippin 1928 1 .133 
1929 2 0 .008 
1930 2 .01 .042 
Gano 1928 2 .35 .527 
1929 5 0 .029 
1930 4 .006 .069 
Symotoms of disease 
Lesions fleck-like, yellow 
or brov/nish with, necrotic 
centers, 1 to 2 mm, diam.; 
pycnidia not formed common­
ly* 
Tiny yellow or brown flecks 
with necrotic centers, to 
2 mm. diam.; pycnidia very 
rare. 
Lesions fleck-like, some­
times 2 to 5 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia absent or formed 
rarely. 
Lesions to 4 mm. diaia; 
pycnidia develop sometimes 
but spots die before 
aecidia appear. 
Lesions with 1 to several 
pycnidia, tissues die pre­
maturely; symptoms found 
on a small percentage of 
leaves. 
Variety usually very re­
sistant, tiny flecks with 
brownish centers; pycnidia 
found in rare cases. 
Lesions 1 to 2 mm. diam., 
bri^t yellow or with 
chlorotic appearance; 
single pycnidia formed 
commonly, sometimes more; 
Sligiht reverse swellings 
found but no aecidia. 
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Table S. Continued. 
: Years :No. of: Per cent 
Variety :record-:read- ; rust Symptoms of disease 
Gideon 1930 2 .002 .011 Fleck-like lesions, with 
or without pycnidia. 
Golden 
Delicious 1929 2 .033 .094 Lesions 1 to 2 m. diam.. 
orange or yellowish; pyc­
1930 3 .018 .29 nidia found commonly, also 
distinct reverse sv/ellings 
occasionally. Aecidia may 
appear in rare instances. 
Golden 
?/inesap 1929 4 0 .014 Tiny necrotic flecks; pyc­
nidia form singly in iso­
1930 2 .021 .042 lated cases. 
Haralson 1929 5 0 .015 Lesions necrotic points 
with chlorotic edges; pyc­
1930 4 .005 .26 nidia very rare. 
Hibernal 1929 1 0 Lesions mostly poorly-de­
fined, yellowish flecks; 
1930 2 .014 .259 pycnidia found occasionally 
in lesions of 2 imn. diam. 
Hubbard-
ston 1928 1 .227 Lesions 1 to 6 mm. diam.. 
dull brownish or greenish 
1929 2 .001 .009 yellow color; pycnidia 
fairly common; reverse 
1930 2 .004 .48 swellings found occasionally 
but no aecidia; older spots 
necrotic. 
Hiintsman 1929 2 0 Tiny necrotic points; pyc­
nidia extremely rare. 
1930 3 .010 .062 
Ingrain 1929 2 .006 .046 Flecking is most common 
symptom; a few pycnidia 
1930 4 .026 .37 found. 
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Tatile 9 • Continued. 
: years :J^o, of: Per cent 
variety :record-:read- : rust 
^ ed :ings ; Low: High 
Symptoms of disease 
King David 1928 
1929 
1930 
Lobo 1929 
Lowell 1929 
1930 
Lowland 
Raspberry 1928 
1929 
1930 
Mcintosh 1928 
1929 
1930 
Early 
Mcintosh 1930 
Maiden 
Blush 1928 
1929 
1930 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
7 
4 
1 
5 
4 
0 
0 
.151 
.003 
.007 
.038 
.029 .074 
.103 
0 .047 
.022 .156 
.496 
0 .098 
.011 .202 
0 .29 
• 656 
.007 .06 
.018 .208 
Lesions very smll, brovm-
ish, mostly fleck-like 
and obscure; single pyc-
nidia form occasionally. 
Lesions not common, to 5 
mm. diam., many pycnidia; 
tissue dies before aecidia 
appear; no aecidia or re­
verse sv,'ellings. 
Lesions to 3 mm. diam., 
yellowish or greenish-
orange; pycnidia present 
or absent; no aecidia. 
Lesions consist of tiny 
dead points with slight 
chlorotic margins; pyc­
nidia very unusual. 
Flecks formed commonly 
but pycnidia exceedingly 
rare; slight chlorosis pro­
duced about points of 
infection. 
Lesions to 4 mm. diam., 
yellowish-green, well de­
fined; pycnidia in groups; 
tissue necrotic and no 
aecidia appear. 
Lesions 1 to 4 mm. diam., 
mostly 1 mm., ligiht yellow 
to brown, inconspicuous, 
fleck-like; pycnidia few 
or absent. 
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Table Continued. 
: Years :No. of: Per cent : 
:^riety :record-:read- ; ^st : 
X ed tings ; Low; lllgJi; 
Symptoms of disease 
Malinda 
Milwaukee 
Minnelialia 
Monona 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1950 
1930 
1929 
Northern 
Spy 
Red 
Northern 
Spy 
Okabena 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1928 
1929 
1 
5 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
.35 
.049 
.004 .213 
.024 .158 
Lesions usually 1 mm., 
sometimes to 3 mm, diam., 
fleck-like, centers whitish 
"borders purplish, or chlor-
otic; pycnidia uncommon. 
Lesions fleck-like; pycnidia 
formed rarely. 
•068 Lesions mostly flecks; a 
few pycnidia formed. 
.007 Lesions uncommon, light 
green, centers brownish 
yellow, to 8 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia formed "but no 
aecidia. 
1.68 
.092 .120 
.022 .408 
.056 
.17 .417 
.78 
Lesions 1 to 2 mm. commonly, 
sometimes 4 mm. diam., 
bright yellow or orange-
colored, margins chlorotic 
and later necrotic; pycnidia 
usually present, 1 to 4 
per spot» 
Lesions small, sometimes 
3 mm. diam., yellow to 
orange or necrotic; pycnidia 
single or in pairs. 
Lesions to 4 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia common; tissue 
.010 dies prematurely. 
1930 2 113 1.23 
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Table 9 • Conttnaed. 
: years :No« of: Per cent : 
Variety ;record-:read- : rust ; 
; ed tings : Low: High; 
Symptoms of disease 
Oldenburg 1928 
1929 
Paragon 
Perkins 
1930 
1929 
1950 
1929 
1930 
Pewaukee 1929 
1930 
Ralls 
Rambo 
Ramsdell 
Sweet 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1 
3 
4 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
A 
Pound Sweet 1929 2 
1930 2 
1 
3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
4 
.181 
.016 .077 
.068 .31 
0 
.006 .069 
0 .013 
.012 
0 .248 
.028 .83 
0 .018 
.019 .4 
.258 
.011 .077 
.026 .809 
0 .067 
.025 1.9 
0 
0 
.012 
.113 
Lesions fleck-like or yellow 
dots bearing 1 or 2 pyc-
nidia, 1 mm. in diam.; 
fungus shows little vigor 
in its attack. 
Lesions fleck-like; pyc-
nidia rare. 
Flecks common; single pyc-
nidia found occasionally 
in dull brownish lesions 
of 2 mm, diam. 
Lesions 1 to 6 inm. diam., 
fleck-like or necrotic 
with chlorotic margins; 
pycnidia formed singly or 
in groups. 
Lesions mostly 2 mm. diam. 
but up to 4 mm. diam., 
fleck-like, necrotic centers 
with chlorotic margins; 
pycnidia formed. 
Lesions tiny, fleckwlike 
or to 3 mm. diam., light 
yellow to orange or brown; 
pycnidia few. 
Lesions distinct, 1 to 7 
mm. diam., orange or dull 
greenish yellow; pycnidia 
common; diseased tissues 
die prematurely. 
Lesions mostly flecks with 
necrotic centers, obscure; 
pycnidia rare. 
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Table 9 o Continued« 
' : y'ears :No, of: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- ; rust ; 
; ed ;ings ; Low: Hlgii; 
Symptoms of disease 
Red 
AstraChan 1928 
1929 
1930 
Red ' 
Duchess 
Daniel*s 
Red 
Duchess 
Roxbury 
Saint 
Lawrencd 
Stark 
1929 
1950 
1930 
1929 Rhode 
Island 
Greening 1930 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1 
5 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
.188 
0 .027 
.010 .075 
.002 .053 
.049 .59 
.222 
.017 .049 
.015 .240 
.010 
.004 .053 
.006 
.126 
.930 
.033 
.011 .275 
Lesions mostly flecks, li^t 
green to yellow or brown­
ish, obscure, becoming 
necrotic; pycnidia formed 
in exceptional cases. 
Lesions fleck-like, 1 to 
2 mm. diam., yellowish 
somewhat angular; pycnidia 
present but poorly developed; 
older lesions dead. 
Lesions small or fleck­
like, light orange color; 
pycnidia formed. 
Lesions 1 to 2 mm. diam., 
dirty brown or dull yellow, 
color fading into normal 
green; single pycnidia 
fo2?med commonly, necrosis 
follows. 
Flecking is common symptom; 
pycnidia formed rarely. 
Lesions fleck-like or to 
4 mm. diam.; pycnidia 
found rather commonly; 
older spots dead. 
Lesions to 2 mm. diam., 
bri^t yellow to orange 
color; pycnidia common; 
reverse swellings may 
form but no aecidia. 
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Table 9 . Continued. 
: Years :No. of: Per cent : 
Variety rrecord-:read- : rust : Symptoms of disease 
: ed :ings : l]ow: Iligh: 
Stayman 1928 1 .38 
1929 5 0 .022 
1950 4 .011 .312 
Tetofski 1928 discarded 
1929 3 .001 .095 
1930 2 .15 .26 
Tolman 1928 1 .330 
1929 5 0 .030 
1930 3 .002 .144 
Turley 1929 3 .012 .031 
1930 2 .041 • 13<^ 
Utter 1929 1 .005 
1930 2 .016 .156 
Wagener 1928 1 .595 
1929 2 .004 .055 
1930 3 .58 .111 
Lesions fleck-like or to 
3 mm, diam., dull orange 
or brownJ pycnidia formed 
sometimes; necrosis of 
tissues develops premature-
ly. 
Lesions fleck-like or 1 to 
4 mm. diam., light orange 
yellow to brown; pycnidia 
formed singly, occasion­
ally in groups; sli^t 
reverse sv;ellings but no 
cups; older spots dead. 
Lesions consist of many 
flecks or tiny yellow 
spots, necrotic at center; 
pycnidia formed rarely. 
Lesions 1 to 3 mm. diam., 
faded brown or brov/nish-
or^nge color; pycnidia 
present in a few cases but 
most lesions necrotic. 
Paint flecking is usual 
symptom; pycnidia formed 
rarely in small yellow 
spots. 
Lesions 1 to 5 mm. diam., 
li^t yellow at first, 
later brownish, margins 
definitely defined but 
irregular; pycnidia common; 
slight reverse swellings 
but no aecidia. 
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Table 9 Continued.. 
: Years :-Wo, of: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- : rust ; 
; ed :ings ; Low: Hi^: 
Symptoms of disease 
Westfield 1929 
1930 
'Nh.it e 
Pearmain 1930 
IVindsor 
Chief 
ft'inesap 
Yellow 
Hewtown 
Yellow 
Trans­
parent 
York Im­
perial 
1930 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1930 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1928 
1929 
1930 
2 
2 
1 
4 
4 
1 
7 
4 
1 
4 
4 
.00006 .014 
.015 .072 
.025 
0 
0 
.062 
.317 
.010 .083 
.045 .195 
Lesions mostly fleck-like, 
obscure; pycnidia formed 
rarely in spots of 4 mm. 
diam. of less. 
.004 .045 
.303 
.083 
.077 
.211 
.422 
.163 
.339 
Lesions fleck-like or 
dull, inconspicuous, to 
2 mm. diam.; pycnidia 
formed occasionally. 
Lesions 1 to 2 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia and slight re­
verse swellings present 
sometimes; no aecidia. 
Lesions usually fleck-like, 
very small and obscure; 
pycnidia formed occasion­
ally in spots of 1 to 3 
mm. diam.; li^t yellow, 
tan or red, delimited by 
dark margins. 
Pycnidia formed but lesions 
mostly fleck-like. 
Lesions tiny, bordered by 
chlorotic rings, yellow or 
brown, fleck-like, some­
times necrotic; pycnidia 
common but mostly single; 
sli^t reverse swellings. 
Lesions mostly fleck-like, 
yellowish or crcv;nish, 
sometimes up to 2 mm. diam,; 
pycnidia formed uncommonly; 
reverse swellings or aecidia. 
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Table 9 . Continued. 
: Years :Ko. of; i*er cent : 
Variety :record-:read- • • rust : Symptoms of disease 
: ed tings • • Low: High: 
very resistant varieties: 
Ames 1929 2 0 .002 Lesions fleck-like, ob­
scure, centers necrotic. 
1930 2 • 005 .016 
Anisim 1928 1 .089 Lesions entirely flecks. 
li^t yellow to orange 
1929 1 0 or necrotic at center. 
chlorotic at margin. 
1950 2 0 .051 
Baldwin 1929 5 0 .052 Flecks only, chlorotic or 
necrotic, obscure* 
1950 4 • 004 .105 
Chenango 1929 2 • 004 .029 Lesions fleck-like pro­
nounced or faint. 
1950 2 0 
Chester 
White 1950 1 .108 Flecks with necrotic centers. 
Delicious 1928 1 .087 Lesions fleck-like, often 
so obscure as to be of 
1929 5 0 .005 doubtful origin; variety 
imm;ane for practical pur­
1950 4 0 .09 poses. 
Fameuse 1928 1 .159 Sli^t flecking is only 
symptom; chlorosis about 
1929 5 0 .014 infection point for dia­
meter of 2 mm. 
1950 5 • 004 .055 
Gravenstein 1928 1 .199 Lesions fleck-like, poorly 
defined, centers sometimes 
1929 4 0 .014 necrotic. 
1950 4 • 007 .049 
Table 9 • Continued. 
• 
• Years :No. of: Per cent : 
Variety : record­:read- • • rust : Symptoms of disease 
m 
* ed tings • • Low: Hi^: 
iianks Red 1929 2 .012 .028 Tiny necrotic points show­
Graven- ing points of infection; 
stein 1930 1 .016 margins slightly chlorotic. 
Hawkeye 
Greening 1929 3 0 .071 Flecks obscure, few. 
chlorotic or necrotic. 
1930 2 .006 .008 
Long-
field 1929 3 0 .049 Lesions fleck-like, cent­
ers necrotic, margins 
1930 2 0 .002 sli^tly ciilorotic. 
McMahon 1929 1 .004 Small necrotic spots with 
grey centers, fleck-1ikej 
1930 2 0 .012 origin uncertain. 
North­ 1928 1 .025 Indistinct flecks seen only 
western by transmitted light; 
Greening 1929 4 0 .017 number of flecks per leaf 
smaller than in other 
1930 4 .005 .037 varieties. 
Ri chared 1929 2 .002 .005 Lesions fleck-like, mostly 
of uncertain origin. 
1930 2 0 .009 
Sharon 1929 3 0 .013 Necrotic points with chlor­
otic borders, some lesions 
1930 2 0 .075 quite indistinct. 
University 1930 1 .022 Flecks are only symptom of 
rust. 
•/Wisconsin 1928 1 .137 Lesions fleck-like or of 
Rus set tiny (1 mm. or less) dull 
1930 2 0 .049 brownish-yelloY* spots; no 
pycnidia. 
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Table 9 . Continued. 
r^eaFs~llto7~3IT~FeF~cent~5 
Variety ;record-:read- : rust ; Symptoms of disease 
; ed :ings ; Low: Hi^; 
Wolf River 1928 
1929 
1950 
IrmTiune varieties: 
Collins 
Mann 
1930 
1930 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
0 
0 
.14 Lesions consist of necrotic 
points with sli^tly ciilor-
011 otic margins, often ob­
scure. 
.011 .019 
No symptoms 
No symptoms 
CRABAPPLES 
very susceptible varieties; 
Red 1929 2 
Siberian 
1930 3 
Sugar 1930 1 
VJliitney 1928 1 
1929 6 
1930 9 
.115 .164 
.055 1.36 
.25 
2.091 
.054 .88 
.258 2.529 
Lesions 2 to 8 mm. diam., 
li^t yellow; pycnidia 
common; aecidia many; inter-
spot necrosis found 
occasionally. 
Lesions 3 inm., inconspicuous, 
few; many pycnidia and 
aecidia per spot. 
Lesions commonly large, 2 
to 10 mm. diam., yellow to 
orange or brownish, some­
times blotched with green, 
distinct, swollen; pycnidia 
and aecidia numerous; spots 
die soon after aecidia 
appear; interspot necrosis 
pronounced. 
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Table 9 . Continued. 
: Years :Ko. or: Per cent : 
Variety :record-:read- : rust : Symptoms of disease 
: ed :ings : Low: High: 
Susceptible varieties; 
Red Tip 
Sweet 
Russet 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Resistant varieties; 
Florence 1929 4 
1930 2 
General 
Grant 
Hyslop 
1930 
King 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1929 
1930 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
.032 .256 
.024 .119 
.12 
.003 .004 
.002 .286 
.128 .384 
.010 
.9 
.034 .177 
.122 .27 
Lesions 1 to 6 mm., some­
times 10 mm. diam., often 
coalescing, yellow with 
salmon red or red tint at 
margins; pycnidia mucli more 
common tiian aecidia. 
Lesions fleck-like or 
reaching 3 mm. diam., olive 
to reddish color; both 
pycnidia and aecidia 
formed occasionally but 
lesions usually die before 
aecidia appear. 
Lesions 1 to 7 mm. diam., 
greenish-yellow, sometimes 
dull, brownish, inconspic­
uous; pycnidia formed in 
groups but prematiire ne­
crosis prevents develop­
ment of aecidia. 
Lesions to 5 mm. diam.; 
pycnidia formed; tendency 
toward premature necrosis 
of tissues. 
Lesions small, to 3 mm. 
diam., yellow, with light 
green margins, welirdefined, 
often necrotic; pycnidia 
common. 
.005 Lesions to 5 mm. diam., 
greenish yellow; pycnidia 
.061 .102 formed; older spots dead. 
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Table 9 • Continued. 
: Years :Ko, of: Per cent 
Variety ;record-tread- ; rust 
; ed :ings ; Low; HlgH 
Symptoms of disease 
Martiia 192S 
1950 
Minnesota 1929 
1950 
Success 1929 
1950 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
2 
Trans- 1929 2 
cendent 
1950 2 
Virginia 1929 2 
1950 5 
Yellow 1929 2 
Siberian 
1950 4 
.019 .144 
.245 .68 
0 
0 
.005 
•008 .048 
.005 
.002 .022 
.011 
.001 .041 
.005 .76 
.058 .059 
.054 .409 
Very resistant varieties; 
Cathay 1928 
1929 1 
Lesions large, 2 to 10 
mm. diam., dull yellow 
blotched with green; 
pycnidia present but no 
aecidia; older spots dead, 
also some interspot tissue. 
Lesions mostly fleck-like; 
pycnidia formed rarely. 
Leaves mostly without in­
fection; pycnidia and 
flecks found in exception­
al cases. 
Lesions fleck-like or to 
5 mm. diam., yellowish 
brown, often necrotic; 
pycnidia found rather 
commonly. 
Lesions 1 to 5 mm. diam., 
dull yellow; pycnidia 
formed in groups but ne­
crosis prevents farther 
development; interspot 
necrosis. 
•''lecking most common symp­
tom; a few pycnidia formed 
in lesions of 1 to 4 mm. 
diam.; older spots dead. 
.0005 
Only flecks; variety immune 
for practical purposes. 
1950 1 0 
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Taoie S « Continued. 
Variety 
: Years 
:record-
:No. 0 
:read-
f: 
• 
i*er cent : 
rust : Symptoms of disease 
: ed ;ings 0 • Low: iiigb: 
Dolgo 1928 
1929 2 .005 .012 
Lesions fleck-like, tiny, 
inconspicuous, centers 
necrotic. 
1950 2 .005 
CO o
 
.
 
Hopa 1928 
1929 4 0 
Variety extremely resis­
tant; flecks found rarely. 
1950 2 0 .015 
Jumho 1929 1 .001 Fleck-like lesions. 
Magnet 1950 1 .020 Lesions, if any, fleck-like. 
Shields 1950 1 .094 Lesions consist of necrotic 
points with slightly chlor-
otic margins. 
icmrune varieties: 
Beauty 1928 - Ko symptoms. At least. 
not more than a trace of 
1929 2 0 flecking. 
1950 2 0 
Dr. Van 1929 2 0 No sjraiptoms. 
Fleet 
1950 2 0 
Mercer 1929 1 0 No symptoms. 
County 
1950 1 0 
Olga 1928 No syn^toms except for 
trace of flecking. 
1950 2 0 
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Table 9 , Contirraed. 
• 
• 
Variety : 
Years 
recoil­
:i^o. or 
tread-
: Per cent: 
: rust : Symptoms of disease 
* 
• 
ed tings : LowtHi^: 
Silver 1930 1 0 No symptoms. 
Kiedzwetz-
kyana 1929 3 0 No symptoms. 
1930 2 0 
Red Vein 1929 2 0 No symptoms. 
1930 1 0 
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BAYHELD 
Fig. 5. 
Plate XIX. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves ofthe 
varieties, Anisim (figs. 1, 2) and Bayfield 
(figs, 5, 4). 
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BENONI 
DELICIOUS 
Fig* 3. Pig. 4, 
Plate XX. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties, Benoni (figs. 1, 2) and Delicious 
(figs. 3, 4). 
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HARVEST 
Pig. 1. pig• 2« 
FALL 
PlPPlN 
Pig. 5. Pig. 4. 
Plate XXI. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties, o^arly Harvest (figs* 1, 2) and Pall 
pippin (figs, 5, 4), 
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FAMEUSE 
JONATHAN 
Plate XXII. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties rameuse (figs, 1, 2) and Jonathan 
(figs, 5, 4). 
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KING 
DAVID 
Pig. 1. Pig. 2, 
LIVLAND 
Pig. 3. Pig. 4, 
Plate XXni. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties, Eing David (figs, 1, 2) and Lowland 
Raspberry (Livland) (figs, 3, 4). 
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MiSSOURI 
PiPPiN 
NO-'^THERN 
5PY 
Pig. 3, Pig. 4. 
Plate XXIV. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties, Missouri Pippin (figs. 1, 2) and 
Northern Spy (figs, 3, 4). 
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NORTHVESTERN 
GREENING 
DUCHESS 
Plate XXV. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties, Northwestern Greening (figs, 1, 2) 
and Oldenlnirg (Dachess) (figs, 5, 4). 
187-
F?OME 
BEAUTY 
Fig. 5. Fig. 4, 
Plate XXVI. jsymptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties Red Astrachan (figs. Ij 2) and Rciue 
(Rome Beauty) (figs. 5, 4). 
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"^Wcivry 
OUiVC£ I D m n« i> • ^ 
Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of tlie 
varieties, Salome (figs, 1, 2) and Twenty 
Ounce (Twenty Ounce Pippin) (figs, 3, 4). 
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jEALTHy 
WHITNEY 
Pig. 3, Pig. 
Plate XXVIII. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties ?/ealthy (figs, 1, 2) and Whitney 
{figs. 3, 4). 
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WOLF 
RlVF 
YELLOW 
BELLFLOWER 
Pig. 3, Pig. 4. 
Plate XXIX. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
varieties. Wolf Biver (figs, 1, 2) and Yellow 
Bellflower (figs, 3, 4), 
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very susceptible, 25 are susceptible, 73 are resistant, 18 are 
very resistant and two are icmune. Of the crafcapples, three are 
very susceptible, tv;o are susceptible, 10 are resistant, six 
are very resistant and seven ar-e immune. If the varieties in 
these lists were arranged in order according to the degree of 
development obtained by the parasite, there v/ould be an almost 
continuous line of variation from the most susceptible to the 
immune. Viewed from this standpoint, the artificiality of the 
types of susceptibility here proposed is all too evident. How­
ever, the system possesses a degree of merit because any person 
who is acquainted with cedar-apple rust can determine the sus­
ceptibility of a variety easily and quickly and his observation 
v/ill be interpreted correctly by any repeating the work. 
A type of relative susceptibility not indicated above, 
has been discerned in the case of the varieties. Patten Green­
ing, Northern Spy, Okabena, Winter Banana, Sta-zman and Hyslop, 
The strain of rust at Shenandoah exhibits considerable virulence 
when attacking these varieties as is shov/n by the occasional 
formation of aecidia on Patten Greening and V/inter Banana. But 
its development is checked prem.aturely by necrosis of the host 
tissue about the mycelium. Being unable to live in dead tissue, 
the rust is killed. The extent of injury which results is som.e-
times negligible although if all of the varieties are considered, 
the damage is approximately eq^ial to that found on the suscep­
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tible sorts. The reaction of these hosts is similar to the 
hypersensitiveness described by Stakman (86) in connection with 
Puccinia graminis. It has not been used in judging suscepti­
bility because it overlaps other types and is a phenomenon which 
is not easily determined. 
Ihe chlorosis of tissue surrounding rust lesions is apparently 
a secondary symptom of the disease, "•fnere infection is severe 
and the relative humidity is low, a situation found comraonly in 
1950, necrosis follo'.vs shortly after chlorosis. The verj' sus­
ceptible varietie s of apples are particularly affected with ne­
crosis on the leaves between the spots and also at the margins. 
With some varieties, the centers of the spots die and drop out 
folloY/ing the formation of pycnidia. 
Material losses from cedar-apple rust also show great varia­
tion. -The loss in the nursery is undoubtedly less than in the 
orchard because in the former there is no fruit infection and 
the trees continue their terminal growth for a longer period. 
Nearly complete loss of leaves from trees of Jonathan was ob­
served in an orchard south of Shenandoah on August 25, 1950, 
while trees of this variety in the nursery had lost a much 
smaller proportion of their leaves. Many leaves in the nursei^-
escape disease because they are developed after the close of 
the irXection period. Others acquire immunity with age. 
The largest percentage of loss to apples in the nursery in 
1928 was on Yellow Bellflower. An average tree lost 5.89 per 
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; cent leaf area due to rust. Tlie epidemic during that year was 
: said to be the worst in 25 years at Shenandoah. No year since 
; has equalled it in this regard. 
In 1929 the disease was much less prevalent, causing not 
; more than an average amount of damage about Shenandoah, -The 
^ highest per cent of rust on apples in the nursery was 2.46 and 
: this occxarred on Jonathan. 
The year, 1930, was marked by considerable losses ^vhich 
' ranked in importance betv;een those of the tv;o previous seasons. 
One reading on Iowa Blush showed 4.96 per cent of rusted leaf 
area. Certain other trees of this variety with .222 per cent 
rust in 1929, shov/ed 2.12 per cent in 1930. This may indicate 
the relative severity of the two epidemics. 
' Relation between the percentage of leaves infected and the 
extent of loss. l/iany factors may contribute tov/ard disease 
resistance in apple leaves. Miller (57) showed that leaves 
of susceptible varieties that have become resistant because of 
age may be infected through tears in the epidermis. Tnis in­
dicates that some change in the epidermis of a leaf m-ay cause 
it to become resistant to cedar-apple rust. 
Trees in the nursery have a long period of growth. During 
the life of each leaf on a susceptible variety there is a period 
when rust infection may occur. Later the leaf becomes immune 
to infection. 
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Data frcE 1928 have "been used in table 10 to illustrate 
how the percentage of infected leaves compares v/ith the per­
centage of rust on each variety. The varieties are listed in 
order according to the percentage of rusted leaves. It will 
be seen that the trend in the second column is the same as in 
the first: the percentage of total leaf area rusted seems to 
vary roughly as the percentage of rusted leaves. There seems 
to be some agreement also between the percentage of rusted 
leaves and the relative susceptibility. 
•Biat these similarities are coincidental is not probable 
because they occur in data from other fields as v;ell. To ex­
plain them by suggesting that the susceptible varieties had a 
larger percentage of leaves exposed during the infection period 
than did the resistant ones, is quite contrary to fact. Graph 
2 shows that in regard to the data of 1928, leafiness is not 
related to the amount of rust infection. Northwestern Greening 
and Delicious, two of the most resistant varieties known, pro­
duce nearly the largest number of leaves. The Twenty Ounce and 
Peerless varietie s which are very susceptible have comparatively 
few leaves. Furthermore, in 1929 and 1930, observations showed 
that all varieties of apples in the nurseries were v/ell leafed 
out before the period of maximum infection from rust. Vfcile it 
is not possible to explain the apparent relation between the 
percentage of leaves infected and the amount of rust, the evi-
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• Ta'Dle 10. A comparison of the percentage of rusted leaves with 
the percentage of total leaf area rusted and the 
relative susceptibility of 49 varieties of apples in 
the survey of 1928. 
: : Per : : : Per : 
: Per : cent :Sus-: Per : cent ;Sus-
; cent : total;cap-: cent : total:ceD-
Variety trusted: leaf :ti- : Variety rusted: leaf :ti-
rleaves: area :bil-: leaves: area :bil-
: : rusted: ity-:c: :ru.sted:ity 
Salome 51.1 2.208 S Malinda 18.3 .35 R 
Wealthy 50.95 3.63 VS Ben Davis 17.8 .35 R 
Rome 47.7 3.53 VS Okabena 17.66 .78 
Yellov; Bell- To1man 17.3 .33 R 
flower 44.0 5.89 VS Patten 
Twenty Ounce 39.44 3.68 VS Greening 17.2 1.086 S 
Jonathan 37.8 3.409 VS Stayman 16.6 .38 R 
Y/inter Banana 37.5 1.45 s York Imperial 16.2 . olt^ R 
Northern Spy 33.6 1.68 R Grimes 15.9 .252 S 
Red June 32.8 3.08 VS Red Astrachan 15.7 .188 R 
Vitiitney 32.8 2.09 VS Hubbardston 15.5 .227 R 
Missouri King David 15.1 .151 R 
Pippin 31.28 1.99 VS Winesap 14.9 .303 R 
Bayfield 28.6 4.82 VS Arkansas Black 14.8 .298 R 
Benoni 27.7 3.71 VS Arkansas 14.0 .271 R 
Peerless 27.7 1.37 s Fameuse 13.9 .139 R 
Hyslop 26.5 .9 R Pall Pippin 13.8 .138 R 
Mcintosh 25.8 .496 R Wisconsin 
Golden Russet 25.06 .757 s Russet 13.7 .137 VR 
Maiden Blush 24.36 .656 R Oldenburg 12.7 .181 R 
Stark 23.3 .93 R Wolf River 12.3 .14 VR 
Ralls 21.5 .258 R Lowland 
Yellow Raspberry 10.3 .103 R 
Transparent 21.2 .422 R Anisim 8.9 .089 VR 
v;agener 21.04 .595 R Delicious 8.4 .087 VR 
Dudley 20.37 .95 S Early Harvest 3.2 .036 R 
Gano 19.45 .527 R Northv/estern 
Gravenstein 19.2 .199 VR Greening 2.6 .025 VR 
VS = Very susceptible 
S = Susceptible 
R = Resistant 
VR - Very resistant 
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dence suggests that the period of susceptibility in leaves of 
very susceptible varieties is longer than that of very resis­
tant ones. This theory, v;hile not attempting to explain the 
differences in susceptibility, may, by further experiments, 
sho'vT that leaves of some varieties avoid disease by passing 
quickly through the period of susceptibility. 
Occurrence of stem cankers. 
It is altogether possible that young stems of apple are as 
sensitive to infection from cedar-apple rust as the leaves. But 
because the stems are entirely opaque and of a darker color tiia 
the leaves, the rust lesions are often overlooked. 
Of the 49 varieties examined in 1928, 19 were found with 
stem cankers. Pycnidia were found on all of these but aecidia 
appeared only on seven. Rust infection is shown on stems of 
Yifealthy and Yellov; Bellflower in Plate XXX. The varieties 
with stem cankers in 1923 are listed in table 11. Car^kers may 
cause considerable damage to young trees by forming points of 
vveakness along the stems. If complete girdling occurs, the 
branch dies beyond the infection. 
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YELLOW 
BELLFLOWER 
Pig. 2. 
Plate XXX• Lesions caused by G. jttniperi-virginianae on 
stems of apple tre^s in norsery rows at Shenan-
doah. 
Pig# !• Cankers on the steins of the V/ealthy variety con­
taining many pycnidia but no aecidia. 
Pig* Branches of the variety, yellow isellflower, with 
inuch swollen cankers, pycnidia and many aecidia 
have developed, September 8, 1928, 
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Table 11. Survey of 1928: Varieties of apples with, stem cankers 
of cedar-apple rust. 
Cankers with aecidial cups 
• 
• 
:Cankers with pycnidia only 
Yello?; Bellflower Benoni 
Bayfield Tv/enty Ounce 
Wealthy Jonathan 
Rome Vi/h it ney 
Red June Winter_ Banana 
Salome Peerless 
Missouri Pippin Okabena 
Arkansas 
Red AstraChan 
Wagener 
Malinda 
Stayman 
The homogeneity of groups of apple varieties in respect to 
relative susceptibility. 
Orton and Vvood (69) found considerable significance in the 
agreement between the classification of apple varieties by 
Hedrick and Howe (54) and a compilation of observations regard­
ing the relative susceptibility of apples to cedar-apple rust. 
The significance of this agreement was tested using the data 
taken at Shenandoah. 
Hedrick and Howe (54) characterize a group of varieties 
as follows; "A group is a collection of varieties of a fruit 
which has so many characters in oomaion tliat near kinship is 
apparent." 
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Of the 36 groups listed by Hedrick and Eor:e, 14 contain 
two or more varieties v;hose relative susceptibility v;as measured 
during the present investigation. From one to 17 readings were 
made on each of these varieties during the years, 1923 to 1930, 
inclusive. Table 12 gives the list of varieties arranged in 
the groups of liedrick and Howe (54) together with the distribu­
tions of readings and the probability that such distributions 
could be sec'ored from random samples from a homogeneous popula­
tion. 
The "chi square" test was used to dete2?mine v.'hether the 
distribution of readings might be attributed to random sampling 
or whether the varieties in each group are different in respect 
to susceptibility. The chances thet the distributions of read­
ings of the 3en Davis, pameuse, northern Spy, Oldenburg, Rein-
ette, Romanite, "/inesap and Jonathan groups in respect to sus­
ceptibility could arise from random sampling is less than one 
in a hundred. Such differences are highly significant. 
As far as the data show, however, the McMahon and 7/olf 
River varieties are -identical in respect to susceptibility. The 
same is true for the varieties, Peter and Y.'ealthy. Distribu­
tions in the Ralls group show that the variations mi^t v;ell 
be accounted for on the basis of random sampling. There the 
chances are one in ten that the variation in distribution of 
the 19 readings on the varieties, Ingram, Ralls and Salome, 
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Table 12. A list of varieties arranged in the groups of Hedrick 
and Ho\ve together v;ith the distribution of readings 
and the probability that such distributions could be 
secured from random samples from a homogeneous popu­
lation. 
• 
• : :Prob-
Group Variety : Numbe r of Readings : "chi : :abil-
I :VR: R: S :VS:Total :square ':n=: ity 
Ben Davis 3 8 
Collins 2 2 
Ben Davis Florence 1 5 6 
Gano 1 2 8 11 59.78 6 <.01 
Cortland 1 7 1 9 
Pameuse 2 5 7 
pameuse Mcintosh 1 10 1 12 
St. Lawrence 2 2 46.91 6 <.01 
Northern Spy 7 7 
Northern Ontario 4 1 5 
Spy V/agener 1 5 6 14.81 4 <.01 
Dudley 5 3 8 
Milwaukee 1 2 3 
Oldenburg Okabena 4 4 
Oldenburg 1 7 8 
Pewaukee 1 1 4 5 36.42 12 <.01 
Boiken 1 X 
pall Pippin 1 1 3 5 
Lowell 3 3 
Maiden Blush 4 6 10 
•Jv'inter Banana 3 2 5 
N.W. Greening 2 7 9 
Reinette Patten Greening 4 1 5 
R.I. Greening 4 4 
Grimes 3 5 4 1 13 
Huntsman 2 2 i 5 
Yellow Newtown 1 1 
Mann 1 1 105.1 23 <.01 
Romanite Mihkler 3 3 
Stark 4 4 
York Imperial 2 7 9 26.5 6 <.01 
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Table 12. Continued. 
• 
• 
• • 
• a Prob­
Group : Variety Number of readings :"chi II
 
•
 » abil­
1 :VR: S :VS: Total rsauare" • • • • ity 
Arkansas 1 2 5 8 
Arkansas Black 5 2 2 7 
Paragon 1 2 1 4 
Winesap Stayman I 3 6 10 
V/inesap 2 4 3 9 
W.S. Paradise 2 3 5 63.09 12 < .01 
Esopus 2 2 
Jonathan 1 15 17 
Jonathan King David 3 2 1 6 
Red Canada 2 2 114.64 12 < .01 
McMahon 1 2 3 
Aport Wolf River 2 4 6 0 
peter 2 2 
Y/ealthy Ti/ealthy 15 15 0 
Ingram 3 3 6 
Ralls Ralls 2 4 6 
Salome 2 5 7 7.65 4 .14 
Rambo Domine 2 X 3 10.4 3 .01 
Rambo 1 1 5 8 
English Russet 1 1 2 
Russet Golden Russet 4 4 
Roxbury 2 1 3 10.46 4 .024 
Tompkins Hubbardston 5 5 
King Tompkins King 1 1 1 1 4 8.32 3 •
 
o
 
CO
 
mi^t occur in the same niimher of readings of any one variety. 
In the Rambo group these chances are one in a hundred while in 
the Russet and Tompkins King groups, they are t^70 in a hundred. 
Prom these data and by use of this method, the groups of 
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varieties arranged "by Hedrick and Hov/e (54) cannot, with the 
exception of Aport, "liealthy, Ralls, Russet, Tompkins King and 
perhaps Rambo, he considered homogeneous in respect to sus­
ceptibility to cedar-apple rust. There are some indications, 
however, that the factors for resistance are transmitted geneti­
cally, Table 13 contains varieties of known parentage. The 
agreement between the progeny and one or both of the parents 
is evident in a number of cases. Since trees of one variety 
of apples are usually propagated vegetatively from one seedling, 
it is not possible by the use of these data to determine the 
manner in v/hich disease resistance is transmitted. The data 
indicate merely that the parents have influenced the suscepti­
bility of their progeny toward cedar-apple rust in a nimber of 
cases. 
Of the Russian varieties s-cudied, eight were resistant and 
four were very resistant. Table 14 summarizes readings on 
these for three years, riere again, the "chi square" test shows 
that the chances that these varieties are homogeneous in respect 
to susceptibility to rust are less than one in a hundred. The 
fact that all of the twelve Russian varieties are resistant over 
a period of three years may be of some practical significance, 
however. 
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Tsble 13. A list of varieties of known parentage with nota­
tions regarding their susceptibility to cedar-apple 
rust in Iov;a. 
Progeny ; Seed Parent ; Pollen Parent 
Edgewood (VS) Salome (S) Jonathan (VS) 
Ontario (S) N 0 r th ern Spy (R) Wagener (R) 
Secor (S) Salome (3) Jonathan (VS) 
Early Mcintosh { R) Yellow Transparent 
* (H) Mcintosh (R) 
Cortland (R) Ben Davis (R) Mcintosh (R) 
Itonona (R) Wolf River (VR) Harrington 
Ames (VR) Allen Choice (R) Perry Russet 
Sharon (VR) Mcintosh (R) Longfield (VR) 
01ga Crab (I) Oldenburg (S) Pyrus baccata ceraci-
fera 
Bayfield (VS) Malinda (R) 
Goldo (VS) Grimes (S) ? Oldenburg (S) 
Peter (VS) •/Jealthy (VS) 
Dudley (S) Oldenburg (S) 
Patten Greening (s) Oldenburg (S) 
Red V\.'ing (S) Malinda (R) 
Anoka (R) Mercer County Crab (I) 
Arkansas (R) ? /^i/inesap (R) 
Haralson (R) Malinda (R) 
Ingrain (R) Ralls (R) 
Lobo (R) Mcintosh (R) 
Milv^aukee (R) Oldenbui'g (S) 
Minnehaha (R) Malinda (R) 
Okabena (R) Oldenburg (S) ? Wealthy (VS) 
pewaukee (R) Oldenburg (S) 
Stayman (R) Winesap (R) 
Turley (R) Winesap (R) 
Sugar crab (VS) Antonovka (R) 
Cathay (R) Pyrus ringo 
Dolgo (R) Pyru s ba c cata (R) 
Beauty (I) P, baccata cerasiferi 
Red Vein (I) K i ed zwe t zkyana (I) 
King David (R) ? Jonathan (VS)---
Jonathan (VS) ? Esopus (R) 
Perkins (R) ? Malinda (R) 
-X- or? Winesap (R) 
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Table 14. Distribution of re 
Russian varieties 
ading 
of ap 
s on 
pies 
susceptibility 
to cedar-apple 
of twelve 
rust. 
Variety : Number of readings 
I : VR : R : S : Vii : Total 
Antonovka 1 1 2 
Boiken 1 1 
Hibernal 1 2 3 
Lowland Raspberry 1 5 1 7 
Oldenburg 1 7 8 
Red AstraChan 1 o 3 10 
Tetofski 5 5 
Yello?^ Transparent 1 4 7 12 
Anisim 2 2 4 
Longfield 2 3 5 
Dolgo Crab 5 C 
Beauty Grab 4 1 5 
Relative Susceptibility of Other Plosts 
Thus far the susceptibility of apples and crabapples to 
G. juniperi-virginianae has been considered. Other host plants 
include species of Pyrus and Juniperus. The aecidial hosts v/ill 
be considered first. 
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Aecidial hosts. 
P^Tus ioensis (Wood) Bailey and its cultivated variety, 
Beciitel's Double Flowering crab, are vvithout question the most 
susceptible aecidial hosts known in Io\7a. Tne effect of infec­
tion on the stems is shown in Plates XXXI and XXXII. This 
species is the native flov;ering crab \''/est of the Mississippi 
River which was earlier referred to ?. coronaria L. One read­
ing on tv/o-year-old trees of Bechtel's crab was made in 1928 
where 44.9 per cent of the total leaf area were rusted. This 
is nearly nine times the reduction in leaf area that was found 
on Yellow Bellf lower, the m.ost susceptible of the 49 varieties 
of apples growing in the same field. The survey revealed also 
that 75 per cent of the leaves on Bechtel's crab v;ere infected 
with rust as against 44 per cent on Yellow Bellflower. This 
suggests that leaves of Bechtel's crab may rem.ain susceptible 
to infection over a longer period of tim.e than those of the 
apple. 
But another difference is evident. Lesions on leaves of 
the crab are commonly 10 to 20 mm. in diameter while those on 
the apple are two to 13 mm. If an average spot on the crab is 
15 mm. in diameter and that on the apple is 7.5 mm., the area 
of such spots, if they are circular, is 176.7 and 44.17 sq. 
mm., respectively. , If, because of tolerance of the host. 
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Plate XXXI. The effects of cedar-apple rust on tv;o plants 
of Eechtel^s Flowering crab in nursery rows at 
Shenandoah, Iowa, oepteciber 12, 1928, In addi­
tion to a considerable amoimt of defoliation, 
one of the trees was killed by a canker which 
girdled the leader and allowed it to break. 
In 192B the damage from rust on trees of 
Bechtel's crab in one nursery was estiinated at 
$1500, 
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Plate XXXII. Cankers on stems and leaf buds of Pyrus 
ioensls caused by G, junlperi-virglnlanae« 
The mycelium has not only invaded the 
cortical tissue of the stem but has be­
come systemic in leaf buds. 
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lesicns on Beclitel's crab reach four times the area they do on 
apple, the difference in amount of leaf area destroyed is 
partiall;/ explained. 
A number of species of Pyrus have been introduced from Asia 
mostly for ornamental use, but also for fruit or fruit breeding, 
Pyrus baccata L., the Siberian crab, falls in the latter class. 
None of the Asiatic introductions which were studied in the sur­
vey, u'as found to serve as an alternate host to any species of 
Gymnosporangium in Io\7a. Pycnidia developed on P. baccata and 
P, spectabilis Ait.; flecks vieve seen on leaves of P. pulcher-
rima Aschers, and Graebn. and P. halliana Voss; but no signs of 
infection could be detected on P. atropurpurea Bailey or P. 
sargenti Bean. All of the plants were in the open and had ample 
opportunity for infection from both the apple and the hawthorn 
rusts. 
A detailed account of observations made on the suscepti­
bility of these species of Pyrus (exclusive of P. malus) to 
G. juniperi-virginianae in Iowa is given in table 15 and symp­
toms of infection are shovni on leaves of five species in Plates 
XXXIII to XXXVII. 
Teleuto hosts. 
As far as has been determined, the only teleuto hosts of 
the cedar-apple rust fungus in Iowa are Juniperus virginiana L. 
Table 15. Observations on the susceptibility of Pyrus spp. 
(exclusive of P. malus) to G. juniperi-virginianae 
at Shenandoah, lov/a, I928-l'^50, inclusive. 
:Observations 
Pyrus sp. :Per cent 
:Year: rust 
P. ioensis 1928 44.9 
Tincluding 
Bechtel's 1929 .95 
double-
flowering 1929 3.01 
crab) 
1929 4.4 
1929 .703 
1950 6.2 
1930 9.07 
1930 7.3 
1930 8.84 
1930 3.28 
1930 6.06 
P. baccata 1929 0 
1930 .06 
P. specta- 1929 .06 
Rli's • 
1929 .005 
1929 .073 
1S30 .007 
1930 .035 
Remarks 
Very susceptible. Lesions large, 
commonly 10 to 20 mm. diam., orange 
to bright yellov: or greenish yellow 
often with trace of red, coalescing 
when crowded; pycnidia extremely 
numerous, commonly 50 to 200 per 
spot, later appearing in a ring 
about the margin, distinct, golden 
at first, later black; aecidia 
formed in great numbers, commonly 
in a ring just outside the initial 
pycnidia; mycelium invades leaves, 
petioles, succulent stems, fruit 
and buds causing hypertrophy; can­
kers on stems and petioles cause 
necrosis in distal parts. 
Resistant. Lesions to 4 mm. diam., 
dull orange or brov/n, inconspicuous 
pycnidia form.ed in small groups but 
no aecidia or reverse swellings. 
Resistant. Lesions mostl^f fleck­
like or small; pycnidia form.ed 
occasionally; tissues die before 
aecidia form. 
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Table 15. Continued. 
Pyrus sp. 
Observations 
:Per cent 
Year: rust 
Remarks 
P. pulcher- 1928 trace Very resistant. Necrotic flecks 
riir.a are only indication of infection. 
1928 i» 
1929 0 
1950 0 
1930 .018 
P. pulclier- 1928 trace Very resistant. Flecks of un­
rima var. certain origin. 
arnoldiana 1929 0 
1929 0 
1930 .004 
1930 .0052 
P, pulcher- 1930 0 Immune 
rima var. 
scnsideckeri 
P. pulcher- 1929 0 Immune for all practical purposes. 
rima var. 
atrosan- 1929 0 
guinea 
1930 .022 
1930 0 
P. laalli- 1928 trace Very resistant. Tiny necrotic 
ana var. points only. 
Darkmanii 1929 0 
1929 0 
1930 trace? 
1S30 trace? 
Table 15. Continued, 
:Observations : 
Pyrus sp. : :P'er cent: Remarks 
rXear: rust : 
P. atro- 1929 0 Immune 
ourDurea 
1950 0 
p. sargenti 1928 0 Immune 
1929 0 
1930 0 
and J. scopulorum Sarg, ihie latter is an in-croduced ornamenta 
native in the Rocky Mountains. 
During 1928 no cedar-apple rust galls were found on J. 
scopulorum. The hope arose that this western red cedar, also 
having a pyramidal, upright habit of growth, might be substi­
tuted for the comm.on red cedar v;here cedar-apple rust is de­
structive, However, in 1929, galls of the disease v/ere found 
on J. scopulorum at Hampton, Charles City, Des Moines, Shenan­
doah, and Ames, 
On the premises of the abandoned Germ.an Methodist College 
in Charles City there v;£s grov/ing in 1929, a group of Junipers 
about 30 years of age. -The trees of J. virginiana v/ere thickly 
covered with rust galls but only a few v/ere found on trees of 
J. scopulorimi. It was estimated roughly that the galls on the 
common red cedars outnumbered those on the latter from 30 to 50 
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« '  
Pig. 1. Pig. 2» 
Pig. 3, Pig. 4, 
Plate XXXIII. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of 
the Beauty crab (figs. 1, 2) and Catliay 
crab (fi.gs* 3} 4)» 
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Fig. 2. 
Fig, 3, Fig. 4. 
Plate XXXIV, S^ptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of 
Dolgo cral) (figs. 1, 2) and Olga crab (figs. 
3, 4). 
Pig. 1 Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. Fig. 4, 
Plate XXXV. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of Red 
Tip crab (figs. 1, 2) and Pyrus floribunda. 
(figs, 3, 4). 
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Pig. 1, Pig. 2, 
Pig. 3. Pig. 4. 
Plata XXXVI• Symptoias of cedap-apple rust on leaves 
Pyrus ha 1 liana var. parkmauii (figs. 1 
and P.'^oensis (figs. 3, 4J. 
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Fig. 3, Pig. 4. 
Plate XXXVII. Symptoxas of cedar-apple rast on leaves of 
Pyrus nalus var. niedzwetzk^na (figs, 1, 2) 
and. P. sargenti (figs, 3, 4;. 
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times. A similar difference in relative susceptibility of tiie 
two junipers was obsei'ved in the gardens of Mr. E.S. V/elch, 
Shenandoah, In the cedar rust nursery at Ames there were many 
small galls on trees of "both species in February, 1950, but 
rust infection seemed to be more severe on J. virginiana. 
The susceptibility of J. virginiana and nine of its grafted 
varieties was observed in the nurseries at Shenandoah for three 
years. Varieties, elegantissima Hochst., canaertii Senecl. and 
glauca Carr., were grown commonly and all v;ere very susceptible 
to cedar-apple rust. Tv;o trees of J. virginiana var. keteleeri 
Hort., were observed closely, but no rust galls of any kind 
developed. 2hese trees stood ;7ithin 30 feet of common red 
cedars which during the same time were loaded with galls. 
A quotation follows regarding the variety, keteleeri, v/hich 
is taken from a letter of Dr. Richard P. rfnite. New Brunswick, 
N.J., written September 8, 1930. 
"I have seen many blocks of this variety of Juniperus 
and in all my experience I have found only one gall 
of Gymnosporangium and that v/as Gymnosporangium 
juniperi-virginianae. However, this particular gall 
was perfectly normal and I am ;vondering if the re­
sistance, if such, of this variety is due to what we 
think of as true resistance or to a morphological 
character of the variety. In any case I can assure 
you that in m-y experience this particular variety 
rarely shov/s any cedar galls " 
The virulence with which cedar-apple rust attacks common 
red cedar in Io;va is marked in many localities, especially 
where the trees have been planted in v/indbreaks about home apple 
orciiards. Death of apple trees may be attributed usually to a 
! number of causes but witii well-established trees of red cedars 
in Iowa, the rust diseases are the most important factors. 
The devitalizing effect of cedar-apple rust on both apples 
^ and red cedars is admirably illustrated on the property of Mr, 
George Bird, Shenandoah. A shelter belt composed of about 100 
red cedar trees stands along the south side of the orchard. By 
August 6, 1930, leaves on trees of Jonathan apple were nearly 
covered with rust lesions and m.uch defoliation took place be­
fore September 1. The high percentage of diseased leaves indi­
cated that very fevi leaves had developed after the close of the 
infection period due to the weakened condition of the trees. In 
the windbreak only the upper branches of the red cedar trees 
remained alive. Great numbers of old rust galls persisted on 
the dead branches below while new ones were forming in the green 
foliage above. Plate XXXYIII illustrates a small branch of red 
cedar which is severely infected with the disease. 
Notes on the susceptibility of species of Jizniperus to 
cedar-apple rust in Iowa from 192S to 1930, are siicmiarised in 
table 16. 
Physiologic Specialization 
During the cedar-apple rust survey of 1928, it became evi­
dent that on certain varieties of apples the pathogenicity of 
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Plate XXXVIII. A branch of Junlperus virginlana with 
numerous young galls of G7 iuniperi-
virglnianae > Each of the lower leaves 
on the branchlet near the center is 
hypertrophied due to infection. Galls 
are forming both at the b%se of the 
needles and on the leaf blades. It is 
apparent that these infected leaves are 
of the previous season. August 12, 
1929, size •9. 
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Table 16. Summary of readings on the susceptibility of Jimi-
perus spp, to G. juniperi-virginianae in Iowa, 1928 
to 1930, inclusive. 
1928 : 1929 • • 1930 
• 
• 
• 
* • • • 
* • 
• • 
• 
;>= 
•p; 
'S* CD .A . d* : o o ca » ca* o • o. 
. • c o . o. • TI* •D • 'O* ca • 
Junir>erus so. S' : o: o m o: a RH s CJ CC RH 
a: : CO* C* ' CO <D. 2 . cd. ra © 0. (D. CJ . O s • <D S CO; : CO <•. co; o: < 
J. virginiana L. 
J. virginiana var. 
"7. virginiana var. 
J. virginiana var. 
7. virginiana var. 
J. virginiana var. 
J. virginiana var. 
7. virginiana var, 
"7. virginiana var. 
J. 
elegantissiitia Hoclist. 
schottii Gord. 
globosa~Beiss. 
canaert'ii Senecl. 
pyraEidTTormis D.Hill 
iiillii Hort. 
keteleeri Hort. 
glauca Carr. 
+ 
4-
4 
4 + + + 4 + 4 
I 
T 
! 
T 
4 + 4 
virgini&na var. burkii Hort 
J. 
Z* 
J. 
J. 
tj • 
J. 
scopuloruia Sarg. 
commanis L. 
communis var. 
commnis var, 
comrauni's var. 
communis var. 
suecica Loud. 
hiberni'ca Gord. 
depressaPursh. 
ashfordi Hort. 
- - 4 4 i 4 4 4 t T 
J. 
7, 
J. 
7. 
J. 
7. 
d * 
J. 
7. 
J. 
J. 
7. 
cninensis 
chinensTs 
ciiinensis 
cninensis 
cninensis 
cnxnensis 
chinensis 
excslsa var. 
xiorizontalis 
L. 
var. 
var, 
var. 
var. 
var. 
var, 
S' 
pfitzeriana Spaeth, 
pyramidalis Beiss, 
sargentii Henry 
japonica 
stricta"^Hort, 
columna'ris Hort, 
:ricta Rollison 
Moencn. 
safeina L. 
sabina var, tamariscifolia Ait, 
sabina var. horizontalis 
J, 
J. 
meyeri 
Volga 
oblongata 
(probably J. 
meyeri) 
(ident 
sauamata var, 
? )  
(ident.?) 
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rust at Shenandoah v/as quite different from that reported in 
the far eastern states. The York Imperial variety is mentioned 
by Reed and Grabill (81) and others as being very susceptible 
in Virginia where it is grown commercially. In Iowa, this var­
iety is distinctly resistant. Other varieties showing marked 
differences in susceptibility are Tolman, Ben Davis and Olden­
burg. Reports on the susceptibility of these varieties as 
related to their geographic distribution are shown in Plates 
XXXIX to XLII. . 
Experiments which are reported in the follov/ing pages v:ere 
undertaken for the purpose of detecting differences in the 
pathogenicity of various geographic strains of G. juniperi-
virginianae and also of testing the susceptibility of apples 
from various states. 
Materials used. 
For artificial inoculation in the greenhouse two-year-old 
apple trees were obtained from five nurseries in three states.w 
->A?ple variety : Obtained from 
Tolman Shenandoah Nurseries, Shenandoah, Iov;a 
Fameuse " " " " 
York Imperial Mount Arbor Nurseries, " " 
Yellov; Transparent " " " " " 
Tolman Skinner Nurseries, Topeka, Kansas 
York Imperial " " " " 
York Imperial Old Dominion Nurseries, Richmond, Va. 
Bechtel's PI. Crab Snyder Bros. Nursery, Center Point, la. 
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Plates XXXIX-XLII. 
Plate XXXIX. Relative susceptibility of York In5)erial apple 
to cedar-apple rust as indicated by reports from 15 
states. 
Plate XL. Relative susceptibility of Tolman apple to cedar-
apple rust as indicated by reports from New Jersey, 
Delaware and Iowa. 
Plate XLI. Relative susceptibility of Ben Davis apple to 
cedar-apple rust as indicated by reports from 14 states. 
Plate XLI I. Relative susceptibility of Oldenburg apple to 
cedar-apple rust as indicated by reports from 13 states. 
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Ten tress each of Tolman and York Imperial were obtained from 
W. and T. Smith Co., The Geneva Nursery, Geneva, N. Y., but 
these arrived too late for use in the greenhouse. 
Numerous trees of various apple varieties, Bechtel's 
?lov;ering crab, Amelanchier, Aronia, Gydonia and Pyrus were 
inoculated-"- outdoors in nursery rows. 
Method of inoculation. 
Three methods of inoculation were used in preliminary 
trials. The first consisted of suspending a sporulating gall 
over the moistened plant and covering it \7ith a bell jar. The 
second was to spray the plant with a suspension of sporidia in 
v;ater, then cover the leaves v;ith a v/et paper sack. In the 
third method, leaves to be inoculated v/ere moistened by atomiz­
ing with freshly distilled water. A spore horn was removed with 
forceps from a sporulating gall and rubbed or smeared over the 
leaves. A wet paper bag was then inverted over the branch, tied 
v,'ith string about the mouth and retained in place for about 43 
hours. 
-^Inoculum for experiments in the greenhouse and in the field 
was kindly contributed by the following: 
Dr. o.H. Elmer, Manhattan, Kansas; Mr. E.G. Mandenburg, 
Dr. J.H. Muncie, and Mr. Boyer, Lansing, Mich.; Mr. Anthony 
Berg, Morgantown, W.Va.; Dr. R.E. Vaughan and Dr. A.J. Riker, 
Madison, 'A'is.j Mr. J.A. Evans, poughkeepsie, K.Y.; Mr. E.P. 
vestal and Mr. Wm. Overholt, Ames, Iov;a; Dr. H.T. Gxissow, Ottawa, 
Canada; and Dr. G.H. Berkeley, St. Catherines, Ontario. 
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Altliougii infection WSLS obtained successfally by the 
first method, it was wasteful of inoculum and plant materials. 
The second method was discarded because the disease v/as not 
produced by spraying apples with a suspension of sporidia. The 
third method was adopted for use both in the greenhouse and in 
the field because abundant infection could be obtained in a 
large percentage of cases and only small amounts of teleuto-
spore material v/ere needed. Several branches on each of the 
larger trees could be inoculated at the same time with different 
collections of rust without danger of confusion. 
Greenhouse trials. 
3y taking two-year-old apple trees into the greenhouse 
between January 25 and January 28, 1930, it v;as possible to con­
duct inoculation experiments before any infection occurred in 
nature. Cedar rust galls were obtained more or less in the 
dormant condition and v;ere induced to sporulate in the labora­
tory. The inoculum which proved most satisfactory was that sent 
on a living tree from Iviorgantovm, West Virginia. Several 
collections of immature galls from other localities became so 
dry during shipment that the spores could not be made to ger­
minate. 
Table 17 brings together the data obtained on the patho­
genicity of five geographic strains of G. juniperi-virginianae 
Table 17. Pathogenicity of five geographic strains of G. Junlperl'-vlrglnlanae 
on five aecidlal hosts as shown by artlflciaT Inocur'ations in the 
greenhouse. 
Famouse 
Tolman 
Tolman 
Yellov/ 
Trans­
parent 
York 
Imperial 
• 
• Source of inoculum 
Host 
tSource 
: of Aine s, lov/a 
;Shenan- :Manhattan:Morgantown, 
;doah, Iowa :Kansas ;V/. Virginia 
:CochL 
: rane 
; host 
• 
• 
Experiment 
A : B : E : I :L: 
: Experimertj fixperim'axb: ElxperImerit 
0 : S :Y;D:K:Q:T:Z: G:M: N:U:G: J: P :R: 
:Wls. 
W: X 
Bechtel' s 
PI. crab 
Iowa 0-it-
Iowa 0 
Kans• 0 
Iowa 0 
Iowa 0 
Kan. 0 
Va. 
Iowa 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
X 
(1) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 -
0 0 
0 
0 
0  0 0 - 0 0 0  0 - 0  0 0  0  0  0  0  0  
0  0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  o i s  a  x  o  o  o  
(5) (11) (15) 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0  0 0 0 0 0 0  0 - 0  0 0  X  f i  0  0  
( 6 )  (16) 
0  0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0 0  X  X  0  0  0  
(12) 
0  0  0  0  0 0 0 0 - 0  0 0 0  O X X X O  0 0  
(10)(13) 
0  x o o  0  0 0 - 0 0 0  x - x o a  a  
(3) (V) (8) (9) 
0 0 0 
0  X  o o x  o o - o o o o o - o o a a a o o o  
(2) (4) 
a  a  a a a  - x - o a - x a - x o - x ( i 4 ) - a -
(17) 
-"-Legend: - No signs of infection 
0 Flecking 
X Pycnidla 
a Aecidla 
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on five aecidial hosts as shovm by artificial inoculations in 
the greenhouse. The individual experiments are designated by 
letters. Inoculations were made between March 1 and April 19, 
1950, and final readings-^- were taken June 7. Inoculum for all 
experiments \vas taken from Jxmiperus virginiana. 
Untreated branches v;ere held as controls in each experi­
ment, but as no rust occurred on any of them, they are not in­
cluded in the table. 
-"-Certain explanatory notes, too long to be included in table 
17, are indicated by numbers. These notes follov*': 
(1 
( 2  
(5 
(4 
(5 
{6 
(7 
(8 
(9 
(10 
(11 
(12 
(15 
(14 
(15 
(15 
(17 
Partially formed pycnidia found. Dead. 
Two p;/cnidia. 
A few dead pycnidia. 
A few pycnidia formed singly. 
Necrotic circular areas, one to four mm. in diameter. 
Flecks and necrotic spots. 
One leaf v/'ith many circular necrotic spots. Points 
of infection from rust show as small necrotic specks. 
Six pycnidia formed. All dead. 
A single pycnidium formed. 
Strong swellings on lower surface of lesions. 
Strong swellings on lower surf-.ce of lesions. 
Many pycnidia formed; sli^t reverse sv/elling, 
Pycnidia and strong reverse swellings formed. 
Limb broken off after being inoculated. 
Many flecks, all with necrotic centers, 
Sli^t flecks, leaves old when inoculated. 
Many pycnidia and aecidia; infection heavy. 
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The results obtained in these experiments indicate that 
the strain of cedar-apple rast from Liorgantovm, West Virginia, 
is more virulent than those from Iov;a, Kansas and 7/isconsin. 
This is shown by the aecidia produced on varieties Tolraan and 
York Imperial by the \7est Virginia strain whereas the other 
collections produced only flecks or a fev/ pycnidia. Rust from 
Ames and Shenandoah caused the development of disease symptoms 
Yi^hich are comparable with those resulting from natural infec­
tion in lowa. The Kansas strain was similar to the Iowa collec 
tions in virulence. From experiment X, it seems that cedar-
apole rust from Cochrane, Wisconsin, is less virulent than the 
other strains because it produced no disease on Bechtel's 
crab. However, as v.'ill be shov/n later, a similar collection 
caused heavy infection with pycnidia ^ d aecidia on Bechtel's 
crab at Shenandoah. 
That the inoculum used in the greenhouse was viable in 
most cases is evidenced by the flecking it caused on inoculated 
leaves, Plate XLIII - illustrates this symptom in the case of 
Tolmian, Experiment G. This leaf was inoculated with rust from 
Manhattan, Kansas. 
No consistent difference in susceptibility was found be­
tween trees of Tolman from Iowa and Kansas or between trees of 
York Imperial from Iowa, Kansas and Virginia. As far as these 
experiments are concerned, there is little to support the 
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Fig. 1. Pig. 2* 
Plate XLIII# Two exposures of a leaf of Tolman apple 
showing symptoms of flecking as prod-uced 
by artificial inoculation with G. juniperi-
virginianae from Manhattan, Kansas, 
fi^eriment C3» 
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suggestion of Weimer (98) that there may be a variation in the 
susceptibility of apples in the various states. 
\vhile the strain of rust from West Virginia caused the 
forriation of pycnidia and slight reverse swellings on Yellov; 
Transparent and, at the same time, the oth.er strains produced 
only flecking, the differences in pathogenicity are not great 
enough to i^arrant consideration. Also on pameuse, no differ­
ential reaction occurred. In these trials, the evidence v;hich 
suggests physiologic specialization in G-. juniperi-virginianae 
is therefore centered upon the marked difference in suscepti­
bility of Tolman and York Imperial to the various strains. Proof 
of the viability of each strain rests upon its ability to produce 
aecidia on Bechtel's crab. Plates XLIV to L picture the re­
action the five geographic strains on the varieties, Tolman, 
York Imperial and Bechtel's crab, in experiments,B, Q, G, C 
and X. 
Field trials. 
with the exception of trees of Tolman and York Imperial 
from Nev; York, all of the plants used for inoculation in the 
field were found grov/ing in nursery rows at Shenandoah. Those 
from Nev; York v/ere transplanted at Shenandoah but they did not 
thrive and the results of inoculations on these trees were 
probably modified considerably because of this condition. 
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Fig. 3. Pig. 4, 
Plate XLIV. Symptoias of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
variety, York Imperial, 
Figs. 1, 2. Inoculated -with rust from Ames, Iowa. 
Pigs, 3, 4, Inoculated with rust from Shenandoah, Iowa, 
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^ V 
Fig« 3» Pig# 4« 
Plate XLV. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
variety, York Imperial, 
Pigs, 1,2, Inoculated with rust from Manhattan, Kansas, 
Pigs. 2, 4, Inoculated with rust from Cochrane, Wisconsin, 
Pig. !• Pig. 2 
Fig. 5. Pig. 4, 
Plate XLVI. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on apple leaves, 
Pigs, 1, 2, York Imperial variety, inoculated with mst 
from Horgantown, West Virginia, 
Pigs. 3, 4, Tolman variety, inoculated with rust from Ames, 
Iowa, 
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Pig. 3» Pig* 4, 
Plate XLVIIe Symptons of cedar-apple rust on leaves of 
the variety, Tolmn. 
Pigs, 1, 2. Inoculated with rust from Shenandoah, Iowa. 
Pigs. 3, 4» Inoculated with rust froa Manhattan, Kansas, 
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-W 
Fig. 1. 
Y 
Pig. 2. 
Fig. 5. Fig. 4. 
Plate XLVIII. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of the 
variety, Tolman. 
Pigs. 1, 2, Inoculated with rust from Cochrane, Wisconsin. 
Pigs. 3, 4, Inoculated with rust from Morgantown, West 
Virginia, 
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Pig. 3» Fig. 4. 
Plate XLIX. Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of 
Bechtel's Flowering crab (Pyrus ioenais). 
Pigs» 1, 2. Inoculated with rust from Ames, Iowa. 
Figs. 3, 4. Inoculated with rust from Shenandoah, Iowa, 
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Pig. 1. Pig. 2, 
Pig. 3. Fig. 4, 
Plate E, Symptoms of cedar-apple rust on leaves of 
Beclitel's Flowering crab (Pyras ioensis). 
Figs. 1, 2. Inoculated with mist from Manimttan, Kansas. 
Figs. 3, 4. Inoculated with rust from Morgantown, ?/eSt 
Virginia. In Experiment W this strain of rust 
produced many pycnidia and aecidia on Bechtel's 
Flowering crab. It may be considered that the 
symptoms pictured here are not entirely true. 
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The source of inoculum for the experiments at Shenandoah 
is as follows. All galls v;ere taken from J, virginiana. 
Galls used in experiments, 33 and JJ, were collected in 
the open at Shenandoah, liiose for Experiment SS, "-vere obtained 
by ivir. 2.?. Vestal 2C miles west of I-^ason City, Iowa, Two 
galls from, the potted red cedar from. Morgantown, V/est Virginia, 
v;ere taken to Shenandoah for Experiments, KK and EI'J, but were 
found not to be in a very viable condition when used. 
Inoculum, for trials, DD and LL, were of the same collec­
tion as 'w:'-S used in Experiment X, and was taken by Dr. R.S. 
Vaughan of Cochrane, V/isconsin. Dr. G.H. 3erkeley, St. Cather­
ines, Ontario, sent aiaterial for experiments, EE and TT. The 
two collections from New York were obtained through the kind­
ness of Dr. E.S. -Thomas. Mr. J.A. Evans sent specimens from 
Poughkeepsie but tl^.e nam.e of the other collector was not learned. 
The results in the field are som>ewhat less satisfactory 
than those in the greenhouse because of natural infection which 
occurred during the experiment. Each s^/m-bol in table IS indi­
cates a reading on either two or thr-ee inoculated plants and 
is based on a direct comparison with control plants. These 
control plants were labelled and treated in the same way as 
the inoculated plants except that sporulating teleutosori were 
not smeared over the leaves, 'ii/here no apparent difference v»''as 
observed betii-een inoculated and control plants in the amount 
Taole 18. Path.eg enicity of seven geograpjaic strains of G. 
juniperi-virginianae on 15 pomaceous plants as 
shown by artificial inoculations in the field at 
Shenandoah. 
Host 
Source of inoculum 
Shenan-:Mason:Morgan-:Coch-:St.Cath-;Pough-:Col. 
doah, :City,:town, :rane,terines, :keep- : II 
Iowa : loiva :W. Va. : Bis.:Ont. Can.: sie, K.Y. 
E x d .  Exp. : Exp.; Jiixp. ; Exp,; 
BB :JJ : SS rKK : l\"N:DD;LLi EE 
: Exp.rExp. 
TT:HH: RR; QQ 
pameuse Iowa 0 0 0 0 - 0 
Tolman " X 
(18) 
0 0 0 0 
" N.y. 0 0 X 
(24) 
0 
Yellov/ 
Trans- Iowa. X 0 0 0 — -
parent 
York Im- " 0 0 X X 0 0 
TDerial (23) (25) 
" N.Y. 0 X 0 X 
(27) 
Vi'ealthy Iowa a 0 - s 0 0 
Mcintosh " 
(19) (19) (19) 
0 0 - 0 0 - 0 
Baldwin " 0 0 0 0 0 _ 
Delicious " 0 0 0 0 X _ 
N.W. Green- " 
(26) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
ing 
Bechtel'.s " s - - S. - X X _ 
crab (20) (20) (28) 
Garber Pear " - - -
Cydonia 
japonica " 0 
Aronia 
nigra " 0 
Amelanchier 
sp. " 
(21) 
Crataegus sp." 0 
(22) 
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or quality of infection, the inoculum was considered to have 
• caused no effect. In most instances, hovrever, the inoculated 
leaves showed such an abundance of infection in a viniform state 
of development that the effect of the artificial inoculation 
- could "be distinguished from that which occurred naturally,-it 
-^-Additional information concerning certain readings in 
table 18 follovrs: 
(18) Pycnidia formed in small groups but not; of vigorous 
growth. 
(19) Extremely heavy infection. 
(20) Extremely heavy infection. 
(21) No results. Foliage in unthrifty condition. 
(22) Chlorotic flecking. 
(23) Flecks yellowish, later becoming purplish. A few iso­
lated pycnidia. 
(24) A fev/ dead pycnidia. 
(25) ihese scattering small lesions 77ith pycnidia may 
possibly be from natural infection. HoY;ever, only 
five such lesions v/ere found on 100 uninoculated 
trees in the same row, 
(25) Eight small lesions with pycnidia on one leaf. •The 
tree was similar to other plants in the row. This 
is the only known occurrence of pycnidia on Delicious 
in Iov;a. 
(27) One lesion with pycnidia: the others only flecks. 
(28) Artificial infection certain, iiany pycnidia found 
on June 31. No later reading made. 
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The results from these inoculations in the field are modi­
fied -undoubtedly by the viability of the inoculum used. That 
from Shenandoah was fresh and produced natural infection. The 
galls from Cochrane, V/isconsin, St. Catherines, Ontario, and 
Paughkeepsie, I^ew York, seemed to be in fairly good condition. 
However, judging from the results, the galls from Mason City, 
Iowa, and from i<iorgantov;n, West Virginia, v/ere not highly 
viable. 
In comparison with the infection produced by tiie local 
strain, the only result of note is that in which rust from St. 
Catherines, formed pycnidia on Delicious. Hov/ever, this type 
of infection was found only on one leaf. The result should be 
verified further before making positive statements but it is 
unique in being the only case where pycnidia of rust have been 
observed on this variety in Iowa. 
THE PATHOGENICITY OF G. GLOBOSUM 
At Shenandoah, where both G. juniperi-virginianae and G. 
globosum occur commonly, it is not possible to determine the 
cause of rust infection on pomaceous plants if the aecidia are 
not formed. In the surveys on the susceptibility of Pyrus spp. 
to cedar-apple mst, the data were recorded as if the plants, 
which showed symptoms only of flecking or pycnidia, had been 
attacked by the one species of rust. But this may not be 
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' entirely true because the same plants were exposed also to in-
' feet ion from G. globosum. However, aecidia of the hav;thorn 
: rust were not detected on any variety of apples or crabapples 
; at Shenandoah between 1928 and 1930, and it was inferred that 
^ these plants are at least resistant to the strain of G. globosum 
which is found in that vicinity. 
•The following paragraphs deal with the relative suscepti-
: bility of plants which are known to harbor G. globosum in lov;a. 
Certain evidence concerning physiologic specialisation in this 
species follows. 
Eost Plants and Their Relative Susceptibility 
Pyrus communis, the common pear, is the only species of its 
; genus which is known to serve as an altermte host to G. glo­
bose in Iowa. Even this relation is uncomon for only one 
collection has been taken. (Kent, 1930). -The infection occurred 
on two large trees of unknown variety and the damage was negli­
gible. Most of the lesions were about five mm. in diameter and 
each bore a few roesteiia. 
Previous surveys on pear in the nurseries at Shenandoah 
had revealed no symptoms of cedar rust, xhe varieties, Howell, 
Vermont Beauty, Lawrence, Garber, Mendal, Patten and Bartlett, 
had been examined. The only additional instance of rust on the 
pear was seen in a home orchard north of Glenvvood, in iiugust. 
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1930. Orx leaves of pear trees ;vhich stood within a fev/ feet of 
' red cedars, there were small 3?ust lesions with pycnidia. rfo 
1 aecidia were found and identification of the rust was not 
I attempted. 
As explained in Chapter II, the hav/thorns mentioned in this 
investigation are not referred to species but are grouped in 
sections which center about a few well 1-niovm forms. I\'otes on 
the relative susceptibility of plants in these groups follow: 
Kolles Sarg. Collections, No. 1, 2 and 3 
^ery susceptible forms. Lesions large, five to 
15 mm. in diam., often coalescing, bri^t to greenish 
yellow, margins indistinct; very many pycnidia and 
aecidia; reverse swellings pronounced; stem cankers 
formed commonly on spurs. 
Grus-galli Loud, Collections, No, 1 and 2 
Very susceptible form.s. Lesions five to 10 mm. 
diam., often coalescing; pycnidia and aecidia many 
and crowded. 
Collections, No, 3 and 4 
Resistant forms. Pycnidia formed occasionally 
but aecidia absent or very rare. Lesions two to five 
mm. diam. 
Coccineae Loud. Collections, No. 1 and 2 
Very susceptible. Lesions to 10 mm. diam.; many 
pycnidia and aecidia, crov/ded. 
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Oxyacanthae Loud. Coileccions, No. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 5 
Susceptible forms. Lesions small, tv/o to six mm. 
in diam., inconspicuous, dirty yellov/ or greenisii; pyC' 
nidia usually less than 10 per spot; aecidia formed in 
small groups if necrosis of lesion does not interfere. 
Macracanthae Loud. Collection, !3o. 1 
Very susceptible. Lesions to 10 mm. aiam. and 
very numerous, often coalescing, greenish-yellow, bor­
dered by purple margin; many pycnidia and aecidia. 
Klgrae Loud. Collection No. 1. 
Very susceptible. Rust spots to 15 mm. diam., 
golden color with reddish or purplish margins. 
Pruinosae Sarg. Collection No. 1 
Very susceptible. Lesions four to 10 mm. but 
occasionally 20 mm. diam., margins reddish; pycnidia 
common; aecidia prominent and numerous, often found 
along leaf veins. 
Punctatae Loud. Collection No. 1 
Very susceptible. Rust lesions to eight mm. 
diam., inconspicuous, dirty greenish-yellov/, margins 
reddish; pycnidia numerous but often indistinct; 
aecidia raised on distinct sv;ellings, numerous, 
commonly massed along leaf veins. 
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It v;ill be noted that with the exception of collections 
No. 3 and 4 of Grus-galli Loud., all forms of hawthorn observed 
! were susceptible or very susceptible to G. globosua. This condi-
i tion is in contrast to that of cedar-apple rust in lowa where 
I 
• the majority of varieties of apples and crabapples do not act 
as alternate hosts. 
The host range of the teleuto stage of G. globosum is the 
; same in Iowa as that of G. juniperi-virginianae. Hawthorn rust 
is very prevalent on the common red cedar and it occurs less 
frequently on J. scopulorua. The horticulticral varieties of 
J, virginiana which are knovm to be susceptible in Iowa are 
canaertii Senecl. and glauca Carr. 
Evidence of Physiologic Specialization 
On May 8 and 11, 1929, artificial inoculations were made 
on first-year budded apple trees in the nursery using galls of 
G. globosum with naturally expanded teleuto-sori. Sporidia 
?;hich Y^rere discharged frcm the sori came to rest on moistened 
surfaces of the leaves. Distinct flecks appeared on leaves 
of the varieties 3aldv/in, Tolman Sweet, and Northwestern Green­
ing after 13 to 19 days. Hecrosis followed and no pycnidia 
or aecidia were formed. Uninoculated trees in the same rows 
showed no symptoms, iiegative results were obtained from inocu­
lation of varieties wealthy. Early Harvest, Ben Davis, and 
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Benoni. Flecks of uncertain cause appeared on the Mcintosh, 
Red June and Tnitney varieties. 
In 1930 similar inoculations were made v/ith G. globosum 
on pomaceous plants in the greenhouse at .-tmes. Other experi­
ments were made in the field at Shenandoah under conditions 
similar to those described for inoculations with cedar-apple 
rust. Results of the trials in 1930 are tabulated in table 19. 
Galls for experiments, P, H, V and AA, were taken from a 
potted tree of red cedar transplanted to the greenhouse from 
the rust nursevy at Ames. The inoculum used in trial CO, was 
from trees of red cedar at Shenandoah. 'Biat for Experiment 
IvHii, was obtained from J. virginiana 20 miles west of Mason City 
and that for Experiment FF, was collected on the same species 
at St. Catherines, Ontario, All galls were apparently viable 
when used. 
In these experiments, aecidia were produced in profusion 
on leaves of Crataeg-gs mollis but all other plants were either 
resistant, very resistant, or immune. 
wlhe referaice numbers in table 19 pertain to the follow­
ing notations; 
(1) No results. Foliage in unthrifty condition. 
(2) Flecks very uncertain. 
(5) As many as 35 small lesions each with a single pyc-
nidium on one leaf. 'Ihe control plants do not have 
similar symptoms. 
(4) 'These small scattering lesions v/ith pycnidia may 
possibly be due to natural infection by G. juniperi-
virginianae. However, only five such lesions were 
found on TOO uninoculated trees in the same row. 
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Table 19. Pathogenicity of four geographic strains of Q, glo-
"bosum on 15 pomaceous plants as shov.'n by artTficial 
inoculations in the greenhouse and in the open. 
Source of inoculum 
;Place • • • • Shenan­:i/iason :St.Gath 
Source ; of • • • • doah, :City, cerines. 
Host of ;experi "tAmes, Io;va : Iov;a : Iowa : Ont. 
host : ment :Experiment : • * • • 
• 
• : F: H: V: AA: CC : M : FF 
Fameuse apple Iowa Ames 0 0 0 0 
It it If Shen. 0 0 
Tolman H It Aiae s 0 0 0 0 
If n Kan. If 0 0 0 
It It lov/a Shen. X V 
(3) 
If It N.Y. It 0 
Yellow 
Transparent" lovia Ames 0 0 0 0 
If If !f Shen. 0 0 
York 
Imperial n If Ames 0 0 0 0 
tt It Kan. It 0 0 0 0 
If It Va. It - 0 0 0 
•» It Iowa Shen. 0 V 
(4) 
tt K.Y. If 0 
(2) 
Wealthy It Iowa It 0 -
Mcintosh tt It It 0 0 
Baldwin It It It 0 0 
Delicious If If II 0 0 
N.W» Green­
ing It It 0 0 
Bechtel's crab It Ames - - - -
tt It It Shen, - -
Garber pear It It 0 -
Gydonia 
t* japonica 11 Ii 0 
Aronia 
nigra It It 
Amelanchier sp. I! It 
(1) 
Crataegus 
mollis It It 2 2 2 
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It is of considerable interest in this connection that 
Shoinas and Mills (95) report the occurrence of G. globosum on 
foliage of 15 varieties of apple in Kew York, Because most of 
the varieties are included in the rust surveys here reported 
and because five of them have been inoculated artificially with 
the hav;thorn rust in Iowa, table 20 has been prepared to show 
the differences in susceptibility which occur in New York and 
Iov;a. Kot only have these 13 varieties been apparently free 
from G. globosum in Iowa but artificial inoculations have also 
shovm the resistance of five of them. That there is no confu­
sion in the identity of the rust referred to as G. globosxjm and 
found on apples in Ke^v York is shown by specimens sent by Dr. 
H.E. Thomas. The peridial cells and aecidiospores from rusted 
leaves of Pameuse, Jonathan, Mcintosh and KorthVifestern Greening 
Table 20. A comparison of the susceptibility of 13 varieties 
of apples to G. globosum in New York and lov^a. 
:-x-New York: lov/a 
Variety : Natural : Natural ; Artificial 
:infection; infection : inoculation 
Bald7/in S No aecidia 
detected 
VR 
Ssopus s It 
Pameuse s tj VR 
Hubbardston s H 
Jonathan s !« 
Mcintosh s » VR 
northern Spy s !? 
N.V/. Greening 
R.I. Greening 
Rome 
To3anan 
Tompkins King 
Winesap 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
n 
»» 
It 
!t 
tt 
!t 
VR 
R 
^i-Thomas and Mills (95). 
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from ITew York were exa-mined and Y/ere found to be very similar 
to G. globosum. as it occurs on Crataegus in lov/a. 
Miller (67) inoculated successfully tiie foliage of Maiden 
Blush, Rome, Ben Davis, Jonathan, Grimes and Wealthy varieties 
of apple, pear and Sorbus sp. with G. globosum at 'Jiest Lafayette, 
Indiana. 
Further inoculations will be necessary in order to prove 
v;ithout question that physiologic specialization occurs in G. 
globosum but the information at hand indicates that such is the 
case. 
STUDIES ON THE SFESCT OF ISOLATION gROM RED CEDAR 
TREES OH THE AMOUI'IT OF CEDAR-APPLE RUST ON APPLES 
Jones (60) demonstrated tliat cedar-apple rust can be con­
trolled effectively by eradicating the red cedars within a radius 
of one mile from the orchard. Since that time the method has 
come into general practice in several large orcharding districts 
of the eastern states. 
In Iowa the problem of the control of cedar-apple rust by 
eradicating red cedars is complicated by the fact that in many 
districts the red cedar is considered to be as valuable as the 
apple. Hov.'ever, there are certain localities v7here orcharding 
is practiced on a coimnercial basis and in these places the rela­
tive value of the red cedar is small. 
The problem as to how far red cedars must be removed from 
an orchard to give satisfactory control is not entirely settled. 
Giadings and 3erg (41) believe that no radius less than one mile 
should be considered if good results are to be obtained. 
At Shenandoah in 1950, certain of the very susceptible var­
ieties of apples were grown simultaneously in a number of nur­
sery blocks. The percentage of leaf area covered by rust lesions 
was measured on each of these varieties wherever they were found. 
Some of the field blocks were rather widely separated and con-
i siderable difference existed in their proximity to red cedar 
^ trees. Using the survey readings for comparison, it was found 
I that the trees in some blocks v;ere more heavily infected than 
: in others. 
A survey v;as taken of the territory included within a 
radius of t^To miles from each of the nursery blocks v;hich con­
tained apple trees. Plate LI contains a map of the territory 
i about Shenandoah and Essex in 1930. The fields of apple trees 
are represented by solid black rectangles and are designated by 
letters while the circular lines mark the area included within 
the radius of one mile from each block. Plantings of Juniperus 
virginiana are represented by circular dots and the figure be­
side each dot indicates the number of trees at that place. 
In 1930, Wealthy, Jonathan, Yellow Bellflov;er, I^vhitney 
Grab, Red June and Benoni varieties of apple were grown in each 
of the ei^t nursery blocks. A histograph representing the 
amount of infection on each of these varieties in the eight 
blocks is also given in Plate LI. By comparing the hei^t of 
the columns it will be seen that the trees in Block A had a 
much higher percentage of rust infection than trees in Block H. 
•There ivere many trees of red cedar witliin the city limits 
of Shenandoah that are not indicated in the map. They were so 
distributed that the entire area v;ithin the corporation limits 
may be considered as a source of inoculum. "Many" red cedars 
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Vonctics otA^JblcTrco 
Surveyed I NUMBC 
1 WEALTHY 2 JONATHAN 
3 YtLlOWBfLirLOWlK 4 VHITNEY 5 R£D JUNE 
6 BCNONL 
Block A&COC FGH 
Per Cent of Ccdar-AppIc Rust on Trees 
m Nursery B'ocks in Pclo'^ion to Ncorby 
Plontmqs o| Red Cedar Trees 
5HENAND0AH. lOVA 
1930 
5col« ol MO^ On* M>|« 
J ., \ V ^ I 
•r" 1 
\ 
1 I ( 
Lcqend: 
D Slock ot Af)^leTrfC5 
c* Ten Trees ol Red Cedar 
Plate LI 
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are indicated in four locations near blocks G and C. These 
plantings consisted of trees, one to five feet in height, in 
nursery blocks which were not sufficiently infested with rust 
to be considered as important sources of infection. 
In the case of Block A, 25 tall trees near the northwest 
corner of the field were the only red ced.ars within the one-
mile radius. About Block B there was a larger number of red 
cedars but none was within the radius of a quarter mile. -Biere 
was lightly more rust in Block A than B. Blocks, D, S and ?, 
so 
were situated/closely that the amount of rust infection in the 
three was nearly the same. 
Because the sporidia of cedar-apple rust are carried from 
the red cedars to the apples by the 'vvind, the direction of the 
prevailing wind evidently exerts considerable inflr^ence on the 
amount of infection coming from a given source. During the 
summer months the prevailing winds at Shenandoah are from the 
south and west, but winds from the northwest evidently prevailed 
during the infection period. Other^wise Block A v;ould not have 
suffered so much from the red cedars at the northwest corner. 
•The same theory would explain why Block E was so little affected. 
If there had been east winds during the infection period, this 
block would undoubtedly have received much rust from the 48 red 
cedars to the east. 
Since no block was isolated for the distance of one mile 
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from 3?ed cedars it is not possible to show what effect such 
isolation would have. The only inference which may be made 
from these observations is that the direction of prevailing 
winds seems to exert an important influence on the amount 
of infection# 
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DISCuSSIOI-I 
The interpretation of scientific data can be judged 
correctly only after a fuller knov,'ledge of the facts has been 
obtained. Such have been accumulated bearing on tv;o points, 
namely, (1) the confusion regarding the relative suscepti­
bility of apple varieties to cedar-apple rust in the United 
States, and (2) the control of cedar-apple rust in Iowa. 
Reports on the relative susceptibility of apple varieties 
are much at variance. For instance, the Grimes variety is 
reported to be immune in Virginia (8C); ver^/ resistant in 
Missouri (91), Virginia (81) and West Virginia (11); resistant 
in Kansas (4), Kentucky (1), Nebraska (30), V/est Virginia (58 
and 40) and Illinois (2); susceptible in Alabama (90), Indiana 
(49), Nebraska (30), New Jersey (11), South Carolina (57) and 
Virginia (79); and susceptible in Delaware (17). Recent 
surveys have shov;n Grimes to be susceptible in lov/a. inese 
differences have not been explained adequately. Stewart and 
Carver (89), Arthur (7) and ".Veimer (98) detected no difference 
in the virulence of cedar-apple rust from the eastern states as 
compared to rust from lava or Nebraska. Weimer (98) suggests 
that apples in the states may vary in susceptibility. Orton 
and '^iood (69) account for these apparent discrepancies because 
-P=:c_ 
of misnomers, misinterpretation of terms used by reporters, 
variation in the degree of infection and the presence of differ­
ent biological races which react differently to the same variety 
of host. Kaskell (49) has pointed out that the discovery by 
ihomas and Mills (95) of three species of Gymnosporangium on 
apples in Kew xork probably indicates that numerous v;rong 
identifications have been made. This contribution is of much 
importance in stressing the need for greater accuracy among 
reporters but it does not explain away many of the differences 
\7hich exist. 
In the present investigation cedar-apple rust from Morgan-
tovm, west Virginia, produced aecidia on Tolman and York Imper­
ial apples while rust from Iowa, Kansas, and ^j^isconsin produced 
only flecking and a few pycnidia on the same hosts. Trees of 
Tolman apple from nurseries in Kansas, Iowa and Virginia were 
alike in their susceptibility to each of the five geographic 
strains of cedar-apple rust and the same was true with trees 
of York Imperial. 
These experiments indicate clearly that physiologic spec­
ialization occurs in cedar-aonle rust. Furthermore, thev 
account for much of the confusion which has existed in the 
reports of various observers. 
The effect of physiologic specialization on the control 
of cedar-apple rust can be determined only by further study. 
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The physiologic form at Shenandoah, Iov;a, is able to com.plete 
its life cycle only throu^ one-third of the apple varieties 
grown there. Its host range is so restricted that many varie­
ties of apples may be gro\'^m successiXilly where it is most pre­
valent. The introduction of another physiologic form mi^t 
seriously complicate the present situation. 
Of the methods T?;hich have been suggested for the control 
of cedar rusts, tv;o which promise to be most effective are 
(l) the use of plants resistant to the disease and (2) the 
isolation of alternate hosts. In Iowa there are only a few 
counties in vmich orcharding is practiced extensively. It is 
altogether possible that public opinion may demand the eradi­
cation of the red cedars in these districts in order to control 
cedar-apple rust. On the other hand, a larger number of citi­
zens v/ill maintain small home orchards in localities iVhere red 
cedars are prized because of their ornamental value and for 
the protection thej* give in v/ind breaks. Agitation for control 
by isolation will probably not originate in such communities. 
Instead, the home orchardists v/ill depend on the use of apples 
which are resistant to rust if any control measure is attempted. 
It seems apparent that the more virulent forms of G, 
juniperi-virginianae and G. globosum are found in the eastern 
states. These are not likely to be distributed westward on 
their aecidial hosts, but probably on ormamental trees of 
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Juniperus virginiana and J. scopuloruni. In the past, inter­
state shipments of junipers have been made to a limited degree. 
I-Io special inspection has oeen made to prohibit the spread of 
the rust diseases because there was no experimental evidence to 
shovi- that one geographic strain was more virulent than another. 
It v;ill never be known whether nev; strains of cedar apple 
rust have been introduced into Iowa since the early observations 
of Halsted (46, 43). Pammel (74) considered that the increase 
of cedar-apple rust on the cultivated apple in Iowa previous 
to 1S06 was due to (1) the introduction of susceptible apple 
varieties like the Wealthy, and (2) to the increased virulence 
of the fungus. There seems to be some justification for the 
latter opinion because the Wealthy and Jonathan varieties were 
grov/n in Iov;a as early as 1S71 and yet the disease was not dis­
covered on them until after ISOO. These varieties are novf among 
the most susceptible of the many sorts grown. The varieties of 
apples have probably not changed in regards to susceptibility 
but the fungus may have become more virulent. 
Experimental evidence indicates that varieties of apples 
such as York Imperial and Tolman would lose their resistance 
to cedar-apple rust in Iowa if a virulent physiologic form such 
as that from Ivlorgantown, 'iVest Virginia, v;ere introduced. The 
list of desirable resistant varieties would thereby be reduced 
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and the orchardist would suffer proportionally. It is of con­
siderable importance, therefore, that precautions be taken 
to prevent the introduction of nev; geographic strains of G. 
juniperi-virginianae and G. globosum into Iowa. 
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SUMMFg 
Seven species of Gymnosporangium are knoT,7n in Iowa but the 
only common ones are G. juniperi-virginianae and G. globosum. 
G. juniperi-virginianae is reported on Juniperus scopulorun and 
G. globosim is reported on J. scopulorum and pyrus communis for 
the first time in Iov?a. 
The haploid mycelium of cedar-apple rust is probably not 
perennial on Bechtel's Flowering crab in Iowa. Additional 
proof that G» jxiniperi-virginianae requires two years to com­
plete its life cycle is presented. The size of the galls seems 
to depend on their location on the host, gro\Tth being dependent 
on the amount of food available. 
Methods are described whereby viable teleutospores of 
cedar-apple rust may be kept in the laboratory dxiring all 
months of the year. Teleutospores may be induced to sporulate 
ivithin six to seven hours. The germination of teleutospores 
and sporidia is described and illustrated. Also, evidence is 
presented which tends to substantiate the belief that infec­
tion tubes from sporidia penetrate the epidermis of the apple 
directly. 
Newly formed aecidiospores of G. juniperi-virginianae 
germinated 54 per cent on July 28. Similar spores lost their 
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pov;er of germination in three weeks in the laooratory, out 
others held between 5.5 and 13°G. for the same period v;ere more 
germinable than v/hen collected. 
Galls of G. globosum evidently originate in the leaf. The 
first visible symptoms of infection are chlorosis and swelling 
due to intercellular mycelium. Aecidiospores of G. globosum 
v/ere not germinated readily in the summer v;hen first formed. 
Only spores from leaves of Crataegus collected in November 
showed a high degree of viability. 
Of the 138 varieties of cultivated apples surveyed at 
Shenandoah from 1928 to 1930, 20 v;ere very susceptible, 25 
susceptible, 73 resistant, 18 very resistant and tv/o immune to 
G. juniperi-virginianae. Of the crabapples examined, three 
were very susceptible, two susceptible, 10 resistant, six very 
resistant and seven immune, 'The largest loss to apples in the 
nursery during the surveys was in 1928, when 5.89 per cent of 
thfe total leaf area on trees of Yellow Bellflower v/as covered 
by rust lesions. 
Relative susceptibility of apples to cedar-apple rust is 
not related to leafiness. Ihe evidence suggests that the period 
of susceptibility in leaves of very susceptible varieties is 
in 
longer than/those of less susceptible ones. Leaves of some var­
ieties ma77 avoid infection by passing quickly through the period ' 
of susceptibility. 
In 1928, 19 out of 49 varieties of apples had stem cankers 
due to cedar-apple rust. 
By use of the data taken at Shenandoah and the "chi square" 
test, at least eight out of 14 of the groups of apple varieties 
arranged by Hedrick and ?Iowe (54) cannot be considered hom-
geneous in respect to susceptibility to cedar-apple rust. How­
ever, in a number of cases it appears that the susceptibility 
of varieties has been influenced by that of their parents, 
rione of the 12 Russian varieties of apples nor of the nine 
forms of ornamental crabs from Asia which were studied was found 
to be susceptible to eitlsr G. juniperi-virginianae or to G. 
globosxim in Iowa. 
Pyrus ioensis, the native crabapple, is by far the most 
susceptible aecidial host of cedar-apple rust in Iowa, but is 
not attacked by the hawthorn rust. Juniperus virginiana is 
apparently more susceptible to these rusts than is J. scopu-
lorum. J. virginiana var. keteleeri seems to be resistant. 
Artificial inoculations have shown that Tolman and York 
Imperial varieties of apple are ver;/ susceptible to the strain 
of G. juniperi-virginianae from Ivlorgantown, •Vest Virginia, but 
are resistant to other strains from Ames and Shenandoah, Iowa; 
Manhattan, Kansas, and Cochrane, Viisconsin. These results 
indicate the presence of physiologic specialization within the 
species. -Biere is little evidence that the susceptibility of 
trees of one variety of apple may vary in different sections of 
the country. 
As far as is known, no variety of cultivated apple or crab-
apple is susceptible to G. globosum in Iowa. Repeated inocu­
lations using the strains of rust froci Ames and Shenandoah have 
failed to produce infection on varieties which are susceptible 
in iiew York and Indiana. Fui'thermore, this rust was detected 
on none of the 165 varieties growing in nursery ro'ws at Shenan­
doah from 1928 to 1930 although they were exposed to natural 
infection. 
Studies on the location of red cedar trees and the amount 
of cedar-apple rust in eight blocks of apples in nurseries at 
Shenandoah in 1930, indicate that the direction of prevailing 
winds during the infection period exerts an important ini'luence 
on the severity of infection from a given source. 
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